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Zusammenfassung
Die Beschreibung der Kernstruktur von mittelschweren bis schweren Atom-
kernen stellt eine große Herausforderung an theoretische Modelle dar. Die
große Anzahl und die Komplexität von Nukleon-Nukleon Wechselwirkungen
macht insbesondere die Beschreibung von Atomkernen fernab von Schalen-
abschlüssen sehr schwierig. Um dennoch Aussagen über die Struktur
solcher Kerne machen zu können spielen Symmetrieüberlegungen, die zu
Verkleinerung des Modellraums führen, eine wichtige Rolle. Im Rahmen
dieser Arbeit wurden die gerade-gerade Molybdän Isotope 96Mo und 98Mo,
sowie die ungerade-gerade Gold Isotope 193Au und 195Au in Hinblick auf die
Erhaltung ihrer O(5) und Spin(5) Quantenzahlen untersucht. Insgesamt wur-
den dafür vier Experimente an den Tandembeschleunigern der kernpysikalis-
chen Institute in Köln und New Haven durchgefürt.
Die Untersuchung von 96Mo und 98Mo zeigte Signaturen, die mit shape
coexistence in Verbindung gebracht werden. Basierend auf mikroskopis-
chen Modellen wurden Berechnungen im Rahmen des Interacting Boson
Model 2 durchgeführt, die eine starke Mischung einer vibrationell ähnlichen
Konfiguration und einer γ-instabil ähnlichen Konfiguration ergaben. Dies
wurde experimentell durch die Quadrupolmomente und β-Deformationen der
tiefliegenden 2+ Zustände bestätigt. Aufgrund der guten Übereinstimmung
wurde das verwendete IBM-2 Modell auf den Nachbarkern 96Mo angewen-
det. Hierbei wurden sowohl Rechnungen mit einer Konfiguration, als auch
mit Konfigurationsmischungen durchgeführt. Der Vergleich dieser Rechnun-
gen könnte darauf hinweisen, dass zum Verständnis dieses Kerns shape co-
existence notwendig ist. Desweiteren erlauben die Proton-Neutron Freiheits-
grade das Phänomen der gemischt symmetrischen Zustände zu untersuchen.
Wegen der strengen O(5) Auswahlregeln, die mit Übergängen dieser Zustände
verbunden sind, konnte die Erhaltung der O(5) Quantenzahlen überprüft wer-
den.
Die ungerade-gerade Gold Isotope 193Au und 195Au wurden auf Erhaltung
der Spin(5) Quantenzahlen, hervorgerufen durch die Bose-Fermi Symmetrie,
untersucht. Insgesamt zeigen die angeregten Zustände und Übergangsstärken
einen gleichmäßigen Verlauf, in den sich die Ergebnisse der Experimente gut
einfügen. Unter Verwendung der Eigenfunktion der Bose-Fermi Symmetrie
lässt sich der Verlauf durch lediglich vier Parameter darstellen.
4Abstract
The nuclear structure of medium and heavy nuclei represent a huge challenge
for theories dealing with nucleon-nucleon interactions. The large number and
the complexity of nucleon-nucleon interactions make the description of nu-
clei far away from closed shells rather difficult. In order to understand the
structure of such nuclei, symmetry considerations leading to a reduction of the
model space play a major role.
In this work the even-even molybdenum isotopes 96Mo and 98Mo and the odd-
even gold isotopes 193Au and 195Au were investigated with special regard to
the goodness of the O(5) and Spin(5) quantum numbers. Therefore, four in-
beam experiments have been performed at the tandem accelerator facilities in
Cologne (IKP) and in New Haven (WNSL).
The investigation of 96Mo and 98Mo revealed that these nuclei exhibit complex
nuclear structures associated with shape coexistence. Based on microscopic
considerations the calculations of 98Mo in the framework of the Interacting
Boson Model 2 showed a strong mixing of a U(5)-like normal configuration
and an O(6)-like intruder configuration. This is experimentally confirmed by
quadrupole moments, and the β deformation of the first excited 2+ states. The
successful calculation of 98Mo was extended to 96Mo. The comparison of calcu-
lations with single configuration and configuration mixing indicated that the
nuclear structure of 96Mo can be understood in terms of shape coexistence.
The neutron-proton degree of freedom of the IBFM-2 allowed to understand
the mixed symmetry states in the vicinity of configuration mixing and offered
a crucial test for the goodness of the O(5) quantum number.
In the framework of the Interacting Boson Fermion Model 193Au and 195Au
were investigated to test the goodness of the Spin(5) quantum numbers in-
duced by the Bose-Fermi symmetry. The obtained data of the low spin states in
193,195Au fits well to the overall smooth evolution of level energies and transi-
tion strengths in the odd-even gold isotopes. This allows to use a simple four-
parameter expression based on the eigenfunction of the Bose-Fermi symme-
try to describe more than 54 states confirming the conservation of the Spin(5)
quantum number.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
”Since the beginning of physics, symmetry considerations have
provided us with an extremely powerful and useful tool in our ef-
fort to understand nature.”
— Tsung-Dao Lee [1]
Since the fundamental work from Emmy Noether which is known as Noether’s
theorem [2] we recognize the encompassing importance of symmetries and the
conservation laws associated with symmetries. The Noether’s theorem formu-
lates, that for every transformation which leaves a system unchanged, an ob-
servable exist which is preserved. One conclusion is that in contained, isotropic
physical systems the energy, momentum and angular momentum is preserved.
In classical mechanics, this is expressed by {f,H} + δf/δt = 0, so the Poisson
bracket of an observable f and a Hamiltonian H together with the partial dif-
ferentiation of the observable in time t equals to zero. In this case the observ-
able f is conserved in terms of the constants of motion. In quantum mechan-
ics, the Poisson bracket is replaced by the Commutator {f,H} −→ −i/~[fˆ , Hˆ],
where observables are now operators and the Ehrenfest Theorem must be ful-
filled for the operator to be a constant of motions [3].
In quantum mechanics, the concept of symmetries introducing invariants is
of major importance. On the very basic level of particle physics, these symme-
tries hint on fundamental laws in nature. In the following table 1.1, an example
of conserved quantum numbers are given, together with the group associated
with the invariant transformation [4]. One interesting aspect of some examples
given in table 1.1 is, that while the symmetry might be broken, the quantum
numbers are still preserved. A famous example for this is the isospin. Based on
the discovery of neutrons [5, 6] and the almost identical mass between protons
and neutrons, Werner Heisenberg [7] introduced the concept that protons and
7
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conserved quantity invariance
conservation of charge C U(1)
conservation of the number of baryons B SU(3)
conservation of the number of leptons L U(1)
conservation of color SU(3)
cnoservation of isospin I SU(2)
Table 1.1: conservations of quantum numbers and the associated groups
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Figure 1.1: A schematic figure showing degenerate states with same isospin
for 12C and its isobaric neighbors.
neutrons share the same spin 1/2 but have different projections. This concept is
based on the assumption, that the nuclear force does not distinguish between
the two particles and thus is invariant with respect to transformations from
neutrons to protons.
Here, briefly some concepts essential for this thesis are introduced on the exam-
ple on isospin, which are discussed in much more detail in Ref. [8, 9]. One can
define infinitesimal transformations between a proton and neutron by the op-
erators tˆx, tˆy , tˆz , which fulfill the following relations [Hˆ, tˆz] = [Hˆ, tˆ±] = 0 and
[tˆi, tˆj ] = 2iijk tˆk, where tˆz is the infinitesimal transformation around a specific
axis z and tˆ± = tˆx ± itˆy the raising and lowering operator and i, j, k = x, y, z.
These expressions can be expanded for more Nuclei, in which case the total
isospin operator Tˆ and its projection (Tˆz) to the z-axis MT = (Z − N)/2, with
Z being the number of protons and N the number of neutrons. The opera-
tors together with the commutator form the Lie-algebra SU(2). Since there is
a direct relationship between the terms "Lie-algebra" and "group" within this
thesis, these terms are used synonymously. The interesting aspect of the SU(2)
algebra associated with isospin is, that the SU(2) algebra is isomorphic to the
O(3) algebra, which gives rise to angular momentum quantum number.
The importance of the isospin formalism is easily observed on the example of
912
6 C6 [10]. From the independent shell model perspective, the ground state of
12C is formed by 4 protons and 4 neutrons in a p3/2 orbital ahich are coupled
to spin 0. For convenience only a two nucleon system is considered . Together,
they can form states associated with T =0, 1. As a antisymmetric T=0 state is
energetically favored, the ground state has T=0, while another state with spin
0 and T=1 must exist at higher energies as well as T=1 states with higher spin.
In the neighboring isobaric nuclei 127 N5 and 12N B
7 the first excited state with
spin 0 is associated with isospin T=1. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1.1,
where energy (excitation energy and binding energy) of the states are plotted
relative to the ground state in 12C. The degenerate energies of the T=1 triplet
states suggest, that the nuclear force can be assumed to be charge independent
in the first order and the isospin a conserved quantity. This is confirmed by in-
elastic scattering experiments with deuterons on 12C. A deuteron with isopin
T=0 cannot excite the ground state T=0 to excited T=1 states without breaking
isospin conservation, thus this reaction is isospin forbidden [11].
As mentioned before, the electromagnetic interaction breaks the isospin sym-
metry, so states with the same T quantum number in different nuclei are not
degenerate as shown schematically in Fig. 1.1. Using first order perturbation
theory to estimate the energy shift of a given state |ηTTz〉 (with η being an
additional label to distinguish states with same T, TZ), one can calculate the
diagonal matrix elements and rewrite the Coulomb interaction to [8]
V u Vˆ ≡ κ0 + κ1Tˆz + κ2Tˆ 2z , (1.1)
This way, even while the symmetry induced by the SU(2) algebra is broken, its
quantum number T is retained. Analogue to the expression in Eq. (1.1), this
can also be written in terms of nested algebras:
SU(2) ⊃ SO(2).
[T ] [MT ]
(1.2)
with the eigenfunction
E(MT ) = κ0 + κ1MT + κ2M
2
T . (1.3)
The constructed algebraic chain given in Eq. (1.2) forms a dynamical symme-
try, and MT follows the reduction rule MT = −T, ..., T . Equation (1.3) can now
be applied to predict the binding energy (hence mass) of an isospin triplet, if
parameters κ0, κ1, κ2 are known. Thus, Eq. (1.3) is also called the isobaric-
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Figure 1.2: A schematic figure showing the splitting of degenerate states with
the same isospin T=1 and T=3/2 in terms of binding energies. This figure is
adopted from Ref. [8].
multiplet mass equation (IMME) and was first proposed by Wigner [12]. Fig-
ure 1.2 shows an example for the splitting of the T=2 multiplet (on the left
hand side) and the T=3/2 multiplet (on the right hand side). Experimental
data was taken from Refs. [13,14] and are reproduced within an error of 1 keV.
So the isospin quantum number is still preserved, even though a breaking of
the symmetry occurs. This is called "dynamical symmetry" breaking. Opera-
tors, which produce such a symmetry breaking are called Casimir operators.
1.1 IBM
The concept of symmetry breaking is also applied in the Interacting Boson
Model (IBM-1). A just brief introduction is given here. For detailed informa-
tion, the interested reader is referred to Ref. [9, 15–18].
The prediction of calculated states tend to become uncomputable for micro-
scopic models (ie. shell model [19–21]) with increasing mass A and away
from the so-called magic numbers. Especially the Geometric Collective Model
(GCM) [22, 23] and its simplifications turned out to be successful for nuclei
exhibiting substantial deformation. The geometric model deals with the col-
lective motion of nucleons in type of surface vibrations and rotations rather
than with the individual nucleon. While this models describes rotational bands
of deformed nuclei with a large set of nucleons accurately, problems arise for
1.1. IBM 11
nuclei situated closer to shell closure. The IBM-1 is motivated to account for
both approaches. To avoid computational problems, the number of nucleons
are drastically reduced by considering only valence nucleons. Using a con-
cept well known in solid state physics, the number of nucleons is still reduced
by combining nucleon pairs to so-called Cooper pairs (BCS pairs) [24, 25] with
angular momentum l = 0 (s bosons) and l = 2 (d bosons). In second quan-
tization, the corresponding boson creation and annihilation operators can be
used to construct the generators of a U(6) algebra. Note, the IBM-1 does not
distinguish between proton bosons and neutron bosons. The possibilities to
form a chain of nested algebras is limited, since it is sensible to require that the
angular momentum is conserved. Only three algebra chains can be formed:
U(6) ⊃ U(5) ⊃ O(5) ⊃ O(3)
U(5)− Symmetrie : ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
[N ] {nd} (ν) L
U(6) ⊃ SU(3) ⊃ O(3)
SU(3)− Symmetrie : ↓ ↓ ↓
[N ] (λ, µ) L
U(6) ⊃ O(6) ⊃ O(5) ⊃ O(3)
O(6)− Symmetrie : ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
[N ] {Σ} (τ) L
These algebraic chains are also called dynamical limits. As already discussed
for the isospin, the symmetry of the embedding algebra can be broken by the
Casimir operators of the nested algebra. However, the Casimir operators of the
nested algebras commute with the embedding algebra, thus the quantum num-
bers are preserved. The Hamiltonians of the dynamical limits can be written
amongst others (multipole form) as linear combination of Casimir operators,
allowing to use eigenfunctions to determine the energy for a given set of quan-
tum numbers associated with that state.
The nuclei discussed in this thesis don’t exhibit strong deformation of the nu-
clear shape, so the SU(3) limit will be neglected. Instead, the focus of this work
will be whether the O(5) quantum numbers are preserved. In the following a
brief introduction to the groups essential for this thesis is discussed.
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Figure 1.3: A schematic figure showing a level scheme using the dynamical
O(6) limit and the corresponding reduction rules (see text). All states share the
same σ = 2 quantum number. Labeling is given in the box. All the shown
arrows are E2 transition.
1.2 O(5) group
The O(5) group is part of the algebraic chain of the U(5) limit and the O(6) limit.
In the two limits, they are denoted with different quantum numbers, however
in a purely bosonic system the simple relation is τ = ν. The eigenfunction of
the second order Casimir operator Cˆ2[O(5)] is defined as [9]
E(O(5)) = τ(τ + 3). (1.4)
The τ quantum number induced by the O(5) group is also called seniority. The
seniority can be understood when applying the Casimir operator Cˆ2[O(5)] on
a given state with good O(5) quantum number, which is directly related to the
number of d bosons which do not belong to pairs coupled to zero. In Fig. 1.3
an exemplary level scheme is given specifically for the O(6) limit. For clarity,
only a system with two nucleon bosons N = 2 is considered. In that figure all
states belong to the highest σ = 2 multiplet.
The reduction rule for O(6)⊃O(5) is τ = 0, 1, ..., N = σ, whereN is the number
of valence bosons. The angular momentum L is obtained for O(5) ⊃ O(3) with
the reduction rule τ = 3n∆ + µ and L = µ, µ + 1, ..., 2µ − 2, 2µ. Using the
reduction rules for the algebraic chain, all possible sets of quantum numbers
are derived. For the ground state all d bosons are coupled to zero, thus seniority
τ = 0. To construct a L = 2+ state, one d boson pair must be coupled to
2. In this way a level scheme can be constructed. An important experimental
observable in order to verify τ quantum numbers are to observeE2 transitions.
In the IBM-1, E2 transition operator is defined as
TˆE2µ = b[s
† × d˜+ d† × s˜](2)µ + χ b[d† × d˜](2)µ , (1.5)
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where b is the effectiv boson charge and χ some deformation parameter. In
the O(6) limit the second term in Eq. (4.3) does not contribute to the transition
strength due to symmetry considerations. Furthermore, the tensor properties
of d†m,d˜m operator applied on the states in the O(6) limit the selection rule for
E2 transitions ∆τ = ±1 is obtained [9]. The arrows in Fig. 1.3 correspond to
transition fulfilling (solid arrow) or breaking (dashed arrow) the selection rule.
Consequently, beside exact B(E2) values a simple way to test the goodness of
the τ quantum number is to observe whether forbidden transitions occur.
1.3 Spin(5) group
The IBM-1 can be extended to the so-called Interacting Boson-Fermion Model
(IBFM). Hereby, a fermion is coupled to a bosonic system. Specifically, in this
thesis the focus is on a fermion in a 2d3/2 proton orbital coupled to a IBM-1
Hamiltonian in the O(6) limit. The corresponding group chain is [26]
UB(6)⊗UF (4) ⊃ SOB(6)⊗ SUF (4) ⊃ SpinBF (6) ⊃ SpinBF (5) ⊃ SpinBF (3).
[NB ] [1
NF ] 〈σ〉 〈α1, α2, α3〉 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉 (τ1, τ2) J
(1.6)
The crucial part of the algebraic chain is that the fermionic group and the
bosonic group can be combined to one group, the SpinBF (6), thus inducing the
so-called Bose-Fermi symmetry. This can be done as the SOB and the SUF (4)
are isomorphic. This reduces significantly the number of parameters needed
to construct a level scheme.
The SpinBF (5) group is similar to the O(5) group, however it contains half-
integer quantum numbers. As discussed above, again electromagnetic selec-
tion rules can be used to investigate the goodness of τ1, τ2 quantum numbers.
1.4 F-spin
Mixed-symmetry states [27] including the scissors mode [28], as well as other
phenomenon such as giant dipole resonances [29] or pygmy resonances [30],
involve the collective motion of neutrons against protons which essentially de-
pend on the strength of the fundamental proton-neutron interaction. However,
especially mixed-symmetry states are observed in the lower energy region at
energies usually similar to or lower than needed to separate a proton or neu-
tron pair. It turns out that the Interacting Boson Model 2 (IBM-2) [15] can de-
scribe the out-of-phase vibrations of valence neutrons and protons well.
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In framework of IBM-2 one can introduce the so-called F -spin in analogue
to the isospin, which is applied for proton and neutron bosons instead of
particles. Hereby, the fully symmetric states are states with F = Fmax =
1/2(Npi +Nν) = Fmax, where Npi , Nν is the number of proton, neutron bosons,
respectively. The mixed symmetry states are associated with F quantum num-
ber 6= Fmax. A detailed discussion about the F -spin is found Ref. [27].
The F-spin symmetric algebraic chain of the IBM-2 can be written as
U(12)
[N ]

⊃ U(6)⊗U(2) ⊃ U(6) ⊗ SU(2),
[N1, N2] [N1, N2] [N/2 + F,N/2− F ] [F ]
⊃ Upi(6)⊗Uν(6) ⊃ Upiν(6),
[Npi] [Nν ] [N/2 + F,N/2− F ]
(1.7)
where N , Npi and Nν corresponds to the number of nucleon, proton and
neutron bosons, respectively. In the first chain of Eq. (1.7) the quantum
number associated with SU(2) is called the F -spin quantum number, which
explains the analogue between F -spin and isospin. The two algebraic chains
lead to the same irreducible representations (irreps), thus the F labeling can
be transferred between the nested algebras and the F -spin quantum number
obeys the reduction rule 1/2|Npi − Nν | ≤ F ≤ 1/2(Npi + Nν) = Fmax. States
with maximum F -spin Fmax are known as the fully symmetric states while
states with F 6= Fmax are denoted as mixed symmetry states.
1.5 shape coexistence
The Interaction Boson Model and its extensions can also be used to describe
a phenomenon known as shape coexistence [31, 32]. Shape coexistence is as-
sociated with two or more configurations exhibiting distinguishable nuclear
shapes and are often understood in terms of (sub-)shell closures and cross-
(sub-)shell excitations of protons and/or neutrons. In the A=100 mass region,
several nuclei are known which have been discussed in the framework of shape
coexistence [33–36]. It turns out, that this concept is needed in order to describe
the molybdenum isotopes.
Here we employ the method of Ref. [37], the basic idea of which is that the
parameters of the IBM-2 Hamiltonian are obtained by the mapping from the
microscopic potential energy surface onto the expectation value of the equiv-
alent boson Hamiltonian in the boson condensate state [38] (For details, see
Refs. [37, 39]). Recently, the method of [37] has been extended to include the
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mixing of the different configurations associated to the different shape intrinsic
shapes. Hereby, we first perform a set of constrained Hartree-Fock-BCS calcu-
lations using the Skyrme functional SLy6 [40] using the code ev8 [41] to obtain
the potential energy surface for a given nucleus. The constraint imposed here
is for mass quadrupole moments, associated to the deformation parameters
β and γ of the geometrical model [42]. The density-dependent pairing inter-
action is used for the pairing correlation in the BCS approximation, with its
strength being the fixed value of V0=1000 MeV, and Lipkin-Nogami prescrip-
tion is taken for the treatment of the particle number. For the review on the
self-consistent mean-field approach, the reader is referred to [43].
For the boson part, the following Hamiltonian is used for each configuration:
Hˆ = ν nˆdν + pinˆdpi + κQˆν · Qˆpi + Mˆpiν , (1.8)
where the first term
nˆdρ =
∑
ρ,m
d†ρ,mdρ,m, ρ = pi, ν (1.9)
stand for the d boson number operator. ρ is the single proton or neutron boson
energy, and is assumed to be the same between protons and neutrons, ν =
pi ≡ . The second term in (1.8) is the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction
between the proton and the neutron bosons, with the quadrupole operator Qˆρ
being
Qˆρ = d
†
ρsρ + s
†
ρd˜ρ + χρ[d
†
ρ × d˜ρ](2). (1.10)
In the above equation, κ and χρ stand for the strength parameter and the pa-
rameter which determines whether the nucleus is prolate or oblate.
The fourth term in Eq. (1.8) represents the so-called Majorana term which ren-
ders the symmetric states energetically favored:
Mˆpiν =
1
2ξ2(d
†
pis
†
ν − s†pid†ν) · (d˜pisν − spid˜ν) +
∑
λ=1,3 ξλ(d
†
pid
†
ν)
(λ) · (d†pid†ν)(λ)(1.11)
ξ1,2,3 are the strength parameters, which are normally determined so that the
mixed symmetry states are higher enough in energy.
Since the Majorana terms do not influence the boson energy surface, provided
that the equal deformations between proton and neutron are assumed, the only
parameters which are to be extracted by mapping from the microscopic poten-
tial energy surface are , κ, χpi , and χν .
The full Hamiltonian is given as
Hˆ = PˆnorHˆnorPˆnor + Pˆintr(Hˆintr + ∆)Pˆintr + Hˆmix, (1.12)
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where Hˆnor (Hˆintr) and Pˆnor (Pˆintr) represent the Hamiltonian of and the pro-
jection operator onto the normal (intruder) configuration space, respectively,
and ∆ specifies the energy shift between the configurations. The mixing of
configurations is defined as
Hˆmix = ω1(s
†
pi · s†pi + d†pi · d†pi) + ω2(spi · spi + d˜pi · d˜pi). (1.13)
For simplicity, the mixing strength is set to ω1 = ω2 ≡ ω.
1.6 Structure of this thesis
The primary aim of this work is to test how robust the O(5)/Spin(5) quantum
number are within the evolution of nuclear shapes and with increasing num-
ber of neutrons. The odd-even gold isotopes in the A=200 were selected to
investigate the Spin(5) symmetry. This is motivated by the occurrence of the
well known supermultiplets around 194Pt and 196Pt, in which the Bose-fermi
symmetry is embedded for the odd-A nuclei. The very gradual change appar-
ent for the odd-even gold isotopes allows to test the preservation of the Spin(5)
quantum number for a long chain of gold isotopes. Furthermore, the challenge
is to test whether the switch of the ground state from spin 1/2 to 3/2 is repro-
ducible for the Interacting Boson Fermion Model.
The molybdenum isotopes in the A=100 mass region provides a even greater
challenge, since the nuclear shape in that mass region tends to change rather
abruptly. Based on the concept of shape coexistence, the even-even molybde-
num isotopes can be used to test the goodness seniority in the harsh condition
of configuration mixing. Especially the mixed symmetry states provide a strin-
gent test whether the selections rules can be still applied for shape coexistence
in these nuclei.
First, some advances in the evaluation technique are presented, followed by
papers dealing with the Bose-Fermi symmetry in the odd-even gold nuclei.
Then the results of experiments in the even-even molybdenum isotopes con-
densed in two more publications are presented. Finally, the results are summa-
rized and an outlook for further research is given.
Chapter 2
Method
In this thesis only data obtained from in-beam experiments were evaluated.
The data of 96Mo, 193Au, and 195Au originate from in-beam experiments per-
formed at the Cologne FN-Tandem accelerator by using the Osiris spectrometer
for 96Mo and the Horus spectrometer for 193,195Au. 98Mo was measured in the
last experimental campaign at the ESTU-Tandem accelerator at the Wright Nu-
clear Structure Lab (WNSL) at Yale University before the permanent shutdown
of the accelerator in June, 2011.
In general, the advantage of in-beam experiments is that γγ coincidences
in relation to the angle of the detectors provide angular correlations to test
spin hypotheses and multipole mixing ratios. The angular correlation anal-
ysis together with the coincidence technique is extensively covered in the
literature [44–46] and will not be discussed any further in this thesis. The
angular correlation analysis was performed with the computer code COR-
LEONE [47, 48].
However, for the calculation of branching ratios the previous technique is im-
proved to include the angular correlation analysis and is discussed in the fol-
lowing section.
2.1 Case study 1
In Fig. 2.1 the exemplary decays A, B, C are shown. Transition A with the γ
energy Eγ,A feeds a state, which is depopulated by the transition B and C. In
this section the calculation of the relative γ intensity I(B,C) (or branching
ratio) between the transitions B and C is explained by using a gate set on the
energy of transition A:
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Figure 2.1: Two exemplary (γγ) cascades (A,B) and (A,C) are show. The width
of arrows correspond to the relative γ intensity between transition B and C.
The two parallel lines symbolize the gate set at the energy of transition A.
[h]
b1 = b · ω1 · 1
bi = b · ωi · i
...
bk = b · ωk · k
(2.1)
with
k=number of correlation groups
i=denominates the correlation group (from 1,..k)
bi=volume of transition B in coincidence with transition A in correlation group
i
ω(σ, δ, J)=angular correlation in correlation group i
i=efficiency of correlation group i
The volume b of transition B denotes the volume after the correction due to
angular correlations and efficiency. Thus, the total volume btot (the sum of all
γγ coincidences) of transition B in coincidence with transition A is:
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btot =
∑k
i=1 bi =
∑k
i=1 b · ωi · i = b
∑k
i=1
·ωi · i︸ ︷︷ ︸
V (ω, )b
(2.2)
⇒ b = btot
V (ω, )b
(2.3)
analogue for the γγ cascade (A,C):
c =
ctot
V (ω, )c
(2.4)
I(B,C) =
b
c
=
btot
ctot
· V (ω, )c
V (ω, )b
(2.5)
The corresponding error ∆b (∆c) is derived from error propagation:
∆b = btot ·
√(
∆btot
btot · V (ω, )b
)2
+
∑
i
(
ωi ·∆i
V (ω, )2b
)2
+
∑
i
(
i ·∆ωi
V (ω, )2b
)2
(2.6)
The errors in the correlation groups depends on the deviation from one spin
hypothesis to another in the corresponding correlation group. However, in
case of a 4pi detector array the sum over the different angular correlations is
the same. Since not all angles are covered by detectors, the sum over different
spin hypothesis differ, which is denoted as ∆ω. This leads to the following
simplification: ∑
i
(
i ·∆ωi
V (ω, )2b
)2
=
(
tot ·∆ω
V (ω, )2b
)2
(2.7)
The error propagation of Eq. (2.5) and formula (2.6) leads to
∆I(B,C) = I(B,C) ·
√(
∆b
b
)2
+
(
∆c
c
)2
(2.8)
2.2 Case study 2
In the prior section the coincidences of one feeding transition A were used
to investigate the relative γ intensity of the depopulating transitions B and C.
Alternatively, instead of using a feeding transition one can use coincident de-
populating transitions to calculate the relative γ intensity I(B,C). In Fig. 2.2
a schematic level scheme is shown. The total volume btot (the sum of all γγ
coincidences) of transition B is obtained by using coincidences with transition
D (gate on the energy of transition D). However, btot has to be corrected for the
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Figure 2.2: Exemplary γγ cascades (B,A), (B,D) and (C,E) are show. The two
parallel lines symbolize the consecutive gates set at the energy of transition D
and E, respectively. See text for detail.
alternative (B,A) γγ cascade. Thus, b is defined as:
b =
btot ·
(
d
d +
a·(1+αA)
d
)
V (ω, )b
, (2.9)
with a = atotV (ω,)a , d =
dtot
V (ω,)d
and αA being the conversion coefficient of transi-
tion A. For the total volume ctot, coincidences with transition E are used. Thus,
for the calculation of errors additional terms with errors of the relative inten-
sity for other depopulating transitions have to be included. The computer code
MAMMEL [49] employs Eqs. (2.5-2.9) and was used to calculate the relative γ
intensities.
Chapter 3
The gold isotopes
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Abstract
A γ γ angular correlation experiment investigating the nucleus 193Au is presented. In this work the level
scheme of 193Au is extended by new level information on spins, multipolarities and newly observed states.
The new results are compared with theoretical predictions from a general Interacting Boson Fermion Model
(IBFM) calculation for the positive-parity states. The experimental data is in good agreement with an IBFM
calculation using all proton orbitals between the shell closures at Z = 50 and Z = 126. As a dominant
contribution of the d3/2 orbital to the wave function of the lowest excited states is observed, a truncated
model of the IBFM using a Bose–Fermi symmetry is applied to the describe 193Au. Using the parameters
of a fit performed for 193Au, the level scheme of 192Pt, the supersymmetric partner of 193Au, is predicted
but shows a too small boson seniority splitting. We obtained a common fit by including states observed in
192Pt. With the new parameters a supersymmetric description of both nuclei is established.
 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: NUCLEAR REACTIONS 194Pt(p,2n), E = 14 MeV; Measured Eγ , Iγ , γ γ -coin, γ (θ), using HORUS
spectrometer. 193Au; Deduced levels, J , π , branching and mixing ratios, B(M1), B(E2); Comparison with IBFM
calculations
1. Introduction
The low-lying levels of the odd–even Au isotopes were studied, in the early 1970s, to ad-
dress the question, whether theories coupling phonons to a proton are able to describe these
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: tim.thomas@ikp.uni-koeln.de (T. Thomas).
0375-9474/$ – see front matter  2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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nuclei [1–3]. The measurement of conversion electrons and γ rays following the β decay from
193Hg enabled Fogelberg et al. [1] to obtain the M1 and E2 transition strengths of several γ tran-
sitions in 193Au. Half-life measurements were done via electron–electron coincidences. The aim
was to describe the nucleus either in terms of a pairing-plus-quadrupole force model or in terms
of a core-excitation model. Although both models described the energies of the low-lying states,
the known transition strengths of the three lowest levels were not reproduced satisfactorily.
In 1980, Iachello introduced dynamical supersymmetries to describe bosonic and fermionic
systems [4]. In the following year, the Interacting Boson Fermion Model (IBFM), an extension of
the Interacting Boson Model (IBM), was applied to the positive-parity states of the nucleus 193Au
by Wood [5]. Theoretical transition strengths were calculated and compared them to experimental
values, showing for the first time that the IBFM was able to describe this Au isotope.
In 1984, Van Isacker et al. [6] introduced the so-called extended supersymmetry by including
the proton-neutron degree of freedom and, thus, were able to describe sets of four neighboring
nuclei: even–even 196Pt, odd-neutron 197Pt, odd-proton 197Au, and odd–odd 198Au. Such a su-
permultiplet is also called magical quartet or magical square. Members of a supermultiplet are
all described by the same algebraic Hamiltonian and by the same total number Nρ =Nρ +Mρ
of particles with Nρ the number of bosons (or boson holes) and Mρ the number of fermions
(or fermion holes) with ρ = ν,π (ν = neutrons, π = protons). The total number of particles,
used for the description of the supermultiplet including 196,197Pt and 197,198Au, is Nν +Nπ = 6.
About 15 years later, experimental evidence was found for a new neighboring magical quartet
consisting of 194,195Pt and 195,196Au [7–9]. Recently, the supersymmetric description was used
to extend the magical quartets to quintets by including the nuclei 196Hg and 198Hg [10,11].
As these magical quartets consist of nuclei in the gold–platinum mass region, it is of interest
whether 193Au can be described by the Interacting Boson Fermion Model, and if a common
description of the isotones 193Au and 192Pt in the supersymmetric O(6) limit is feasible.
In the following section, the Interacting Boson Fermion Model is introduced. A truncation
of this model using only the dπ,3/2 orbital and in the O(6)-limit, the Bose–Fermi symmetry,
is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experiment, and the results are presented. In
Section 5, we discuss the implications of the new data to our understanding of the nucleus, as
well as compare the data to theoretical predictions of the IBFM. Finally, the parameters of the fit
are used to predict states in the neighboring 192Pt nucleus.
2. Interacting Boson Fermion Model
The IBM was introduced, in order to describe collective behavior of even–even nuclei within
an algebraic framework. This model was extended to the Interacting Boson Fermion Model 1
[12,13] (IBFM-1) by coupling one fermion to a bosonic system.
H =Hsd +HF + VBF, (1)
where Hsd represents the pure bosonic part of the Hamiltonian, while
HF =
5∑
k=1
PEN(k)nˆk (2)
is the Hamiltonian for the single nucleon degrees of freedom. The parameters PEN(k) denote the
quasi-particle energies and nˆk =−
√
2jk + 1[a†k × a˜k](0)0 with jk being the spin of the orbital k.
The boson-fermion Interaction strength VBF in its general [14] form can be reduced on basis of
microscopic arguments [15] to
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VBF =
5∑
k,k′=1,
kk′
BFQJ(Nkk′)
{(
Q(2) · (a†k × a˜k′)(2))+ h.c.}
+
5∑
k,k′=1
∑
k′′
Λk
′′
kk′
1
jˆ ′′k
:[[d† × a˜k](jk′′ ) × [d˜ × a†k′](jk′′ )](0)0 :
+
5∑
k=1
BFMJ(k)nˆd nˆk, (3)
where : : represents the normal ordering, nˆd =
√
5[d† × d˜](0)0 , the fermion annihilation operator
defined as a˜km = (−1)jk−mak−m, and
Q(2) = (s† × d˜ + d† × s˜)(2) + χ(d† × d˜)(2), (4)
Λk
′′
kk′ =−
√
5 BFE
{
(uk′vk′′ + vk′uk′′)Qk′k′′βkk′′ + (ukvk′′ + vkuk′′)Qkk′′βk′k′′
}
, (5)
βkk′ =
{
β ′
kk′ , k  k′,
(−1)jk−jk′β ′
kk′ , k
′  k,
(6)
with vk =
√
VSQ(k), uk =
√
1−VSQ(k), and VSQ(k) being the occupation probability of the
orbital k. The coefficients βkk′ can be related to the microscopic structure of the d-boson. Under
the assumption that the |D〉-state absorbs the full E2-strength, it can be shown that:
β ′kk′ =
1
PEN(k)+ PEN(k′)−Ω (ukvk′ + uk′vk)Qkk′ , (7)
where Ω denotes the energy of the |D〉-state relative to the |S〉-state. Ω can be obtained from the
excitation energy of the 2+1 state in a semimagic nucleus.
The monopole and quadrupole force can be simplified assuming independence of the orbit
BFQJ(Nkk′)= BFQ(ukuk′ − vkvk′)Qkk′ , k  k′, (8)
BFMQJ(k)= BFM. (9)
Summarizing, the boson-fermion interaction given by Eqs. (3)–(9) is fully specified by the three
interaction strengths BFQ, BFE, BFM, the parameter in the quadrupole operator, χ , the occupa-
tion probabilities VSQ(k) of the different orbitals, and the quasi-particle energies PEN(k).
3. Bose–Fermi symmetry and supersymmetry
Since 193Au is located in the proximity of the supermultiplets, the Interacting Boson Fermion
Model 1 (IBFM), in the O(6) limit [16], seems to be an appropriate choice for the description of
this nucleus. Hereby, a fermion in the J π = 3/2+ orbital is coupled to a system of seven bosons
using the UB(6)⊗ UF(4) algebra. Isomorphisms in the sub-algebra structure of UB(6)⊗ UF(4)
can be found between the boson and fermion algebras. Such an isomorphism exists between
UB(6) ⊃ SOB(6) and UF(4) ⊃ SUF(4) ≃ SpinF(6) groups. The generators, gk , of these sub-
groups, SOB(6) and SOF(6) commute and a linear combination of these generators closes under
commutation, and thus, form a boson-fermion algebra SpinBF(6). This is the so-called Bose–
Fermi symmetry and is discussed in more detail in Refs. [17,18], while only equations essential
for this work are given here.
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The group chain of the Hamiltonian in the O(6) limit is:
UB(6) ⊗ UF(4) ⊃ SOB(6) ⊗ SUF(4) ⊃ SpinBF(6) ⊃ SpinBF(5) ⊃ SpinBF(3),
[NB]
[
1NF
] 〈σ 〉 〈α1, α2, α3〉 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉 (τ1, τ2) J
(10)
where we have indicated under each group the quantum number classifying the irreducible repre-
sentation. The number of fermions is NF = 1 in the case of the odd A nucleus and NB denotes the
number of bosons. Other quantum numbers of the nested algebras are determined by reduction
rules (see Ref. [16]). The Hamiltonian written in the form of a linear combination of Casimir
operators corresponding to the group chain, neglecting constant terms that only contribute to the
binding energy, is:
H =D ·C2
[
SOB(6)
]+A ·C2[SpinBF(6)]
+B ·C2
[
SpinBF (5)
]+C ·C2[SpinBF(3)]. (11)
Where C2[X] is the second order Casimir operator of the given algebra. The corresponding
energy eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian can be derived from the eigenfunction of the Casimir
operators of the subgroups:
E =Dσ(σ + 4)+A(σ1(σ1 + 4)+ σ2(σ2 + 2)+ σ 23 )
+B(τ1(τ1 + 3)+ τ2(τ2 + 1))+C(J (J + 1)). (12)
For this Hamiltonian, it is possible to find an embedding superalgebra to the Bose–Fermi sym-
metry [18]. The generators of this supersymmetry consist of mixed boson-fermion creation and
annihilation operators, and therefore, do not form a Lie algebra, but a superalgebra. While the
Bose–Fermi symmetry preserves the boson and fermion numbers separately, the supersymme-
try only preserves the total number of particles N = NB + NF. The embedding algebra of
UB(6)⊗UF (4) is:
U(6/4) ⊃ UB(6)⊗UF(4).
↓ ↓
[N ] [NB,1NF ]
(13)
In the case that a fermion is annihilated and a boson created, the number of fermions is NF = 0
and the problem can be described within the Interacting Boson Model (IBM). The eigenvalues
of the IBM-1 in the O(6) limit are [18]
E = A¯σ (σ + 4)+Bτ(τ + 3)+CJ(J + 1), (14)
with A¯= A+D. Note, that in this work the IBFM with a J = 3/2 particle in the O(6) limit is
referred to as the U(6/4) limit.
4. Experimental results
The experiment was performed at the Cologne tandem accelerator by impinging a 14 MeV
proton beam onto a 1.3 mg/cm2 194Pt target. In the primary reaction channel, 193Au was pro-
duced via a 194Pt(p, 2n) reaction. The expected cross section for this reaction is predicted around
700 mbarn, calculated with the computer code CASCADE [19]. The code also predicts a grazing
angular momentum transfer of about 3.5h¯. We have used the HORUS spectrometer [20], an array
equipped, during this experiment, with 12 high-purity germanium detectors on the edges and the
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) Comparison of theoretical angular correlation with different spin hypotheses (black solid and green
dashed line) with relative intensities obtained from 16 correlation groups for the 539–614 keV γ γ coincidence.
Fig. 2. γ γ coincidence spectrum energy-gated on the 258.0 keV transition in 193Au from Jπ = 5/2+1 state to the ground
state. The energies of the strongest transitions in coincidence with the 258.0 keV transition are given.
faces of a cube, to detect γ transitions of excited states in 193Au. The setup of the spectrometer
allows the analysis of γ γ angular correlations. We sorted the data in so-called correlation group
matrices, which consist of detector pairs defined by specific angles. This way the experimental
angular correlation of two correlated γ transitions is determined. The method, using the HO-
RUS spectrometer is described in more detail in the Refs. [10,20]. By fitting a spin hypothesis
J1
EA,δA−−−−→ J2 EB,δB−−−−→ J3, described in Refs. [21,22], to the data, spins of the initial Einital and
final state Efinal and multipole mixing ratios, δA,B , are obtained. The fit is performed with the
computer code CORLEONE [23]. Fig. 1 shows an exemplary γ γ angular correlation analysis
for the spin hypotheses 11/2 614−−→ 7/2 539−−→ 3/2gs (black solid line) and 9/2 614−−→ 7/2 539−−→ 3/2gs
(green dashed line). The spin hypothesis 11/2 614−−→ 7/2 539−−→ 3/2gs fits the data best. Thus, the
spin for the state at 1153 keV was determined to be 11/2. In Appendix A (see Figs. A.1–A.6),
more angular correlation plots are shown.
Although 193Au has been measured in in-beam experiments [2,24–26] previously, this is the
first time that an experiment with small momentum transfer was chosen, in order to observe
low-energy positive-parity states. An example of a γ -ray coincidence spectrum, with a gate on
the 258.0 keV transition of the Jπ = 5/2+1 state to the ground state, is shown in Fig. 2. By
analyzing the γ γ coincidence matrices, we identified numerous new transitions and states. The
spins of all known low-lying positive-parity states were determined, except for a state at 38 keV.
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Our results are listed in Table 1. Unless stated otherwise, corrections of the level energies or
transition energies, given in Table 1, are due to the improved capability to detect γ rays. All those
values differing from the results of this work, are based on the observations of Ref. [3]. Three
Ge(Li) detectors were used to observe γ decays in Ref. [3], whereas in this work, an array of 12
high purity Ge detectors was applied, resulting in a superior absolute efficiency [20].
In the case that new states are observed with only one depopulating transition, coincidence
spectra with a gate on the depopulating transition as well as a gate on a coincident transition is
given (see Figs. A.7, A.8 in Appendix A). In Table A.1, additional coincident γ transitions are
listed.
In the following section, some states in 193Au are discussed in more detail, in order to clarify
experimental observation, especially if the experimental results of this work are in conflict with
literature:
38.2 keV, (1/2)+. The transition to the ground state is not observed, due to the low energy of
the γ ray. The experimental setup was optimized to detect γ energies between Eγ =
180–1000 keV. The spin of this state was not determined in this experiment, but is
adopted from Ref. [3].
290.2 keV, 11/2−. This level is known as an isomeric state with τ = 5.6(4) s [27]. No γ
transitions are observed, since the 290.2 keV state decays dominantly via conversion
electrons. The spin of this state was not determined in this experiment, but is adopted
from Ref. [3].
381.6 keV,5/2+. The γ γ angular correlation analysis yields two possible multipole mixing
ratios, δ = −2.93+45−62 and δ = −0.07(5), for the 381.6 keV transition to the ground
state. In Ref. [3], a multipole mixing ratio of δ = 1.2+5−3 was determined by measuring
conversion electrons, for the 381.6 keV transition, with a magnetic Siebahn–Svartholm
π
√
2 spectrometer. Since a strong E2 characteristic seems to be more likely from the
conversion electron measurement, the multipole mixing ratio closer to zero is ruled out,
and δ =−2.93+45−62 is given in Table 1 for this transition.
828.0 keV, 3/2+. Our data do not agree with the assignment of the transition at 289.0 keV,
from [3], to this level. This supports the statement in the NDS [28], that the placement
of this γ decay is not clear, suggesting it belongs to 193Hg. Furthermore, the strongest
transition at 789.21(20) keV in Ref. [3] turns out to be a doublet, and is corrected to
789.7(2) keV. The transition at 827.81(20) keV, in Ref. [3], is observed at 828.0(2) keV,
as this γ line turned out to be a triplet. Distinguishing these multiplets is possible with
the newly observed γ decays at 277.9, 488.9, 635.1 and 750.0 keV, feeding the state at
828.0 keV. Using these feeding transitions and the newly observed decay at 603.2 keV
depopulating this state, new branching ratios are established. The spin of this state could
be established, due to angular correlation of the (446, 381) keV cascade (see Fig. A.5).
1106.0 keV, 7/2+. The angular correlation analysis of transitions depopulating this newly ob-
served state show, that either spin J = 7/2 or 9/2 can be assigned to this state. However,
we observe a 277.9 keV transition, populating the 828 keV state with spin J = 3/2+,
so the spin hypothesis J = 9/2+ is discarded.
1119.0 keV, 3/2+. The angular correlation analysis of this state yields the spin J = 3/2 (cf.
A.6) for this state, with two possible multipole mixing ratios δ861 = 0.35(8) and
δ861 = 1.33(40). While the experimental K/L1,2 = 6.1(13) ratio [3] is reproduced by
the theoretical ratios K/L861,δ=0.35 = 6.2(3) and K/L861,δ=1.33 = 5.9(3) [47], the con-
version coefficient for the larger multipole mixing ratio (αK,δ=0.35 = 0.0161(6) and
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Table 1
Results of this work compared to the literature values from Nuclear Data Sheets (NDS) [28]. States discussed in Section 4
are labeled with #. Newly observed states are labeled with ❇ and newly observed transitions with †. Transitions given in
NDS, but whose placement in the level scheme do not agree with data from this experiment, are discussed in Section 4
and the branching ratios are labeled with ♯. Furthermore, branching ratios of transitions, that are listed in NDS but
not observed due to the sensitivity limit of the detector system or background, are labeled with −. States whose spin
assignment was obtained from selection rules of γ transitions are labeled with ‖. If the spin of a state is adopted from
NDS it is labeled with ❇❇ while spins taken from Ref. [26] are labeled with ††. If multiple spins can be assigned to a
state due to angular correlation analysis, those spins are labeled with ‡‡. If an angular correlation analysis is not feasible
but selection rules suggest the multipole characteristic of the γ transition, the multipolarity is given in parentheses. The
multipole mixing ratio is given in parenthesis, when the angular correlation analysis does not yield a distinct δ value.
Elevel [keV] Jπinitial Eγ [keV] Iγ Iγ,NDS δ this work δ [28] Efinal [keV] Jπfinal
0.0 3/2+
38.2(1)# (1/2)+❇❇ 38.2 100 0.42+5−4 0.0 3/2
+
224.8(1) 3/2+ 186.6(2) 100(10) 100(10) +0.11(15) 0.26(5) 38.2(1) (1/2)+
224.8(2) 5(1) 6.8(14) (E2) 0.0 3/2+
258.0(1) 5/2+ 219.8(2) 6(1) 5.7(3) +0.02(59) (E2) 38.2(1) (1/2)+
258.0(1) 100(10) 100 −0.75(11) 0.62(4) 0.0 3/2+
290.2(2)# 11/2−❇❇ (M4)
381.6(1)# 5/2+ 156.8(2)† 1(1) 224.8(1) 3/2+
343.4(2)† 6(1) (E2) 38.2(1) (1/2)+
381.6(1) 100(10) 100 −(2.93+45−62) 1.2+5−3 0.0 3/2+
508.1(2) 7/2−❇❇ 126.5 5(2) 7(2) (E1) E1 381.6(1) 5/2+
218.0(1) 100(10) 100 (E2) E2 290.2(2) 11/2−
538.9(1) 7/2+ 157.2(2) 2(1) 2.5(5) (E2) 381.6(1) 5/2+
280.9(2) 26(4) 15(12) −0.06(3) (M1, E2) 258.0(1) 5/2+
314.0(2)† 2(1) 224.8(1) 3/2+
538.9(1) 100(10) 100 −0.03(13) (E2) 0.0 3/2+
687.5(1) 7/2+ 148.5(3)† 1(1) 538.9(1) 7/2+
305.9(2)† 9(1) +0.22+22−19 381.6(1) 5/2+
429.4(1) 100(10) 100 −0.19+2−3 258.0(1) 5/2+
462.6(2)† 13(2) +0.00(20) 224.8(1) 3/2+
687.5(2)† 27(1) (E2) 0.0 3/2+
697.8(2) 15/2−†† 407.6(1) 100 100 290.2(2) 11/2−
790.0(2) 9/2−❇❇ 251.0(2)† 2(2) (E1) 538.9(1) 7/2+
281.7(2) 20(1) 16.5(20) 0.69(12) 508.1(2) 7/2−
499.8(1) 100(10) 100(13) 1.0(3) 290.2(2) 11/2−
808.6(1) 9/2+ 269.6(2) 3(1) −0.13(5) 538.9(1) 7/2+
427.0(2)† 3(1) (E2) 381.6(1) 5/2+
550.6(1) 100(10) −0.03(2) E2 258.0(1) 5/2+
828.0(1)# 3/2+❇❇ 289.0♯ 25(12) 538.9(1) 7/2+
446.4(2) 52(9) 15(5) −0.30(7) 381.6(1) 5/2+
603.2(3)† 100(10) (+0.50+36−28) 224.8(1) 3/2+
789.7(2) 54(4) 100 (M1) 38.2(1) (1/2)+
828.0(2) 81(23) 88(15) +0.78+81−45 (E2) 0.0 3/2+
863.4(2) (13/2)−❇❇ 165.6(5) >1 0.28 (7) 697.8(2) 15/2−
573.2(2) 100(10) 100 0.36(7) 290.2(2) 11/2−
890.8 (1) 9/2−❇❇ 382.5(2) 100(10) 100(21) M1 508.1(2) 7/2−
600.6(1) 84(17) 100(11) 1.4+4−3 290.2(2) 11/2−
929.1(1) 9/2+ 241.7(3) 39(10) −0.12(5) 687.5(1) 7/2+
390.1(3)† 29(2) 40(9) +0.03(8) (M1) 538.9(1) 7/2+
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Table 1 (continued)
Elevel [keV] Jπinitial Eγ [keV] Iγ Iγ,NDS δ this work δ [28] Efinal [keV] Jπfinal
547.5(1) 100(10) 100(26) −0.03(7) (E2) 381.6(1) 5/2+
638.9(2)† 14(5) (E1) 290.2(2) 11/2−
983.6(2)❇ 7/2+ 155.6(4)† 2(1) 828.0(1) 3/2+
444.6(4)† 100(10) 538.9(1) 7/2+
725.6(2)† 100(10) +2.54+30−25 258.0(1) 5/2+
758.8(2)† 56(4) 0.02(21) 224.8(1) 3/2+
1085.3❇(2) (7/2)+ 295.4(3)† 100 (10) (E1) 790.0(2) 9/2−
577.1(2)† 23(3) (E1) 508.1(2) 7/2−
703.7(2)† 37(4) (+0.36+21−19) 381.6(1) 5/2+
827.5(3)† 40(5) (+0.48(16)) 258.0(1) 5/2+
860.5(3)† 63(8) (E2) 224.8(1) 3/2+
1089.6(3) 581.4(2) 100 100 508.1(2) 7/2−
1106.0(2)❇,# 7/2+ 277.9(2)† 20 (4) (E2) 828.0(1) 3/2+
567.1(3)† 59(12) +0.32+22−19 538.9(1) 7/2+
724.3(2)† 100(10) +0.40(11) 381.6(1) 5/2+
847.8(3)† 35(7) +0.28(5) 258.0(1) 5/2+
1119.0(2)# 3/2+ 861.0(2) 100 100(17) +1.33(40) E2 258.0(1) 5/2+
1080.7 – 29(4) 38.2(1) (1/2)+
1118.8 – 64(9) (E2) 0.0 3/2+
1131.8(3) 7/2−,9/2−,11/2−❇❇ 341.8(3) 100 100 0.9(3) 790.0(2) 9/2−
1153.5(3) 11/2+ 344.9(3) 63(13) 91(39) −0.02(5) 808.6(1) 9/2+
614.7(3) 100(10) 100(16) +0.03(9) (E2) 538.9(1) 7/2+
1194.3(3) (9/2−,11/2−,13/2−)❇❇ 404.3(3) 100 100 (E2) 790.0(2) 9/2−
1243.6(3)❇ (1/2 to 9/2+)‖ 962(3)† 19(6) 381.6(1) 5/2+
1085.7(2)† 100(10) 258.0(1) 5/2+
1284.8(3) 9/2,11/2−❇❇ 394.0(3) 100 100 0.59(23) 890.8(1) 9/2−
776.6(2) 35(7) 26(10) 508.1(2) 7/2−
994.9(2) 54(11) 61(7) 290.2(2) 11/2−
1297.6(3)❇ (3/2 to 11/2)‖ 207.7(3)† 19(4) 1089.6(3)
789.1(2)† 100(10) 508.1(2) 7/2−
1300.4(3)❇ (3/2 to 11/2+)‖ 215.1(3)† 100(10) 1085.3(2) 7/2+
612.9(3)† 13(5) 687.5(1) 7/2+
1330.9(2)❇ 9/2+ 347.3(3)† 100(10) −0.20(13) 983.6(2) 7/2+
401.8(3)† 95(19) 929.1(1) 9/2+
522.3(3)† 53(11) 808.6(1) 9/2+
643.5(3)† 89(18) 687.5(1) 7/2+
949.3(3)† 28(6) 381.6(1) 5/2+
1372.9(3) 15/2,17/2− 675.1(3) 100 100 1.5+11−5 697.8(2) 15/2−
1379.9(2)# 11/2+ 516.7(3)♯ 52(15) 863.4(2) (13/2)−
571.3(2)† 100(10) +0.05(7) 808.6(1) 9/2+
692.5(3) 98(20) 97(30) −0.05(8) (E2) 687.5(1) 7/2+
840.9(3) 77(15) 100(21) (E2) 538.9(1) 7/2+
1398.4(3) (13/2)−❇❇ 535.1(3) 100(10) 100(20) 1.4+12−5 863.4(2) (13/2)−
608.70(10) – 4.7(3) 790.0(2) 9/2−
700.8(3) 49(20) 15(3) 1.2+9−5 697.8(2) 15/2−
1400.4(3) 11/2−❇❇ 509.43(6) – 37(18) 890.8(1) 9/2−
537.0(3) 100 100(13) 0.8+5−4 863.4(2) (13/2)−
1109.80(17) – 32(5) 290.2(2) 11/2−
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Elevel [keV] Jπinitial Eγ [keV] Iγ Iγ,NDS δ this work δ [28] Efinal [keV] Jπfinal
1418.0(3)❇ (5/2,7/2)+‖ 434.4(3)† 58(12) 983.6(2) 7/2+
488.9(3)† 64(13) 929.1(1) 9/2+
590.0(3)† 67(17) 828.0(1) 3/2+
609.3(3)† 32(6) 808.6(1) 9/2+
879.1(3)† 100(10) 538.9(1) 7/2+
1419.1(3) 19/2−†† 721.3(3) 100 100 +0.09 (12) E2 697.8(2) (15/2)−
1463.1(4)❇ (1/2 to 7/2+)‖ 572.3(3)† 100(10) (E1) 890.8(1) 9/2−
635.1(3)† 21(5) 828.0(1) 3/2+
1477.0(3)# 9/2+,11/2+,13/2+ 668.4(2) 100 808.6(1) 9/2+
1496.1(3) (9/2)−❇❇ 364.3(3) 100(10) 100(11) −0.53+10−11 1.3+5−4 1131.8(3) 11/2−
706.2(3) 32(6) 39(18) (E2) 790.0(2) 9/2−
957.42(25) – 13(3) (E1) 538.9(1) 7/2+
1205.3(6) – 1.3(5) 290.2(2) 11/2−
1526.7(4)❇ (9/2,7/2+)‡‡ 987.9(3)† 100 538.9(1) 7/2+
1571.8(3)❇ 274.4(3)† 100(10) 1297.6(3) (3/2+ to 11/2+)
482.1(3)† 17(3) 1089.6(3)
1575.7(3) 11/2−,13/2−❇❇ 290.8(3)† 30(6) 40(8) M1 1284.8(3) 9/2,11/2−
444.0(4) – 3.5(10) 1131.8(3) 7/2−,9/2−,11/2−
684.77(12) – 29(12) (E2) 890.8(1) 9/2−
712.5(3) 10(3) 17(3) (E2) 863.4(2) (13/2)−
877.9(3) 100(10) 100(13) E2 697.8(2) (15/2)−
1285.20(20) – 29(4) (E2) 290.2(2) 11/2−
1578.0(3)❇ (5/2,7/2)+‡‡ 472.1(2)† 100(10) 1106.0(2)❇ 7/2+
750.0(2)† 17(6) 828.0(1) 3/2+
1598.7(4)❇ 404.3(3)† 100 1194.3(3) (9/2−,11/2−,
13/2−)
1630.4(4) 11/2−,13/2−❇❇ 274.95(7) – 0.56(14) 1.2+9−4 1355.31(8) (11/2 to 15/2−)
345.46(4) – 8.6(9) 0.37+13−1 1284.8(3) 9/2,11/2−
739.47(17) – 1.3(8) 890.8(1) 9/2−
766.97(20) – 3.1(6) 863.4(2) (13/2)−
932.6(3) 100 100(10) (E2) 697.8(2) 15/2−
1655.4(4)❇ (3/2 to 11/2+)‖ 726.3(3)† 100 929.1(1) 9/2+
1658.5 (4) (1/2+ to 9/2+)‖ 1276.9(3) 100 (E2) 381.6(1) 5/2+
1678.8(3❇) (3/2+ to 11/2+)‖ 695.2(2)† 100(10) 983.6(2) 7/2+
870.2(3) 68(18) 687.5(1) 7/2+
1733.3(3) (15/2)−❇❇ 360.5(4) 30 (8) 14 (4) 1.0+6−4 1372.9(3) (17/2)−
869.9(3) 100(10) 100(14) (E2) 863.4(2) (13/2)−
1035.9(3) 60(12) 62(10) (E2) 697.8(2) 15/2−
1745.1(3)❇ 1236.8(3)† 100 508.1(2) 7/2−
αK,δ=1.33 = 0.0101(20)) fits better the observed value, αK,exp = 0.0061(16). Thus, in
Table 1, only the larger multipole mixing ratio is given. Note, that the angular corre-
lation analysis from this experiment does also support a spin hypothesis of J = 7/2
with δ861 =−2.28+49−75, but this spin, together with the positive-parity, does not fit to the
observed log(ft) value and thus is discarded.
1379.9 keV, 11/2+. Considering the branching ratios in [3], our data does not support the as-
signment of the transition with 516.7 keV to this level, as no transition with about 50%
intensity with respect to the 840.9 keV transition is observed in the γ γ coincidence
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Table 2
The first two rows compare single-particle energy (SPE) in MeV, given in Ref. [30] for A = 207, with SPEs adjusted for
193Au for a orbital k. The next rows show the parameters PEN in MeV and VSQ in percentage of the orbitals derived
with the BCS formalism from the SPEs193Au. Note that the PENs and VSQs are calculated for proton-holes.
g7/2 d5/2 h11/2 d3/2 s1/2
SPE[30] (MeV) 0.0 0.80 2.10 2.60 2.95
SPE193Au (MeV) 0.0 0.80 2.10 2.60 3.05
PEN (MeV) 2.881 2.090 0.842 0.449 0.415
VSQ (%) 0.4 0.8 5.0 21.3 73.1
spectra. Our sensitivity allows the detection of peaks with intensities of at least 5% of
the 840.9 keV transition.
1477.0 keV, 9/2+,11/2+,13/2+. In Ref. [3], a 668.48 keV γ transition depopulating the state
at 1477.17(12) keV was reported. The analyses of conversion electrons suggest E1 char-
acteristics for this transition; thus the possible spins of this state are (7/2, 9/2, 11/2)−.
In Refs. [24,25], a state at 1478.4(3) keV with a depopulating 669.8(3) keV γ transition
was observed and the spin was assumed to be (13/2). Our γ γ coincidence spectra show
a 668.4(2) keV transition, without a broadened peak width, depopulating the state at
1477 keV. In Fig. A.1, different spin hypotheses for the (668, 550) γ cascade are shown.
The possible spins of this state can be limited to 9/2, 11/2 or 13/2. The corresponding
multipole mixing ratios are δ9/2 =+0.28(17), δ11/2 =+0.47(8) and δ13/2 =+0.02(9),
respectively. While the 13/2 668−−→ 9/21 550−−→ 5/2 spin hypothesis reproduces the angu-
lar correlation best, other spin hypotheses for the 1477 keV state cannot be discarded.
The determination of the multipole mixing ratio excludes a pure E1 characteristic for
the 668.4 keV transition.
5. Interacting Boson Fermion Model calculation
The nucleus 193Au was first examined within the U(6/4) limit of the IBFM by Wood [5]. In
this publication, E2 transition strengths were calculated. Unfortunately, only the lifetimes of the
J π = 1/2+1 state at 38.2 keV, the J π = 5/2+1 at 258.0 keV and an upper limit for the lifetime
of the J π = 3/2+2 state at 224.8 keV were known (see Ref. [1]). A theoretical level scheme was
established for states assigned with the quantum numbers up to (τ1, τ2)= (5/2,1/2) of the O(5)
symmetry.
Based on the new data (see Table 1), a more detailed discussion of the nucleus becomes feasi-
ble. The newly determined states with positive-parity allow an investigation of levels with spin up
to J π = 11/2+. In addition, newly assigned spins and new transitions allow an improved assign-
ment of theoretical eigenstates to experimental states. With the new data, we can test the basic
assumption used in Ref. [5], that primarily the d3/2 orbital contributes to the low-lying excited
states in 193Au. Therefore, we performed new calculations within the framework of the IBFM,
based on a quasi-particle populating the g7/2, d5/2, h9/2, d3/2, s1/2 orbitals (see Section 2). Thus,
the population of all possible orbitals, between the shell closures at Z = 50 and Z = 82 for the
unpaired proton, are taken into account. Using the BCS formalism [29], the quasi-particle ener-
gies PEN(k) and the occupation probabilities VSQ(k) are derived from single-particle energies
SPE(k) of the orbitals k. The single-particle energies are based on values for nuclei with mass
A= 207, given in Ref. [30], and only the energy of the s1/2 is slightly modified to accommodate
for 193Au (cf. Table 2). For the parametrization of the bosonic core, the IBM-2 calculation of
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) States predicted in the IBFM (right) compared to the experimental level scheme of 193Au (left).
All states have positive parity. Newly determined spins are given in blue. States, either predicted but not observed in
experiment or vice versa, are labeled red.
194Hg from Barfield et al. [31] was adopted. In this work two IBM-2 Hamiltonians are coupled,
in order to simulate the mixing of 2p–2h intruder states with the 0p–0h configuration in the Hg
chain. However, the influence of the intruder configuration can be neglected for the low-lying ex-
cited states in 194Hg, thus, the parameters of the 0p–0h configuration are used for the calculation.
Similarly to Ref. [13], it is assumed that the parameter χ is the average of the corresponding
neutron and proton IBM-2 parameters, χν and χπ , χ = 12 (χν + χπ). The IBM-2 Hamiltonian
was mapped to the IBM-1 Hamiltonian. Using the ODDA code [32], a least squares fit was
performed for the pseudo-yrast band of the 193Au nucleus up to spin Jπ = 9/2+ and the second
excited spin Jπ = 3/2+,5/2+,7/2+ states, yielding the parameters BFE = −0.64, BFQ = 0.10,
BFM = −0.14 MeV for the boson-fermion interaction.
Fig. 3 compares theoretical predictions with experimental results. The predicted states were
assigned to observed states with regard to level energy, B(E2) transition strength (see Table 4)
and relative B(E2) values (see Table 5). The agreement is very good, even reproducing the or-
dering of levels, except for the third and fourth Jπ = 3/2+ state. States predicted by theory, but
not observed in experiment, are labeled in red. In the case of the second excited Jπ = 1/2+ state,
reaction kinematics limits the possibility to observe this state. States with spin J = 7/2 are most
likely populated after the (p, 2n) reaction with a proton beam energy Ep = 14 MeV. In the neigh-
boring odd–even gold isotopes 191,195Au a second excited Jπ = 1/2+ state is either not known
or questionable (at 841 keV a state is observed which assigned with spin 1/2 and 3/2 [33], but
a new angular correlation measurement confirms a spin of 3/2 for this state [34]), so there is no
indication at what energy this state might be observed. Note, that all states predicted by theory,
but not observed in experiment, have in the IBFM calculation a considerable contribution of the
s1/2 orbital in their wave functions. The calculations show, that B(E2) values for transitions con-
necting these states to states without significant contribution of the s1/2 orbital are predicted to
be small. Table 3 lists the contributions of all four orbitals with positive parity to states given in
Fig. 3. The prediction, that the second excited Jπ = 1/2+ state, at 530 keV, is the first state with
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Table 3
Single-particle contribution of the four orbitals with positive-parity to wave functions of states predicted by the IBFM
calculations. States labeled with – were not observed in the experiment.
Etheo [keV] Eexp [keV] Jπ s1/2 d3/2 d5/2 g7/2
0 0 3/2+ 0.6 95.8 1.5 2.0
19 38 1/2+ 0.1 95.1 3.6 1.2
257 224 3/2+ 3.9 91.1 4.3 0.7
294 258 5/2+ 0.4 96.5 1.7 1.4
395 382 5/2+ 0.4 95.3 3.5 0.9
456 539 7/2+ 0.6 94.8 1.9 2.6
536 – 1/2+ 65.3 33.4 1.0 0.3
703 687 7/2+ 4.3 91.2 3.9 0.6
733 828 3/2+ 1.1 95.3 2.6 1.0
822 808 9/2+ 0.4 96.5 1.8 1.3
871 – 5/2+ 38.1 57.5 4.0 0.5
938 – 5/2+ 57.3 37.9 3.6 1.2
950 929 9/2+ 0.5 95.5 3.2 0.8
1020 983 7/2+ 0.5 92.9 3.2 3.4
1081 1153 11/2+ 0.6 93.0 2.7 3.8
1224 1119 3/2+ 68.5 27.7 2.3 1.5
more than 30% contribution from the s1/2 orbital, corresponds to measurements of s1/2 transfer
strength in 196Au, which revealed that low-lying states exhibit only small contributions of the
s1/2 orbital [9]. Unfortunately, as no state with considerable contribution of the s1/2 orbital is
observed, it is difficult to fix the single-particle energy for this orbital. Instead, the chosen single-
particle energy SPE(s1/2)= 3.05 MeV is a lower limit. At around 1.1 MeV the fourth and fifth
J π = 7/2+ states are observed (see Fig. 3), which are not predicted by the IBFM calculations.
Hence, we can assume, that at this energy, admixtures outside of the valence space of the model
are becoming increasingly important.
Furthermore, theoretical B(E2) values are calculated using the definition of the transition
operator (see Section 7) and compared to experimental values to show, whether the model is able
to reproduce wave function sensitive properties of the states. The comparison is given in Table 4
and shows a very good agreement between experiment and theory.
Since both B(E2) values and level energies show, that those states, which are experimen-
tally observed, have mainly contributions from the d3/2 orbital, with the noted exceptions, it
seems valid to assume the U(6/4) limit for most of the positive-parity states below 1.1 MeV
in 193Au.
6. Bose–Fermi symmetry in 193Au
The IBFM in the U(6/4) limit couples seven bosons to a fermion in the 2d3/2 proton orbital,
leading to a Hamiltonian constructed from Casimir operators of the UB(6) ⊗ UF (4) algebra.
Only positive-parity states are generated. The group chain in the O(6) limit and the associated
eigenfunction are given in Eqs. (10) and (12).
Again, to compare the theory to data, we assigned experimentally observed states to theoret-
ically predicted levels and fitted Eq. (12) to the data by a least-squares fit. The first two exper-
imental states with spins J π = 3/2+,5/2+,7/2+ and the first J π = 1/2+,9/2+,11/2+ states
were used for the fit. The program code ARBMODEL [35] was employed for performing the
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Fig. 4. (Color online.) States predicted in the IBFM compared to the experimental level scheme of 193Au. All states
have positive-parity. The spins of the states are given next to the levels. The parameters are A = −0.0622, B = 0.0213,
C = 0.0289 MeV. All states are from the same σ1, σ2, σ3 multiplet, except the state assigned to the fourth 3/2+ and is
labeled in blue. A superscripted two, next to the spins, labels two degenerate states.
calculations. The result is shown in Fig. 4, whereby the parameters A = −0.0622, B = 0.0213,
C = 0.0289 MeV were used. The different (τ1, τ2) multiplets were chosen for the x axis. All
theoretically predicted states have the same σ and σ1 = 15/2, σ2 = 1/2, σ3 = 1/2 quantum num-
bers, except for the fourth Jπ = 3/2+ labeled in blue. This assignment represents an upper limit
for the O(6) splitting at A = −0.0622 MeV and is discussed in Section 7. States labeled in red are
predicted in theory but not observed in experiment. Note, that some predicted states are degen-
erate and indicated with a superscripted two. This refers to a “missing label”, which means that
two degenerate states are produced by repeated occurrence of an irreducible representation of a
sub-algebra in an embedding algebra [18]. Since the used Hamiltonian is a linear combination of
Casimir operators with respect to the algebraic chain of Eq. (11), the observed splitting (see the
Jπ = 7/2+3 and 7/2+5 states in Fig. 4) cannot be reproduced by the calculation. The splitting of
the Jπ = 7/2+ state of the τ1 = 9/2 multiplet (to simplify matters only τ1 is mentioned in the
following sections, as τ2 is always equal to 1/2), and its depopulating transitions, is discussed in
more detail in Section 7.
The fit describes the level scheme of the τ1 = 1/2,3/2,5/2 multiplets generally well, con-
sidering we are using a two-parameter Hamiltonian only. However, we are not able to reproduce
the straggling of the experimental levels within the τ1 = 5/2 multiplet. That might be due to
other effects, not considered within the O(6) limit, such as Coriolis mixing. In the τ1 = 7/2
multiplet, we observe the order of Jπ = 7/2+,9/2+ to be reversed, with respect to the experi-
mental level scheme, and the predicted energy of the third Jπ = 3/2+ state to differ significantly
from the energy of the observed Jπ = 3/2+ state. Interestingly, the same problem as in the
full IBFM calculation arises, that no candidate is observed for the predicted Jπ = 5/2+3,4 and
Jπ = 1/2+2 state. The IBFM calculations, above, show that it is beyond the scope of the U(6/4)
limit to correctly predict these states, due to the admixture of the s1/2 orbital (see Section 5).
Hence the O(6)-symmetry starts to break at τ1 > 7/2. To clarify the nature of, in particular, the
τ1 = 7/2 multiplet, we investigate transition strengths and decay characteristics in the following
section.
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Table 4
Theoretical E2 transition strengths compared to experimental values from [28] and from this work. For the lifetime of
the state at 224.8 keV, only an upper limit is known. The angular correlation analysis of the 189.6 keV transition cannot
exclude a pure M1 characteristic and is labeled with †.
Elevel [keV] Eγ [keV] B(E2)IBFM [e2b2] B(E2)U(6/4) [e2b2] B(E2)[28] [e2b2] B(E2)exp [e2b2]
38.2 38.2 0.304 0.304 0.304(80)
224.8 189.6 0.057 0.150 > 0.072  0.0†
224.8 0.065 0 > 0.044  0.053
258.0 219.8 0.132 0.108 0.093 (46) 0.101 (2)
258.0 0.264 0.304 0.205 (93) 0.272 (5)
7. Transition strengths and decay characteristics
In the IBFM, the general E2 transition operator is defined as [14]
T E2μ = α2
[
s† × d˜ + d† × s˜](2)
μ
+ β2
[
d† × d˜](2)
μ
+
∑
jj ′
ǫ2
jj ′
1+ δjj ′
[[
a
†
j × a˜j ′
](2)
μ
+ (−1)j−j ′[a†
j ′ × a˜j
](2)
μ
]
, (15)
with
ǫ2jj ′ =−
f2√
5
〈
lj
1
2
j
∣∣∣∣∣∣T (E2)∣∣
∣∣∣∣lj ′ 12j ′
〉
, (16)
where α2 and β2 are the effective boson charge and f2 is the effective fermion charge. The
parameter β2 is equal to the parameter α2 × χ (see Section 5). The fermion charge was set
to −f2 = α2 = 0.06632 eb, to reproduce the transition strength from the first excited state at
38.3 keV to the ground state. The E2 transition operator for the U(6/4) limit is defined as
T E2μ = α2
[
s† × d˜ + d† × s˜](2)
μ
+ f2
[
a† × a˜](2)
μ
, (17)
where B2μ = [s† × d˜ + d† × s˜](2)μ are generators of the OB(6) and A2μ = [a† × a˜](2)μ represent
the SUF (4) generators [16]. The selection rules for the E2 transition operator are τ1 = 0,±1,
τ2 = 0. As already mentioned, the lifetimes, or the upper limit, are only known for the three
lowest states and some isomeric negative-parity states. Again, the B(E2,1/2+1
38.2−−→ 3/2+gs) value
is used to determine the parameters α2 = f2 = 0.1345 eb.1 The parameter α2 is similar to the
parameters known in the E2 operators in other Au isotopes [36]. The lifetime of the J π = 5/2+1
state was taken from Ref. [1], the multipole mixing ratio and the branching ratio from this work.
In Table 4, the calculated B(E2) values are compared to transition strengths taken from NDS [28]
and from this work. The comparison reveals a good agreement between theoretical and experi-
mental data. Only the presence of E2 strength in the 224.8 keV transition is not reproduced very
well.
1 The following phase convention is used in ARBMODEL [35]: (−1)j+mcj−m , where c is a boson or fermion anni-
hilation operator.
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Table 5
Experimental relative B(E2) transition strengths compared to theoretical relative B(E2) values. The transition with the
largest B(E2) value among the depopulating decays of the same level is normalized to 1. If the multipole mixing ratio is
not known but the spin difference between initial and final state is l = 2, a pure E2 characteristic is assumed, and the
B(E2) value is labeled with ∗. Relative B(E2) values labeled with – are forbidden in the U(6/4) limit. No E2 transition
strengths from the full IBFM calculation for transitions depopulating the 1085 and 1153 keV states are given as no
appropriate candidates are predicted.
Einitial [keV] Jπinitial Efinal Jπfinal Eγ [keV] B(E2)IBFMrel B(E2)
U(6/4)
rel B(E2)
exp
rel
538.9 7/2+ 258.0 5/2+ 280.9 0.14 0.23 0.02(2)
0.0 3/2+ 538.9 1.00 1.00 1.00
687.5 7/2+ 381.6 5/2+ 305.9 0.02 0.14 0.42(8)
258.0 5/2+ 429.4 0.08 1.00 0.92(17)
224.8 3/2+ 462.6 1.00 0.07 1.00
0.0 3/2+ 687.5 0.01 – 0.29(5)∗
808.6 9/2+ 538.9 7/2+ 269.6 0.20 0.27 0.07(3)
381.6 5/2+ 427.0 0.38 0.07 0.11(4)∗
258.0 5/2+ 550.6 1.00 1.00 1.00
828.0 3/2+ 381.6 5/2+ 446.4 1.00 0.25 0.28(11)
224.8 3/2+ 603.2 0.02 1.00 1.00
0.0 3/2+ 828.0 < 0.01 – 34(21)
929.1 9/2+ 687.5 7/2+ 241.7 0.02 0.07 0.28(8)
538.9 7/2+ 390.1 < 0.01 – 0.01(1)
381.6 5/2+ 547.5 1.00 1.00 1.00
983.6 7/2+ 258.0 5/2+ 725.6 1.00 – 1.00
224.8 3/2+ 758.8 0.06 1.00 0.52(10)
1085.3 (7/2)+ 381.6 5/2+ 703.7 0.06 0.05(1)
258.0 5/2+ 827.5 – < 0.01
224.8 3/2+ 860.5 100 1.00∗
1106.0 7/2+ 828.0 3/2+ 277.1 1.00 1.00∗
538.9 7/2+ 567.1 – < 0.01
381.6 5/2+ 724.3 – < 0.01
258.0 5/2+ 848.2 – < 0.01
1153.5 11/2+ 808.6 9/2+ 344.9 0.03 0.11 < 0.01
538.9 7/2+ 614.7 1.00 1.00 1.00
As no further lifetimes are known, an alternative way to test the model is to look at rela-
tive transition strengths. The experimental relative strengths are listed in Table 5. The strongest
B(E2) value among the depopulating transitions is normalized to 1, and is compared to the other
transitions. The relative E2 strengths show good agreement between theoretical and experimental
values for transitions of the τ1 = 3/2,5/2 multiplets, except for the depopulating transitions of
the 687 keV state. Here, the E2 strength of the 429 and the 462 keV are almost equally strong.
This cannot be reproduced by the calculations. In fact, the models predict, that either the 429
(IBFM) or the 462 keV transition U(6/4) has the largest B(E2) value. The comparison of the
wave functions of the second and third 7/2+ states show, that these states are interchanged.
The present data does not allow an assessment of the correct assignment for the second and
third 7/2+. The comparison of the relative B(E2) values favor an assignment of the 1085.3 keV
state as a member of the τ1 = 7/2 multiplet. Interestingly, even though the degenerate 7/24,5
states seem to split in experiment, the selection rules predicted by the U(6/4) limit are still ful-
filled.
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Table 6
Comparison of measured multipole mixing ratios from this work with calculated values derived from the IBFM in U(6/4)
limit.
Elevel [keV] Eγ [keV] δtheo δexp
258.0 258.0 −0.80 −0.75 (11)
538.9 280.9 −0.22 −0.06 (3)
687.5 305.9 +0.35 +0.44+22−19
429.4 −1.28 −0.19+2−3
808.6 269.6 −0.44 −0.13 (7)
828.0 446.4 +0.15 −0.30 (7)
603.2 +0.47 +0.50+36−28
929.1 241.7 −2.74 −0.12 (5)
1153.5 344.9 −0.19 −0.02 (5)
B(M1) values can also be used to test the model. Again, as no experimental absolute values
are available, relative M1 transition strengths might be used. The definition of the M1 operator
is as follows [16]:
T M1μ = β1
[
d† × d˜](1)
μ
+ t1√
2
[
a
†
3
2
× a˜ 3
2
](1)
μ
, (18)
where the parameters t1 = 0.09μN and β1 = 0.662μN were obtained by fitting Eq. (18) to the
magnetic moment of the ground state [37] (μ( 32
+
)= 0.1396 (5)μN ) and the known M1 fraction
of the transition of the J π = 52
+
1 state to the ground state (B(M1) = 0.021(16)μ2N , lifetime
adopted from [1]).2 Both parameters are similar to those given in IBFM calculations for nuclei
in this region [16]. Unfortunately, we did not observe sufficient depopulating M1 transitions of
the same state to compare among each other, so no conclusions can be drawn. Again, lifetimes
are needed to test the predicted M1 transition strengths of the IBFM.
However, with the definition of the M1 operator, the multipole mixing ratio δ can be tested
with the following equation [38]:
δ = 0.835×Eγ (MeV)
〈If ||T (E2)||Ii〉
〈If ||T (M1)||Ii〉
. (19)
In Table 6, the theoretical multipole mixing ratios of allowed transitions are compared to our
data. Generally, the calculated multipole mixing ratios, and thus, the E2 strength, of a transition
are always predicted to be larger than observed in experiment. One major reason might be the
overestimation of the effective boson charge. It was chosen to reproduce the B(E2) value of the
transition 1/2+1
38.2−−→ 3/2+gs. The uncertainty for this B(E2) value allows a significantly lower
effective boson charge thereby allowing the multipole mixing ratios to decrease. Note, that a
different boson charge will not change the calculated relative B(E2) values in Table 5. Overall,
except for the 429 and 241 keV transitions, reasonably good agreement with the experimental
values is achieved.
2 The calculation of B(M1) values using the IBFM with all five orbitals is omitted, as the operator depends on effective
single-particle g-factors for all five orbitals. All together, this would lead to eleven parameters, which would have to be
adjusted.
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) States predicted by the IBFM with the parameters obtained from the fit to the data of 193Au
and compared to the level scheme of 192Pt. Only with states of positive parity were considered. The parameters are
A¯ = −0.0432, B = 0.0213, C = 0.0289 MeV. All states are from the same σ multiplet, except the state assigned to the
third 0+ and is labeled in blue. States either predicted but not observed in experiment or vice versa are labeled red.
8. The supersymmetric partner 192Pt
We can now use the properties of the IBFM Hamiltonian in the U(6/4) limit to describe the
neighboring 192Pt nucleus, that is eight bosons away from shell closures at N = 126 and Z = 82.
According to the supersymmetry between bosons and fermions (see Eq. (13)), the fermion is
transformed into a boson, but the system is still described by the same set of parameters. In fact,
the Hamiltonian is the one of the O(6) limit [39] with the eigenfunction of Eq. (14). Only param-
eter D of the SOB(6) group has to be fitted to the Pt data, since the parameter A¯ is composed
of A¯ = D + A. In the previous fit to the nucleus 193Au, parameter D was chosen in such a way
that only levels with quantum number σ = 7 are relevant for the fit. For the assignment of the-
oretical predicted states to the experimentally observed states, IBM calculations performed in
Ref. [39] on 196Pt were used. Consistent with Ref. [39], the third 0+ state in 192Pt was assigned
to the σ = 6 (σ = Nmax − 2) multiplet, determining the parameter A¯ = −0.0432 MeV. Fig. 5
shows the comparison of the experimental and theoretical level scheme. Experimental data of
192Pt was taken from Refs. [40–43]. Fig. 5 reveals that the observed states are not reproduced
very well; especially the Jπ = 0+2 state predicted at 383 keV has not been observed. As the
nucleus 192Pt was studied with (p,t) reactions [41,43] and no 0+ state was observed between
500 and 1000 keV, it is questionable, whether the predicted state exists. Furthermore, no exper-
imental state is assigned to the τ = 5 multiplets, as they do not agree with the expected decay
characteristics.
To achieve a better fit, states of both nuclei, 192Pt and 193Au, were used. For the fit, in addition
to the states in 193Au (see Section 6), the yrast band up to the 4+ and the 0+2,3, 2+2 , 4+2 states in
192Pt were considered. The comparison of the theoretical level scheme using the new parame-
ters A¯ = −0.0432 MeV, B = 0.0403 MeV, C = 0.0173 MeV is presented in Fig. 6. The new
parameters have values similar to the parameters in Refs. [36,39]. The 0+2 state is now predicted
at 725 keV and fits better to the observed second 0+ state. The remaining difference in energy
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Fig. 6. (Color online.) States predicted by the IBFM with the parameters obtained from the simultaneous fit to the nuclei
193Au and 192Pt, in comparison with the level scheme of 192Pt. Only states with positive parity were considered. The
parameters are A¯ = −0.0432, B = 0.0403, C = 0.0173 MeV and the parameters A and D are connected by A¯ = D +A.
All states are from the same σ multiplet, except the state assigned to the third 0+ and is labeled in blue. States either
predicted but not observed in experiment or vice versa are labeled red.
Fig. 7. (Color online.) States predicted by the IBFM with the parameters obtained from the simultaneous fit to the nuclei
193Au and 192Pt, and compared to the level scheme of 193Au, considering states with positive parity only. The parameters
are A = −0.0622, B = 0.0403, C = 0.0173 MeV. All states are from the same σ1, σ2, σ3 multiplet, with the exception
of the fourth 3/2, which is labeled in blue. States either predicted but not observed in experiment or vice versa are labeled
red.
might be due to neglecting the three-body interaction [44–46]. As the second 0+ state is gener-
ated partly by three d bosons, this might be an major contribution. Overall, the predicted states
generated with the new parameters are more consistent with experimental data. However, the the-
oretical level scheme of 193Au generated by the new parameters (see Fig. 7) is not able to describe
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the ordering of observed states in the τ1 = 3/2,5/2 multiplet as well as the old parameters, but
decay characteristics and transitions strength are still reproduced. Hence, a supersymmetric de-
scription of the transition strengths and decay probabilities of the low-lying excited states in 192Pt
and 193Au is possible. In contrast, the 3/2+ and 7/2+ state of the τ1 = 7/2 multiplet now show a
better agreement with experimental data. The difference between the two set of parameters seems
to result from varying strengths of the O(5) parameter, as this generates the τ splitting. In 193Au,
the first J π = 1/2+ of the τ1 = 3/2 multiplet is low in energy with respect to the ground state;
thus, the τ splitting is small in order to generate the first excited state, whereby one fermion has
to couple with one d boson by annihilating one s boson. In contrast to this, the first excited state
in 192Pt and especially the second 0+ state, which is a member of the τ = 3 multiplet, is predicted
too low. Thus, a larger τ splitting is needed in 192Pt. In order to incorporate this difference in
energy, a three-body interaction or a U(5) term has to be introduced, thereby breaking the O(6)
symmetry.
9. Conclusion
A wealth of new data is presented in this work. 49 states were investigated, 15 of them pre-
viously unknown. Using γ γ coincidence spectra, more than 120 γ transitions, assigned to the
nucleus 193Au, were investigated regarding their multipolarities and branching ratios. This en-
abled us to determine the spins of several states.
The comparison of a general IBFM calculation to the new data allows a better under-
standing of the limit of the Bose–Fermi symmetry. While states, which are member of the
τ = 1/2,3/2,5/2 multiplet, show good agreement with data, some states predicted by both
theories are not observed in experiment. The general IBFM calculation suggests a significant
admixture from the 3s1/2 orbital to the wave functions of these states; thus, it cannot be expected
to be reproduced by a simple IBFM calculation in the U(6/4) limit. Still, while the degeneracy
of the fourth and fifth J π = 7/2+ state, a member of the τ = 9/2 multiplet, is not valid anymore,
the decay characteristics seem to be preserved. The experimentally determined E2 transition
strengths of the depopulating transitions of the three lowest excited levels can be reproduced by
both calculations. Furthermore, relative E2 transition strengths were compared and show good
agreement for transitions between states in the lower energy region. Some transitions depopu-
lating higher excited states are forbidden in the U(6/4) limit, which should be reflected by low
absolute transition strengths. In order to test the accuracy of these predictions, lifetimes for higher
excited states are needed.
Within the framework of the supersymmetric U(6/4) limit, the level scheme of 192Pt was pre-
dicted, using parameters obtained from a fit to the nucleus 193Au. A poor agreement is reached
for most of the levels up to an excitation energy of 1600 keV. Therefore, a new set of parameters
was obtained using the level schemes of both nuclei. This way, even though the agreement of
separate IBFM fits to 193Au and 192Pt is not achieved, we successfully reproduce the experimen-
tal level scheme. We conclude, that we are able to establish a dynamical supersymmetry with
only three parameters for 193Au and 192Pt.
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Appendix A. γ γ coincidence spectra and angular correlation analysis
Fig. A.1. (Color online.) Different spin hypotheses are tested for the (550, 668) cascade. The corresponding multipole
mixing ratios are δ9/2,668 = +0.282(167), δ11/2,668 = +0.465(76) and δ13/2,668 = +0.016(88). The spin of this state
could not be determined unambiguously.
Fig. A.2. (Color online.) The fits for the spin hypotheses 9/2 347−−→ 7/23 725−−→ 5/21 and 7/2 347−−→ 7/23 725−−→ 5/21 are
compared. The correlation groups 11, 13, 16 were removed due to low statistics. Clearly, a spin of 9/2 is favored for the
state at 1379 keV. The corresponding multipole mixing ratio is δ347 = −0.445(238).
Fig. A.3. (Color online.) The fit for the spin hypothesis 9/2 347−−→ 7/23 758−−→ 3/22 is shown. The correlation groups 13,
14, 16 were removed, due to low statistics. The corresponding multipole mixing ratio is δ758 = +0.02(21).
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Fig. A.4. (Color online.) From angular correlation analysis of the (692,462) cascade the multipole mixing ratio of the 462
keV transition is determined to either exhibit a pure E2 characteristic, if the spin is J2 = 3/2, or if the spin is J2 = 5/2,
the multipole mixing ratio is determined to be δ462 = +0.21(20) or δ462 = +12.0+8−3. The fits for the spin hypotheses
7/22
462−−→ 3/2 186−−→ 1/21 and 7/22 462−−→ 5/2 186−−→ 1/21 with the two possible δ186 are compared. Clearly, the spin
J2 = 3/2 is favored and the corresponding multipole mixing ratio of the depopulating transition is δ186 = +0.11(15).
Fig. A.5. (Color online.) The fits for the spin hypotheses 3/2 446−−→ 5/22 381−−→ 3/21 and 1/2 446−−→ 5/22 381−−→ 3/21 are
compared. For the 381 keV transition, the already measured multipole mixing ratio δ462 = −2.93 from angular correla-
tion analysis of the (547,381) cascade (see also the discussion in 4 was used. The corresponding multipole mixing ratio
for the 446 keV transition is δ186 = −0.30(7).
Fig. A.6. (Color online.) The spin hypotheses for 3/2 861−−→ 5/21 258−−→ 3/21, 1/2 861−−→ 5/21 258−−→ 3/21 and 5/2 861−−→
5/21 258−−→ 3/21 is shown. For the 258 keV transition, the multipole mixing ratio δ258 = −0.75(11) was used. The fits
show that the spin 3/2 is clearly favored, but two multipole mixing ratios are possible (For the sake of clarity, only the
spin hypothesis with δ861 = −1.33(40) is shown). In Section 4 the state at 1119 keV with the depopulating 861 keV
transition is discussed in more detail.
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Fig. A.7. The top figure shows (a) γ γ coincidence spectrum energy gated on the 547.5 keV transition from Jπ = 9/2+2
state at 929.1 keV to the Jπ = 5/2+2 state at 381.6 keV. Two new transitions with the energy 726.3 keV depopulating
the state at 1655.4 keV and the energy 746.2 keV depopulating the state at 1675.3 keV are observed in the spectrum.
The middle figure (b) shows a γ γ coincidence spectrum, energy gated on the newly observed 726.3 keV transition to the
Jπ = 9/2+2 state at 929.1 keV. Coincident transitions at 381.6, 429.4, 547.5 keV are observed. The 381.6 keV peak is
comparatively larger due to the coincidence with another transition at 724.3 keV. The 434.4 keV transition is observed
due to the coincidence with a 725.6 transition. The negative peaks in the spectrum yield from background subtraction.
A γ γ coincidence spectrum, energy gated on the new 746.2 keV transition to the Jπ = 9/2+2 state at 929.1 keV, is
shown in the bottom figure (c). Coincident transitions at 381.6, 429.4, 547.5 keV are observed. The 381.6 keV peak is
comparatively larger due to the coincidence with another transition at 724.3 keV. The 434.4 keV transition is observed
due to the coincidence with a 725.6 keV transition.
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Fig. A.8. The top figure (a) shows a γ γ coincidence spectrum, energy gated on the 218.0 keV transition from the
Jπ = 7/2−1 state at 508.1 keV to the isomeric Jπ = 11/2−1 state at 290.2 keV. Two new transitions, with the energy
1236.8 keV depopulating the state at 1745.1 keV and the energy 1259.0 keV depopulating the state at 1767.1 keV, are
observed in the spectrum. The middle figure (b) shows a γ γ coincidence spectrum, energy gated on the newly identified
1236.8 keV transition to the Jπ = 7/2−1 state at 508.1 keV. A γ γ coincidence spectrum, energy gated on the new
1259.0 keV transition to the Jπ = 7/2−1 state at 508.1 keV, is shown in the bottom figure. The coincident transition at
218.0 keV is observed.
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Table A.1
Additional transitions Eγ observed in coincidence with a gated γ transition Egate,γ .
New transitions are labeled with ❇.
Egate,γ [keV] Eγ [keV] Egate,γ [keV] Eγ [keV]
407 1097.3(3) 429 1212.0(5)❇
1171.5(3) 499 1115.6(3)❇
1178.7(3) 573 913.1(3)
1232.4(4) 989.7(3)❇
1241.6(3) 1052.5(3)
1314.5(3) 1174.1(3)
1325.9(3) 1352.2(3)
1339.7(3) 581 809.4(3)❇
1365.4(3) 675 422.2(3)
1442.2(3) 545.1(3)
1460.0(3) 721 528.2(4)
1505.0(4)
1557.2(4)
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Abstract
In this work the results of an in-beam experiment on 195Au are presented, yielding new spins, multipole
mixing ratios, and new low-lying states essential for the understanding of this nucleus. The positive-parity
states from this work together with compiled data from the available literature for 185–199Au are com-
pared to Interacting Boson Fermion Model calculations employing the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry. The
evolution of the parameters for the τ splitting and the J splitting reveals a smooth behavior. Thereby, a com-
mon description based on the Bose–Fermi symmetry is found for 189–199Au. Furthermore, the calculated
E2 transition strengths are compared to experimental values with fixed effective boson and fermion charges
for all odd–even gold isotopes, emphasizing that the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry is valid for the gold
isotopes.
 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: NUCLEAR REACTIONS 196Pt(p,2n), E = 14 MeV; Measured Eγ , Iγ , γ γ -coin, γ (θ) using HORUS
spectrometer. 195Au deduced levels, J , pi , branching and mixing ratios, B(E2). Comparison with IBFM calculations
1. Introduction
In the last decades, the odd–even gold and even–even platinum isotopes were studied, confirm-
ing, that the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) and its extension, the Interacting Boson Fermion
* Corresponding author.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2014.02.002
0375-9474/ 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Total projection of the γ γ coincidence data. Major peaks from 195Au are labeled with their energies.
Model (IBFM), in the O(6) limit are successful in describing the nuclear properties of excited
states [1–8]. In this work we will concentrate on the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry of the IBFM
for the description of odd–even gold isotopes. Hereby a proton fermion in the pi2d3/2 orbital is
coupled to a bosonic core in the O(6) limit. This model is employed to describe excited positive-
parity states in the odd–even gold isotopes [2]. In this work we want to investigate whether the
Bose–Fermi symmetry is able to give a conclusive description of 185–199Au. This is particularly
interesting, considering, that the evolution of excited states is very smooth. However, essential
information such as level spins, level energies of the second 7/2+ and first 11/2+ states, and
multipole mixing ratios are missing for 195Au. Situated in the middle of the isotopic chain, it is
important to understand whether the excited states in 195Au follows the smooth evolution. There-
fore, an experiment measuring e−γ and γ γ coincidences was performed after a 196Pt(p,2nγ )
and 194Pt(p,2nγ ) reaction using the Orange Spectrometer [10]. Some results obtained after the
194Pt(p,2nγ ) reaction were published in Ref. [11]. The experiment on 195Au yielded new states
at 703, 988 and 1178 keV which lead to inconsistencies with previous observations. To solve
these contradictions, an experiment with the 196Pt(p,2nγ ) reaction using γ γ coincidences and
correlations was performed to observe transitions depopulating low-lying states with low spin.
In Section 2, we present the new results of the in-beam measurement in 195Au. In Section 3,
we investigate the evolution of the parameters within the Bose–Fermi symmetry throughout the
odd–even gold isotopes.
2. Experimental results
A proton beam of 14 MeV delivered by the FN tandem accelerator at the Institute of Nuclear
Physics, University of Cologne, was impinged on a 1.1 mg/cm2 thick 196Pt target enriched to
96.1%. Utilizing the 196Pt(p,2nγ ) reaction with only small grazing angular momentum transfer
of about 3.5 h¯ following estimates of the code CASCADE [12], mainly low-lying states with low
spin were populated in 195Au. The emitted γ rays were detected with the HORUS Spectrom-
eter [13], which was equipped with ten high-purity germanium detectors. This setup allowed
the analysis of γ γ coincidences. The total projection of the γ γ coincidence data up to 1000
keV is shown in Fig. 1. The strongest γ transitions are labeled and belong to 195Au. Altogether,
during five days of measurement, 1.2 × 109γ γ coincident events were collected. The data was
sorted into 9 correlation group matrices, which account for detector pairs at angles Θ1,2 with
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Fig. 2. (Color online.) Comparison of theoretical angular correlations with different spin hypotheses (black solid and
green dashed line) with relative intensities obtained from 9 correlation groups with the specific angles Θ1,Θ2,ψ for the
549–628 keV γ γ coincidence. This way the spin J = 11/2 of the new state at 1178 keV was determined.
respect to the beam axis and a relative angle ψ between the planes spanned by the detectors and
the beam axis. This way, the experimental angular correlation of two coincident γ transitions is
determined. By fitting spin hypothesis J1
EA,δA−−−−→ J2 EB,δB−−−−→ J3, as described in Refs. [14,15], to
the data, spins and multipole mixing ratios δ are obtained. The fit is performed with the com-
puter code CORLEONE [16]. In Ref. [17] the same method using the HORUS spectrometer was
applied to the neighboring 193Au and the method is described in more detail in Refs. [13,18]. An
exemplary pure (E2, E2) cascade depopulating a state at 1178.03 (5) keV is shown in Fig. 2. In
the following, all the new low-lying states with energies up to the 1178 keV and results, which
are in contradiction with previous publications, are discussed. Note, the first time the energy
value is given together with errors, but for better understanding errors are omitted afterwards. In
Table 1, all results obtained in this experiment are listed.
241.58 (7) keV,3/2+. The angular correlation analyses of the 7/2 461−−→ 3/2 180−−→ 1/2 and
7/2 721−−→ 3/2 180−−→ 1/2 cascades consistently yield two possible E2/M1 mixing ratios,
δ180 = +0.06 (10) and δ180 = −1.86 (71), for the 180.11 (7) keV transition. Since the smaller
E2/M1 mixing ratio agrees with the δ180 ≈ 0.16 measured in Refs. [10,19] using conversion
electrons, δ180 = +0.06 (10) is adopted and given in Table 1.
703.48 (6) keV,7/2+. This state was first proposed in Ref. [10] due to inconsistencies in the
e−γ and γ γ coincidence spectra. Our experiment revealed, based on coincidences with the
284.71 (9), 474.45 (10), 509.82 (7) and 613.50 (7) keV transitions feeding this state, that the
441.70 (6) keV transition depopulates the new state at 703 keV and supports the assignment
given in Ref. [10]. Apparently, since the 703 keV state was previously unknown, the 441 keV
decay together with the coincident 693 keV transition were misplaced and led to assuming
a state at 955.08 (15) keV. Note, using the coincidences with the 284, 474, 509 and 613 keV
transitions, other transitions at 154.05 (12), 263.75 (11), 461.90 (9) and 703.50 (9) keV
are observed depopulating the new 703 keV level with consistent branching ratios, thus,
supporting the new assignment.
830.52 (5) keV,5/2,7/2+. The 830.55 (8) keV transition to the ground state together with the
coincident transitions populating this state with 132.38 (13), 288.84 (10), 382.6 (14), 555.45
(12), and 802.67 (13) keV allows the identification of this new state. Unfortunately this state
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Table 1
Results of this work on 195Au compared to the literature values from Nuclear Data Sheets (NDS) [23]. States discussed
in Section 2 are labeled with #. Newly observed states are labeled with ∗ and newly observed transitions with †. Further-
more, γ intensities Iγ of transitions that are listed in NDS but are not observed due to the sensitivity limit of the detector
system or background are labeled with −. If the spin or energy of a state is adopted from NDS it is labeled with ❇❇.
If a spin assignment of a state due to angular correlation analysis is not unique, those spins are labeled with ‡‡ . If an
angular correlation analysis is not feasible but selection rules suggest the multipole characteristic of the γ transition, the
multipolarity is given in parentheses.
Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial Eγ (keV) Iγ [23] Iγ,exp δ [23] δexp Efinal (keV) Jpifinal
0.0 3/2+
61.46 (5) 1/2+❇❇ 61.46 (5) 100 100 0.45 (1) 0 3/2+
241.58 (7)# 3/2+ 180.11 (7) 100 (5) 100 ≈0.16 +0.06 (10) 61.46 (5) 1/2+
241.60 (12) 3.6 (6) 3.8 (10) ≈2.2 0 3/2+
261.78 (5) 5/2+ 200.37 (12) 2.6 (3) 2.1 (5) E2 +0.01 (6) 61.46 (5) 1/2+
261.77 (5) 100 (5) 100 0.51 (1) −0.55 (14) 0 3/2+
318.58 (4)❇❇ 11/2−❇❇ 318.60 (10)❇❇ 100 (11) – M4 0 3/2+
56.80 (3)❇❇ 72 (3) – E3 261.77 (5) 5/2+
439.58 (5) 5/2+ 198.00 (11)† 6.2 (6) −0.29 (26) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
378.15 (14)† 6.0 (7) (E2) 61.46 (5) 1/2+
439.58 (6) 100 100 M1 −0.04 (4) 0 3/2+
525.69 (7) 7/2− 207.11 (6) 100 100 E2 +0.01 (10) 318.58 (4) 11/2−
549.46 (5) 7/2+ 287.67 (6) 21 (4) 21.7 (14) +0.04 (2) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
307.87 (13)† 1.6 (4) (+3.94+18.12
−1.88 ) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
549.47 (6) 100 (10) 100 (E2) +0.05 (10) 0 3/2+
703.48 (6)∗ 7/2+ 154.05 (12)† 3.3 (4) −0.13 (21) 549.47 (6) 7/2+
263.75 (11)† 7.7 (6) +0.15 (6) 439.58 (5) 5/2+
441.70 (6)† 100 −0.20 (2) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
461.90 (9)† 10.4 (7) +0.00 (12) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
703.50 (9)† 14.9 (11) −0.17 (18) 0 3/2+
706.52 (7) 15/2− 387.94 (6) 100 100 E2 −0.05 (6) 318.58 (4)❇❇ 11/2−
818.18 (7) 9/2+ 268.71 (12)† 5.4 (5) −0.34 (12) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
556.41 (6) 100 100 (E2) +0.01 (2) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
830.52 (5)∗# 5,7/2+∗‡‡ 390.87 (12)† 38.0 (38) 439.58 (5) 5/2+
588.94 (6)† 45.0 (50) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
830.55 (8)† 100 0 3/2+
841.31 (9) 3/2+ 401.74❇❇ 0.07 (2) – 439.58 (5) 5/2+
599.75 (8) 26.2 (9) 20 (8) 0.55 (2) +0.54 (23) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
779.79 (21) 100 100 61.46 (5) 1/2+
841.27❇❇ 4.0 (9) – M1, E2 0 3/2+
878.90 (7) 13/2−❇❇ 172.35 (15) 0.76 (11) 1.0 (3) M1 (M1) 706.52 (7) 15/2−
560.32 (6) 100 100 M1 +0.23 (4) 318.58 (4) 11/2−
894.14 (6) 9/2− 368.43 (6) 100 (4) 100 M1 +0.18 (6) 525.69 (7) 7/2−
575.58 (7) 65 (7) 57.0 (49) 0.65 (30) −0.60 (40) 318.58 (4) 11/2−
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial Eγ (keV) Iγ [23] Iγ,exp δ [23] δexp Efinal (keV) Jpifinal
962.80 (5)∗# 7/2+ 132.38 (13)† 2.5 (8) 830.52 (5) 5,7/2+
413.26 (7)† 10.3 (13) (M1) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
701.04 (6)† 100 +2.00 (10) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
721.23 (6)† 56.2 (49) −0.06 (7) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
988.34 (12)∗# 9/2+ 284.71 (9)† 39.1 (29) −0.15 (8) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
548.86 (7)† 100 +0.01 (5) 439.58 (5) 5/2+
1068.19 (5) 9/2− 105.47 (12) 16.2 (12) 962.80 (5) 7/2+
250.00 (10) 9.7 (10) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
364.62 (9) 11.6 (14) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
518.66 (6) 100 (21) 100 0.01 (4) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
542.51 (7) 55 (13) 42.8 (32) 0.25 (10) 525.69 (7) 7/2−
749.65 (7) 100 (16) 67.5 (49) M1 −0.09 (8) 318.58 (4) 11/2−
1083.05 (8) 3/2+ 821.27 (6) 100 (9) M1 (+E2) 0.19 (3) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
1021.8 (2)❇❇ 64 (7) – (E2) 61.46 (5) 1/2+
1082.90 (2)❇❇ 24 (3) – M1 0 3/2+
1110.97 (9)− 585.18 (5) 100 (4) E2 525.69 (7) 7/2−
671.13 (25)❇❇ 1.2 (14) – 439.58 (5) 5/2+
868.9 (3)❇❇ 0.17 (7) – 241.58 (7) 3/2+
1049.27 (25)❇❇ 10 (3) – 61.46 (5) 1/2+
1119.34 (4)∗# 7,9/2+‡‡ 288.84 (10)† 52.8 (48) 830.52 (5) 5,7/2+
415.85 (7)† 31.4 (43) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
569.87 (7)† 99.0 (81) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
679.77 (6)† 100 439.58 (5) 5/2+
1178.03 (5)∗# 11/2+# 359.85 (6)† 48.9 (41) −0.09 (3) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
474.45 (10)† 10.7 (30) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
628.61 (6)† 100 +0.05 (6) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
1213.24 (8)∗ 5/2+ 382.6 (14)† 15.3 (20) 830.52 (5) 5,7/2+
509.82 (7)† 100 −0.038 (14) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
663.79 (10)† 38.4 (25) +3.92+5.05
−1.48 549.46 (5) 7/2+
951.54 (9)† 41.2 (25) +0.02 (8) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
971.70 (8)† 36.5 (22) +0.50 (26) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
1251.12 (5) 3,5/2‡‡ 811.46 (8) 68 (23) 100 439.58 (5) 5/2+
989.36 (7) 40 (15) 77.8 (47) 261.78 (5) 5/2+
1009.58 (8) 100 (20) 62.7 (41) 241.58 (7) 3/2+
1189.5 (2)❇❇ 76 (15) – 61.46 (5) 1/2+
1251.14 (13)❇❇ 53 (10) – 0 3/2+
1280.57 (5) 11/2− 386.41 (7) 100 (10) 100 M1 +0.20 (5) 894.14 (6) 9/2−
401.69 (16) 5.4 (13) 6.1 (7) – 878.90 (7) 13/2−
754.89 (7) 20 (2) 19.9 (18) E2 +0.03 (15) 525.69 (7) 7/2−
962.00 (7) 77 (7) 77.4 (63) M1 318.58 (4) 11/2−
1304.74 (8)∗ (3,5,7/2−) 193.81 (8)† 13.2 (12) 1110.97 (9) 3/2−
779.03 (7)† 100 525.69 (7) 7/2−
1317.01 (5)∗ 9/2+ 328.67 (10)† 16.6 (59) 988.34 (12) 9/2+
354.23 (7)† 100 −0.59 (12) 962.80 (5) 7/2+
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Table 1 (continued)
Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial Eγ (keV) Iγ [23] Iγ,exp δ [23] δexp Efinal (keV) Jpifinal
498.79 (7)† 32.8 (60) −2.04+0.71
−1.61 818.18 (7) 9/2+
613.50 (7)† 73.0 (77) +4.11+1.94
−1.03 703.48 (6) 7/2+
767.62 (13)† 38.9 (68) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
1346.22 (6) 11/2− 452.06 (6) 72 (5) 75.2 (43) M1 +0.16 (6) 894.14 (6) 9/2−
467.34 (6) 100 (6) 100 M1 +0.04 (5) 878.90 (7) 13/2−
1027.45 (11)❇❇ 40 (5) – M1 318.58 (4) 11/2−
1365.52 (9) 17/2− 659.00 (6) 100 100 +0.29 (3) 706.52 (7) 15/2−
1386.01 (5)∗ 9/2+ 397.75 (7)† 100 +0.43 (18) 988.34 (12) 9/2+
423.19 (7)† 87.5 (53) +0.17 (5) 962.80 (5) 7/2+
555.45 (12)† 39.2 (49) 830.52 (5) 5,7/2+
682.63 (13)† 15.9 (12) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
836.56 (9)† 89.9 (52) +0.58(17) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
1396.90 (5)# 11/2+ 578.67 (6) 100 (17) 79.5 (17) (M1) −0.19 (4) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
693.40 (6) 100 (E2) −0.02 (7) 703.48 (6) 7/2+
847.57 (10) 69 (17) 33.6 (12) 549.46 (5) 7/2+
1404.65 (7) 15/2− 525.68 (7) 100 (6) 100 M1 +0.22 (4) 878.90 (7) 13/2−
698.19 (7) 13.1 (13) 12.4 (12) M1 +0.09 (46) 706.52 (7) 15/2−
1086.2 (20)❇❇ 9.7 (14) – 318.58 (4) 11/2−
1406.09 (8) 11/2− 337.90 (6) 100 100 −1.02(15) 1068.19 (5) 9/2−
1424.73 (9) 19/2− 718.21 (5) 100 100 E2 −0.01 (5) 706.52 (7) 15/2−
1475.56 (6)∗ 581.42 (6)† 100 894.14 (6) 9/2−
949.86 (6)† 81.3 (84) 525.69 (7) 7/2−
1487.25 (9) 9,11/2−❇❇ 419.06 (7) 100 100 ≈2.4 1068.19 (5) 9/2−
1489.45 (10) 13/2+ 671.27 (7) 100 100 −0.01 (4) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
1527.10 (8)∗ 7/2+ 708.92 (7) 100 +0.24 (9) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
977.63 (11) 26.3 (29) −0.19+0.51
−0.61 549.46 (5) 7/2+
1559.74 (6) 13/2−❇❇ 279.11 (10) 22 (6) 61.6 (62) M1 1280.57 (5) 11/2−
665.42 (12)❇❇ 8.7 (8) – 894.14 (6) 9/2−
680.88 (9) 35 (4) 69.3 (68) M1 878.90 (7) 13/2−
853.23 (9) 42 (5) 100 M1 706.52 (7) 15/2−
1241.17 (10)❇❇ 100 (1) – M1 318.58 (4) 11/2−
1567.89 (15)∗ 263.24 (8) 45.6 (28) 1304.74 (8) (3,5,7/2−)
673.94 (7) 100 894.14 (6) 9/2−
1041.9 (7) 53.6 (32) 525.69 (7) 7/2−
1605.55 (27) (11,13)/2− 324.50 (7) 16 (6) 32.9 (19) 1280.57 (5) 11/2−
711.01 (13)† 10.0 (12) 894.14 (6) 9/2−
727.37 (7) 100 (10) 61.6 (33) M1 878.90 (7) 13/2−
899.01 (1) 82 (15) 100 (E2) 706.52 (7) 15/2−
1286.4 (4)❇❇ 13 (3) – 318.58 (4) 11/2−
1633.01 (10)∗ 513.69 (9)† 100 1119.34 (4) 7,9/2+
802.67 (13)† 24.9 (27) 830.52 (5) 5,7/2+
814.62 (11)† 49.5 (34) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial Eγ (keV) Iγ [23] Iγ,exp δ [23] δexp Efinal (keV) Jpifinal
1656.42 (5)∗ 9,11/2+‡‡ 270.35 (8)† 28.7 (45) 1386.01 (5) 9/2+
478.38 (9)† 74.0 (47) 1178.03 (5) 11/2+
668.25 (5)† 100 988.34 (12) 9/2+
838.23 (9)† 57.2 (44) 818.18 (7) 9/2+
1691.84 (9)∗ (9,11/2−) 411.11 (8)† 24.9 (23) 1280.57 (5) 11/2−
797.86 (12)† 11.3 (11) 894.14 (6) 9/2−
812.78 (12)† 12.4 (11) 878.90 (7) 13/2−
1166.3 (6)† 100 525.69 (7) 7/2−
1711.8 (4)∗ 315.05 (6)† 62.3 (52) 1396.90 (5) 11/2+
723.72 (4)† 100 988.34 (12) 9/2+
1779.3 (5)∗ 372.94 (8)† 100 1406.09 (7) 11/2−
is not populated strongly enough in order to distinguish between the possible spins 5/2, 7/2
in the angular correlation analysis.
946.83 (16) keV. This state with the depopulating transition of 628.30 (20) keV reported by
Refs. [20,21] cannot be confirmed by our data. Instead the 628 keV transition is assigned to
a new state at 1178 keV (cf. discussion about the state at 1178 keV).
955.08 (15) keV, (9/2+). This state with the depopulating transition of 693.17 (25) keV re-
ported by Refs. [20–22] cannot be confirmed by our data. Instead the analysis of γ γ coin-
cidences reveals that the 693 keV transition is feeding a state at 703.48 (6) keV reported in
Ref. [10], thus, this transition is assigned to a state at 1396 keV (cf. discussion about the
state at 1396 keV). Due to the large error, the observation of a state at 960 (10) keV after a
(p, t) reaction [22] could also corresponds to a new state at 962.80 (5) keV observed in our
experiment.
962.80 (5) keV,7/2+. This state could be identified with the 105.47 (12), 354.23 (7) and
423.19 keV transitions feeding this state. The feeding transitions reveal consistent branching
ratios for the transitions depopulating the 962 keV state.
988.34 (5) keV,9/2+. This state was already proposed in Ref. [10] and the coincidence spectra
of the 328.67 (10), 397.75 (7) and 668.25 (5) keV transitions confirm this new state.
1119.34 (4) keV,7/2,9/2+. The γ γ coincidences show, that a 513.69 (9) keV transition feeds
a state at 1119 keV and that this state is depopulated by 288.84 (10), 415.85 (7), 569.87 (7)
and 679.77 (6) keV transitions.
1178.03 (5) keV,11/2+. A 478.38 (9) keV transition feeding the 1178 keV state and in coinci-
dence with the depopulating transitions at 359.58 (6), 474.45 (10) and 693.17 (25) keV con-
firms the existence of this new state. Fig. 2 shows a γ γ angular correlation analysis for the
spin hypotheses 11/2 614−−→ 7/2 549−−→ 3/2gs (black solid line) and 9/2 614−−→ 7/2 549−−→ 3/2gs
(green dashed line). The spin hypothesis 11/2 614−−→ 7/2 549−−→ 3/2gs fits the data best. The
angular correlation analysis of the (359,556 keV) cascade also favors a spin assignment of
11/2 to the 1178 keV state. Thus, the spin for the newly observed state at 1178 keV was
determined to be 11/2. The multipole mixing ratio of the transition to the 9/2+ state favors
the assignment of positive parity to the 1178 keV state.
1396.90 (5) keV,11/2+. A transition at 441.50 (20) keV was assigned to this state in Ref. [20].
This transition is now assigned to the new state at 703 keV (see the discussion about the
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703 keV state). The new assignment of transitions is supported by a new 315.05 (6) keV
transition feeding this state and by measurements using e−γ coincidences in Ref. [10].
3. IBFM calculation in the framework of the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry
In various publications [7,9,24–26], the nuclear properties of 195Au were described using the
Interacting Boson Fermion Model as well as the Interacting Boson Fermion Model-2, establish-
ing that both the positive-parity and negative-parity states can be understood in the framework
of these models. In the current work, we focus on the structure of the positive-parity states in
195Au and in the neighboring odd–even gold isotopes. For this, we use the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi
symmetry and couple a proton in the pi2d3/2 orbital to a bosonic core described by the IBM O(6)
limit [4,27]. The corresponding group chain of this Hamiltonian can be written as:
UB(6) ⊗ UF (4) ⊃ SOB(6) ⊗ SUF (4)⊃ SpinBF(6) ⊃ SpinBF(5) ⊃ SpinBF(3)
[NB ]
[
1NF
]
〈σ 〉 〈α1, α2, α3〉 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉 (τ1, τ2) J (1)
with NF = 1 in the case of the odd-A nucleus. In the gold isotopes NB corresponds to the number
of boson holes with respect to the neutron shell closure at N = 126 and the proton shell closure at
Z = 82. Other quantum numbers (〈σ 〉, 〈α1, α2, α3〉 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉, (τ1, τ2), J ) of the nested algebras
are determined by reduction rules (see Ref. [2]). The Hamiltonian written in form of a linear
combination of Casimir operators corresponding to the group chain, neglecting constant terms
that only contribute to the binding energy, is:
H =D ·C2
[
SOB(6)
]
+A ·C2
[
SpinBF(6)
]
+B ·C2
[
SpinBF(5)
]
+C ·C2
[
SpinBF(3)
]
. (2)
Where C2[X] is the second order Casimir operator of the given algebra X. The corresponding
energy eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian can be derived from the eigenfunction of the Casimir
operators of the subgroups and yields [27]:
E =Dσ(σ + 4)+A
(
σ1(σ1 + 4)+ σ2(σ2 + 2)+ σ 23
)
+B
(
τ1(τ1 + 3)+ τ2(τ2 + 1)
)
+C
(
J (J + 1)
)
. (3)
Calculations using the Bose–Fermi symmetry were already successfully employed for the fol-
lowing gold isotopes: 191Au [28], 193Au [17,29], 195Au [5–7], 197Au [2,3,30–32] and 199Au [33].
In these references the Bose–Fermi symmetry was applied to individual nuclei or specific odd–
even and odd–odd neighboring gold isotopes. Here we present a systematic investigation for a
larger number of odd–even gold isotopes within the framework of the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi sym-
metry according to Eqs. (1)–(3).
Recently, an Interacting Boson Fermion Model calculation using all proton orbitals (pi1g7/2,
pi2d5/2, pi1h9/2, pi2d3/2, pi3s1/2) between the Z = 50 and Z = 82 shell closures for 193Au [17]
was performed, showing that the main contribution to the wave functions of the low-lying
positive-parity states with (τ1, τ2)= (1/2,1/2)− (5/2,1/2) originates from the pi2d3/2 orbital.
To simplify matters only τ1 is mentioned in the following sections, as τ2 is always equal to
1/2. However, according to the full IBFM calculation, the pi3s1/2 contribution to the wave func-
tion increases considerably for the third 5/2+ states, thus this state cannot be described as a
member of the τ1 = 7/2 multiplet. Another difficulty is the determination of positive-parity
states associated to other multiplets than the 〈σ 〉 = 〈NB〉 and 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉 = 〈NB+1/2,1/2,1/2〉
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multiplet. Furthermore, only a few low-spin states far off pseudo-yeast especially for the more
exotic gold isotopes are known. Thus, in this work we investigate only states associated with the
τ1 = 1/2,3/2,5/2 multiplets and with spins up to 11/2+ in each of the odd–even gold isotopes.
Hence, only the parameters B and C in the eigenfunction (3) are relevant for a fit of the excitation
energies.
Note, the level scheme of the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry looks similar to the Spin(5)
Bose–Fermi symmetry, where a nucleon in a j = 3/2 orbital is coupled to a bosonic core in the
U(5) limit [2], especially when solely the τ1, τ2 and J quantum numbers are considered. But two
crucial differences allows the distinction between these two Bose–Fermi symmetries in the gold
isotopes. Firstly, in the Spin(5) Bose–Fermi symmetry the second (τ1, τ2)= (1/2,1/2) and J =
3/2 state is associated with the same nd = 1 multiplet (the other states are J = 1/2,5/2,7/2).
Together with the J = 3/2 states associated with the nd = 0 and nd = 2 multiplets, more 3/2
states are predicted than observed in the gold isotopes between 0–800 keV. In the Spin(6) Bose–
Fermi symmetry this problem is avoided, since the second (τ1, τ2) = (1/2,1/2), J = 3/2 state
belongs to the next 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉 = 〈NB − 1/2,1/2,1/2〉 multiplet and thus can be shifted to
higher energies without affecting other low-lying states. Secondly, in the Spin(5) Bose–Fermi
symmetry the B(E2) strength for transitions connecting the lowest J = 1/2 − 7/2 states to the
ground state depend purely on the effective boson charge α2 and the number of bosons NB . In
the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry, the fermion charge f2 and the τ1 quantum number influence
the B(E2) strength (see Eq. (4)). Furthermore, for transition between higher excited states in
the Spin(5) Bose–Fermi symmetry, β2, another effective boson charge, is crucial for the B(E2)
value. Due to algebraic considerations the effective boson charge β2 is omitted in the Spin(5)
Bose–Fermi symmetry. Hence, albeit only the highest 〈σ1〉 multiplet of the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi
symmetry is observed, a differentiation to the Spin(5) Bose–Fermi symmetry is possible.
The knowledge of the levels in the gold isotopes is primarily based on the compilation of
data in the Nuclear Data Sheets (NDS) [23,34–40]. For 193Au, additional information was taken
from Ref. [17] and for 195Au the results from this work were adopted. 183Au and 201Au are
not considered due to the scarce knowledge of states which can be associated to the τ1 = 5/2
multiplet.
In Fig. 3(a), levels associated with the τ1 = 1/2,3/2,5/2 multiplets in 185–199Au are shown. If
the spin of a state is not unambiguously known, that state is given in parenthesis. States in 195Au
are labeled in blue in case the state has been firstly observed in this experiment and labeled in
red, if the spin is determined for the first time. Note, the results obtained from this experiment
are important for the interpretation of the evolution of levels. The new second 7/2+ and first
11/2+ fits in with the overall smooth evolution of level energies. This indicates, that the differ-
ence in single-particle energies between the pi2d3/2 and pi3s1/2 orbitals and the population of the
d3/2 and s1/2 orbitals are constant for different odd–even gold isotopes. Calculations based on
the Nilsson Model show consistent results, predicting a constant difference between the single-
particle energies for the pi2d3/2 and pi3s1/2 orbitals despite increasing β-deformation [41]. With
regard to the evolution of the states shown in Fig. 3(a), just three changes of the ordering of levels
are observed, the most significant one is the switch of the ground state from 1/2+ to 3/2+ from
189Au to 191Au.
In order to investigate the Bose–Fermi symmetry, a least-square fit was preformed for each
odd–even gold isotope separately and to all those levels given in Fig. 3(a). For the fit, the com-
puter code ArbModel [42] was used and the quantum numbers were derived from Eq. (3).
The parameters of the fits are listed in Table 2 and the theoretical levels are shown in Fig. 3(b).
Note, the parameters are similar to the parameters derived from calculations in other Refs. [3,17].
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Table 2
The parameters derived from a least-square fit using Eq. (3) to the energy of the states of the gold nuclei. The correspond-
ing root mean square error (RMS) is given in MeV.
Gold isotope C (MeV) B (MeV) RMS (MeV)
185 0.0210 0.0109 0.102
187 0.0268 0.0148 0.065
189 0.0296 0.0141 0.057
191 0.0291 0.0180 0.049
193 0.0289 0.0213 0.050
195 0.0284 0.0240 0.051
197 0.0284 0.0274 0.049
199 0.0298 0.0302 0.025
Fig. 3. (Color online.) The evolution of low-lying states in the odd–even 185–199Au isotopes is shown top figure (a). If
the spin is not unambiguously known, the states are labeled with parentheses. States in 195Au are colored in red, in case
the spin could be exactly determined and blue, in case that state is observed of the first time. ∗ denotes, that in 185Au
the ground state is 5/2− , thus, the excitation energies of positive-parity states are normalized with respect to the energy
of the first excited 1/2+ state. The bottom figure (b) shows the evolution of the states derived from an IBFM calculation
employing the Bose–Fermi symmetry. The (τ1) and J quantum numbers are given next to the states.
On the left of the figure the quantum number (τ1) and the spin J of each state is given. As dis-
cussed above, all states shown in the figure have the same 〈σ 〉 = 〈NB〉 and 〈σ1, σ2, σ3〉 quantum
numbers. Comparison between Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) reveals that the observed levels are in a good
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Fig. 4. (Color online.) A linear function f (NB) = aτ − bτ ×NB is fitted to the strength of the τ splitting (parameter B)
in 189–199Au with the boson holes NB = 4–9. The derived parameters are aτ = 0.0432 MeV and bτ = 0.0032 MeV.
agreement with the calculated states, also indicated by root mean square error (RMS) given in
Table 2. In fact the change of ordering of levels observed experimentally can be reproduced in
the calculations. Especially the switch of the ground state from spin Jπ = 1/2+ in 187Au to
Jπ = 3/2+ in 191Au is described by the model. Overall, the evolution of levels along the gold
isotopes is rather smooth. However, in 185Au the energies of especially the 9/2+ and 11/2+
states are drastically reduced, which can be attributed to the influence of the bosonic core. In
186Hg, the bosonic core for 185Au, shape coexistence of 0p–2h configuration and a configura-
tion induced by two-particle excitations across the Z = 82 shell gap plays a major role [43,44].
For 187Au the influence of shape coexistence diminishes considering that the intruder configu-
ration in 188Hg is shifted up sharply to higher energies. Of greater significance to the low-lying
positive-parity states could be the proximity of 187Au to 186Pt. Similar to the situation in the mer-
cury isotopes, in the neutron-deficient even–even 178–188Pt coexisting strongly deformed prolate
and weakly deformed oblate configurations are observed [45–47]. In fact, the ground state in
178–186Pt nuclei are strongly deformed, while in 188Pt the first state associated with a prolate con-
figuration is observed at 900 keV and the ground state exhibits oblate shape. Since the influence
of the strongly deformed configuration to the low-lying states in 188Pt should be greatly reduced,
it seems appropriate to use the Bose–Fermi symmetry to describe 189Au.
The parameters B and C derived for τ and J splitting (see Table 2), respectively, are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. The x-axis denotes the number of boson holes needed to describe the nucleus.
For the parameters obtained for 189–199Au, a graduate change is apparent and linear functions
f (NB) = aτ,J − bτ,J × NB were fitted to these values. 185Au and 187Au are omitted from the
fits as the model space encompassing the Bose–Fermi symmetry cannot describe shape coex-
istence. The solid lines represents the linear functions and show excellent agreement with the
strength of the τ and J splitting, respectively. While the slope of the linear fit to parameter C
is approximately constant (bJ = −0.0001 MeV and aJ = 0.0283 MeV), parameter B decreases
with increasing number of bosons NB (bτ = 0.0032 MeV and aτ = 0.0432 MeV). In fact, the
change of τ splitting, induced by the SpinBF(5) algebra, in the IBFM reflects the collectivity.
Phenomenologically, this can be understood using the bosonic core of the odd–even gold iso-
topes. It is well known, that generally in even–even nuclei the energy of the first 2+ decreases
linearly as collectivity increases along an isotopic chain and as the nuclei approach mid-shell.
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) A linear function f (NB) = aJ − bJ ×NB is fitted to the strength of the J splitting (parameter C)
in 189–199Au with the boson holes NB = 4–9. The derived parameters are aJ = 0.0283 MeV and bJ = −0.0001 MeV.
Table 3
The quadrupole moments of the ground state 3/2+ in 191–199Au
are adopted from Ref. [48]. Using Eq. (5), the effective boson
charge are calculated.
Gold isotope Q3/2+ (eb) α2 (eb)
191 +0.72 (2) 0.1085 (27)
193 +0.66 (2) 0.1106 (29)
195 +0.61 (2) 0.1130 (30)
197 +0.547 (16) 0.1154 (31)
0.597 (10) 0.1259 (21)
199 +0.37 (1) 0.0901 (24)
+0.510 (16) 0.1241 (39)
0.55 (3) 0.1339 (73)
0.64 (6) 0.1558 (146)
Assuming the IBM in the O(6) limit is valid for the bosonic core, the first excited 2+ state has
seniority τ = 1 and the ground state is assigned τ = 0. On the basis of a constant J splitting,
the compression of excitation energy can only be expressed by a reduction of the τ splitting. Be-
sides level energies, it is interesting to investigate whether other observables confirm the smooth
evolution of collectivity along the odd–even gold isotopes. Particularly quadrupole moments are
associated with collectivity, with high values describing strong deformation due to collective
motion of the valence nucleons. In the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry, the quadrupole transition
operator and the quadrupole moment are defined as [2]:
T E2μ = α2
[
s† × d˜ + d† × s˜](2)
μ
+ f2
[
a
†
3/2 × a˜3/2
](2)
μ
, (4)
QJ =
√
16π
5
√
J (2J − 1)
(2J + 1)(J + 1)(2J + 3) 〈J |
∣∣T(E2)∣∣|J 〉. (5)
Here, α2 is the effective boson charge and f2 the effective fermion charge. We can use the
simplification α2 = f2 [1], as only the ground state quadrupole moments are known.
Table 3 lists the quadrupole moments of ground states adopted from Ref. [48]. In the case
of 197,199Au multiple quadrupole moments are known for the ground state and given in Table 3.
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Fig. 6. (Color online.) A linear function f (NB) = a + b × NB is fitted to the effective boson charge α2 in 191–195Au
with the number of boson holes NB = 6–8, indicated with a solid red line. The derived parameters are a = 0.1265 eb and
b = −0.0023 eb. The dashed red line represents the projection of the linear fit to the heavier gold isotopes, which are not
used for the fit. Note, for clarity the different quadrupole moments of 199Au (NB = 4) are slightly shifted in x direction.
In 185–189Au no such quadrupole moment exists since the ground state is 1/2+. The quadrupole
moments are used to determine the effective boson charge and are listed in Table 3.
In Fig. 6 the different effective boson charges are plotted against the number of boson
holes. For the lighter gold isotopes again a smooth evolution in visible, thus the linear func-
tion f (NB) = a +b×NB is fitted to the effective charges of 191–195Au and yields a = 0.1265 eb
and b = −0.0023 eb. Again, the slope b is very flat, so a constant effective charge can be as-
sumed for the odd–even gold isotopes. However, the effective boson charge derived from the
quadrupole moments seriously underestimates the B(E2) values. In order to obtain an effective
boson charge which agrees with the measured E2 strength the simplification α2 = f2 is not ap-
plied to Eq. (4). Thus, the effective boson and fermion charge are obtained using the transitions
1/2+1
61.5−−→ 3/2+g.s. and 5/2+1 200.4−−−→ 1/2+1 in 195Au, yielding α2 = 0.133 and f2 = 0.313. α2 is
very close to the parameter in Ref. [17]. These parameters are assumed to be constant for the
odd–even nuclei and the B(E2) values calculated whenever experimental values are available.
The comparison between measured and theoretical E2 strength is given in Table 4 and yields
overall a good agreement. The quadrupole moments are overestimated using the larger effective
boson and fermion charge by approximately 0.2 eb for the ground states except for 199Au, where
Q3/2+,199Au = 0.64 (6) eb is reproduced.
Another important test for the validity of the model are B(M1) values, especially since in
odd nuclei considerable M1 strength is observed. In Refs. [2,30,49] the M1 transition operator
and its relation with gyromagnetic ratios, magnetic moments, and B(M1) values are discussed in
detail for 197Au. Since in other odd–even gold isotopes available data is too scarce to perform a
reasonable investigation of M1 strength, we refer to these works.
4. Conclusion
The experiment performed at the Cologne tandem accelerator provided vital information (the
determination of spins, transitions, and especially, the observation of new states) to investigate the
Spin (6) Bose–Fermi symmetry in the odd–even gold isotopes. For 185–199Au the calculated and
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Table 4
Comparison of calculated E2 strength with measured B(E2) values from Refs. [38,23,39,40,17] and this work.
Einitial J
pi
initial Efinal J
pi
final Eγ B(E2)theory B(E2)NDS
(keV) (keV) (keV) (e2b2) (e2b2)
193Au 38.2 1/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 38.2 0.343 0.304 (80)
224.8 3/2+ 38.2 1/2+ 189.6 0.160 0.0
3/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 224.8 – 0.053
258.0 5/2+ 38.2 1/2+ 219.8 0.067 0.101 (20)
5/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 258.0 0.343 0.272 (5)
195Au 61.4 1/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 61.4 0.275 0.275 (27)
241.6 3/2+ 61.4 1/2+ 180.1 0.125 0.022
241.6 3/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 241.6 – 0.007
261.8 5/2+ 61.4 1/2+ 200.4 0.058 0.058 (13)
5/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 261.8 0.275 0.121 (27)
197Au 77.4 1/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 77.4 0.213 0.238 (20)
268.8 3/2+ 77.4 1/2+ 191.4 0.094 0.123 (20)
3/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 268.9 – 0.126
279.0 5/2+ 77.4 1/2+ 201.6 0.050 0.098 (12)
5/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 279.0 0.213 0.177 (41)
502.5 5/2+ 77.4 1/2+ 425.0 0.108 0.052 (23)
5/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 502.6 – 0.047 (41)
547.5 7/2+ 279.0 5/2+ 268.5 0.073 0.012 (5)
7/2+ 268.8 3/2+ 278.7 0.015 0.046 (14)
7/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 547.5 0.213 0.224 (20)
736.7 7/2+ 279.0 5/2+ 457.7 0.137 0.143 (41)
7/2+ 268.8 3/2+ 468.1 0.020 0.041 (27)
855.5 9/2+ 547.5 7/2+ 308.0 0.057 0.068 (48)
9/2+ 279.0 5/2+ 576.5 0.210 0.279 (34)
199Au 77.2 1/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 77.2 0.158 0.166 (90)
317.1 5/2+ 77.2 1/2+ 239.9 0.043 0.037
5/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 317.1 0.158 0.049
323.7 3/2+ 77.2 1/2+ 246.5 0.066 0.283
493.8 7/2+ 323.6 3/2+ 170.6 0.011 0.041
7/2+ 0.0 3/2+ 493.8 0.158 0.052
543.0 5/2+ 323.7 3/2+ 219.4 0.010 0.016
5/2+ 317.1 5/2+ 225.9 0.029 0.004
5/2+ 77.2 1/2+ 468.8 0.113 0.004
experimental level schemes for the τ1 = 1/2,3/2,5/2 multiplets were compared, revealing, that
not only the agreement is very good, but also the switch of the ground state from 1/2+ to 3/2+
in 191Au is predicted correctly. The parameters derived from a least-squares fit reflect the smooth
evolution of levels in 189–199Au. Since the J splitting is almost constant, solely the τ splitting
indicates the increasing collectivity towards mid-shell. Indeed, it turns out that the evolution of
parameters B and C throughout 189–199Au can be predicted and the energy of states belonging to
the τ1 = 1/2,3/2,5/2 multiplet can be expressed by the simple equation (all numerical values
in MeV):
E(NB)=E0 + (0.0435−NB × 0.0032)
(
τ1(τ1 + 3)+ τ2(τ2 + 1)
)
+ (0.0283+NB × 0.0001)
(
J (J + 1)
)
. (6)
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We can conclude from this equation, that the compression of level energies with the increasing
number of boson holes can mainly be attributed to collectivity. In fact, the linear dependency
of collectivity for the excited states is expected if other interactions are stable. The analysis
of the experimental levels for 185,187Au and the proximity to shape coexistence in the even–even
mercury isotopes [43] and platinum isotopes [47] suggest, that the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry
is not applicable to these nuclei.
The quadrupole moments available for the odd–even gold isotopes support the observation of
a very smooth change of nuclear properties in 189–199Au. This is stressed by the good agreement
between calculated and observed B(E2) values. The calculated B(E2) values are based on effec-
tive boson charge and effective fermion charge derived solely from B(E2) transitions in 195Au
and seem to be valid for the other odd–even gold isotopes. However, using the effective boson
charge and fermion charge, a simultaneous description of both, quadrupole moments and B(E2)
values, is not possible. The quadrupole moments are overestimated by approximately 0.2 eb,
although the evolution of the quadrupole moments to smaller values towards shell closure is
reproduced.
Overall, the Spin(6) Bose–Fermi symmetry quite successfully describes the properties of odd–
even gold isotopes, particularly considering the simplicity of the model employed by restricting
the fermion to the pi2d3/2 orbital.
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A γ γ angular-correlation experiment has been performed to investigate the low-energy states of the nucleus
98Mo. The new data, including spin assignments, multipole mixing ratios, and lifetimes reveal evidence for
shape coexistence and mixing in 98Mo, arising from a proton intruder configuration. This result is reproduced
by a theoretical calculation within the proton-neutron interacting boson model with configuration mixing, based
on microscopic energy density functional theory. The microscopic calculation indicates the importance of the
proton particle-hole excitation across the Z = 40 subshell closure and the subsequent mixing between spherical
vibrational and the γ -soft equilibrium shapes in 98Mo.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For decades, clarifying the nature of shape coexistence has
been one of the major objectives in nuclear structure physics
[1,2]. The phenomenon has been observed in various regions
of the nuclear chart, from light [3] to heavy [4] systems. In
186Pb, for example, three low-lying 0+ states bunch together in
energy within the range of 700 keV [4]. The emergence of the
extremely low-lying 0+ states is, in terms of the spherical shell
model, attributed to two- or four-proton excitations across the
Z = 82 shell closure. The residual interaction between protons
and neutrons leads to the lowering of the excited 0+ states
and the different corresponding shell-model configurations are
linked to relevant geometrical deformations in a mean-field
picture [5].
TheA ∼ 100 mass region also presents a unique laboratory
for the evolution of nuclear shape and shape coexistence [6,7].
The interplay between single-particle and collective degrees
of freedom leads to shape phase transitions along isotopic and
isotonic chains [8]. The most dramatic examples for shape
coexistence and shape transition occur in the Zr isotopic
chain, as recently revealed for 94Zr [9]. Especially in the
N = 50–56 Zr isotopes the 0+1 state and the very low-lying
0+2 state are considered strongly mixed 0p-0h and 2p-2h
proton configurations, where protons are promoted from the
pf shell to the g9/2 orbital, as also found in shell-model
calculations [6,10]. The structure of the low-lying 0+2 state
in N  58 Zr isotopes is somewhat more complicated due to
neutron contributions. In Mo isotopes, starting from N = 50,
the nuclear shape gradually evolves from a sphere and, driven
by the enhanced proton-neutron residual interaction, large
deformation sets in at N ≈ 60 [11]. Situated in between,
98
42Mo56 is pivotal for understanding shape transitions in this
mass region. In particular, the concept of shape coexistence
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can apply to this nucleus, where proton cross-shell excitations
from the Z = 28–40 pf shell to the πg9/2 orbit may play an
important role [12]. In fact, experimentally, the first-excited
state of 98Mo has been shown to be an coexisting isomeric
0+ state of different shape [13,14]. The mixing between the
proton 2p-0h and 4p-2h configurations forms the first excited
0+ state and the ground state as revealed by the investigation
of γ transitions depopulating 1+ states with equal strengths to
both 0+ states [12], akin to the findings for 92Zr [6].
To address the important issue of the nature of low-lying
structure in 98Mo, we performed a γ γ angular-correlation
experiment. In this paper, the results of this experiment are
reported as well as the identification of shape coexistence
and the role of a proton intruder configuration in 98Mo.
The experimental results are supported by predictions of
the interacting boson model [15] with configuration mixing,
where the Hamiltonian is determined microscopically. The
microscopic calculation indicates the importance of the proton
intruder configuration and the substantial mixing between
spherical-vibrational and γ -unstable shapes in 98Mo.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In order to extend the 98Mo level scheme, we used the reac-
tion 96Zr(α, 2n)98Mo. A 16 MeV α beam was delivered by the
extended stretched transuranium (ESTU) tandem accelerator
at the Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory, Yale University,
impinging on a 1.25 mg/cm2 thick 96Zr target enriched to
57.36%. The γ transitions were detected by 10 Compton-
suppressed high-purity Ge (HPGe) Clover detectors of the
YRAST Ball array [16]. During five days of measurement,
1.2× 109 events were collected using a γ γ coincidence
trigger.
Figure 1 shows the total projection of the γ γ coincidence
data. Due to impurities in the 96Zr target transitions from
93–99Mo isotopes were observed. The most prominent peaks
are labeled with their associated nuclear origin. The data
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FIG. 1. Total projection of the γ γ coincidence data. Major peaks
from 98Mo and the main side reactions are marked.
were sorted into 11 correlation group matrices, which account
for detector pairs at angles 1 and 2 with respect to the
beam axis and a relative angle ψ between the plains spanned
by the detectors and the beam axis, in order to perform a
γ γ angular-correlation analysis. Relative intensities in the
correlation groups were then fit to angular-correlation func-
tions to extract spins and multipole mixing ratios, as described
in Refs. [17,18], by using the computer code CORLEONE
[19,20]. The code takes into account the attenuation factors of
the detectors [21,22]. An example of a γ γ angular-correlations
analysis is shown in Fig. 2 for the 2+4
1419−−→ 2+1
787−→ 0+gs
cascade, yielding the hitherto unknown multipole mixing
ratio δ1419 = 0.33 ± 0.11. In the literature [23], conflicting
multipole mixing ratios are given for γ transitions depopulat-
ing low-lying states in 98Mo. The superior sensitivity of the
present setup allowed us to resolve discrepancies. For more
detailed information about γ γ angular-correlations analysis
with the YRAST Ball array see Refs. [22,24]. In the same
way, the multipole mixing ratio of the 2+2
644−→ 2+1 transition
was measured to be +1.67 (25), which is in agreement with
the larger solution from an (n, n′γ ) experiment [25] and refutes
the most recent value from Coulomb excitation [14].
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison of a fitted theoretical angu-
lar correlation (solid line) with relative intensities obtained from
11 correlation groups for the 1419–787 keV γ γ coincidence.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Determination of the effective lifetime of
the 1419 keV transition depopulating the 2+4 state using a gate set
on the 787 keV transition. Coincidence spectra with a gate set on
the 787 keV transition for two different angles are shown. The red
solid line represents the simulated lineshape at forward angle and the
blue dashed line the backward angle. The effective average lifetime
is τ = 0.30 (7) ps.
Lifetimes of excited states were determined using the
Doppler-shift attenuation method (DSAM) [26]. The data
was sorted into three matrices according to the three angles
θ = 45◦, 90◦, 135◦ of the detectors relative to the beam
axis. For the lineshape analysis, the stopping process of an
excited nucleus is simulated using nuclear [27] and electronic
stopping powers [28]. In Fig. 3, a lineshape analysis for the
1419 keV transition depopulating the 2+4 state is shown. The
weighted mean value over the angles for the effective lifetime
is calculated to be τ = 0.30 (7) ps. The analysis procedure is
outlined in more detail in Ref. [29].
III. THEORETICAL PROCEDURE
To interpret the nature of the low-lying structure and
the relevant shape dynamics in 98Mo, we performed a self-
consistent mean-field calculation using the Skyrme energy
density functional (EDF) (see Ref. [30] for review). Figure 4(a)
shows the total energy surface of 98Mo in terms of the axial
quadrupole deformation β and triaxiality γ [31] obtained
through the constrained Hartree-Fock-BCS (HF-BCS) method
with the Skyrme functional SLy6 [32] using the code EV8 [33].
Figure 4(a) displays two minima in the mean-field energy
surface, with the deeper one being close to a spherical shape
(β ≈ 0) and the other at β ≈ 0.21 and γ ≈ 20◦ with some
degree of softness. On the other hand, no coexisting minima
are visible in the microscopic energy surfaces of the adjacent
nuclei 96Mo [Fig. 4(c)] and 100Mo [Fig. 4(d)]. 98Mo appears to
be transitional between near-spherical (96Mo) and deformed
(100Mo) shapes.
To study quantitatively the spectroscopic observables asso-
ciated with the intrinsic shape of interest, it is necessary to go
beyond the mean-field approximation. In this work we resort to
the proton-neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2) [15,34]
to generate spectra and transition rates that are comparable
to data. By mapping the microscopic energy surface onto the
044305-2
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Contour plots of the microscopic (a) and
the mapped (b) energy surfaces in (β, γ ) plane of 98Mo, and of
the microscopic energy surfaces of the adjacent nuclei 96Mo (c) and
100Mo (d). The color code ranges from 0 (mean-field minimum) to
2 MeV, and the minima are identified by the solid white circles. The
Skyrme SLy6 functional is used.
equivalent IBM-2 Hamiltonian in the boson condensate [35],
the Hamiltonian parameters are determined microscopically,
thereby not invoking any adjustment to data (cf. Refs. [36,37]
for details). The mapped Hamiltonian is to be diagonalized
numerically in the boson m-scheme basis to provide level
energies and transition rates with good quantum numbers in the
laboratory frame. We note that the above-mentioned procedure
is similar to that used in Ref. [38], where it was used to make
a prediction on the structure of 96Kr, whereas in the present
work we put this procedure to a more crucial test.
In order to describe the two mean-field minima, the model
space of the IBM-2 needs to be extended by including
the intruder configuration and by mixing the Hamiltonians
associated with the two configurations [39]. From the observed
systematics of the two-neutron separation energies (see, e.g.,
Ref. [40] for a review), theN = 56 neutron subshell gap is only
notable for Z 6 40, and the gap becomes rapidly quenched for
higher Z (>42). This indicates that proton intruder states are
more significant for heavier Mo isotopes than neutron shell
effects. Furthermore, the calculated single-particle energies as
functions of the β deformation indicate the lowering of the
proton g9/2 orbitals and the occupation of the last protons in
the orbitals at β ≈ 0.2 associated with the γ -soft minimum in
Fig. 4(a). These considerations lead us to take the IBM-2 model
space including the two-proton excitation across the Z = 40
shell. The 90Zr nucleus is then taken to be the inert core, and
the number of proton bosons is 1 and 3 for the normal and the
intruder configurations, respectively, while the neutron boson
number is fixed at 3. Note that normal (intruder) configuration
denotes hereafter the proton 2p-0h (4p-2h) configuration. The
full Hamiltonian of the system is then given as [38]
H = PnorHnorPnor + Pintr(Hintr + )Pintr + Hmix, (1)
TABLE I. The intrinsic deformation parameter β2 for the lowest-
three excited 2+ states. The theoretical values extracted from the
intrinsic quadrupole moments obtained by the IBM-2 (K = 0 is
assumed) β IBM2 , and the equivalent values βMF2 associated with the
mean-field minima, and the experimental values βexpt2 from inelastic
scattering of deuterons [43,44] and Coulomb excitation [45] are
shown.
Elevel (keV) J π βMF2 β IBM2 |β (d,d
′)
2 | |βCoulEx2 |a
787.26 2+1 (+0.21) +0.132 0.167 (4)b 0.174 (5)
1432.29 2+2 (≈0.0) +0.060 0.046c 0.037 (2)
1758.32 2+3 − 0.121 0.029c 0.11 (5)
aTaken from Ref. [45].
bTaken from Ref. [44].
cTaken from Ref. [43].
where Hnor (Hintr) and Pnor (Pintr) represent the Hamiltonian
of and the projection operator onto the normal (intruder)
configuration space, respectively.  and Hmix = ω(s†πs†π +
d†πd
†
π ) + H.c. stand for the energy offset needed for the
proton cross-shell excitation and interaction that mixes two
configurations, respectively. The resulting mapped IBM-2
energy surface is shown in Fig. 4(b). One can see in Fig. 4(b)
two equivalent minima near β ≈ 0 and β ≈ 0.2, with the latter
being γ soft similarly to the microscopic energy surface.1
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculation predicts a spectroscopic quadrupole mo-
ment for the 2+1 state of Q(2+1 ) = −0.245eb, corresponding to
a weak prolate deformation. This is consistent with a previous
experimental value of Q(2+1 ) = −0.25 (9)eb [42], but differs
from the more recent one, Q(2+1 ) = −0.05 (2)eb [14]. We note
that the latter result stems from a global fit to data taking known
multipole mixing ratios and lifetimes into account. Some of
these input data have been changed and complemented by
our present measurement. In Table I, we give the intrinsic
β-deformation parameters for the lowest three 2+ states, taken
from inelastic scattering [43,44] and Coulomb excitation [45]
data. These data are compared to the value obtained from the
minima in the mean-field energy surface [Fig. 4(a)], and the
deformation extracted from the intrinsic quadrupole moment
in the IBM-2, assuming K = 0. The best agreement is found
with Coulomb excitation values from Ref. [45].
Next we analyze the structure of the low-energy level
scheme of 98Mo. Figure 5 compares the data from the present
experiment (left-hand side) and the calculated spectra after
(center) and before the mixing, i.e., unperturbed configurations
(right-hand side). Note that some experimental states, which
are close in energy and have the same spin, have been identified
1A minimum at γ = 20◦, however, is not obtained with the used
Hamiltonian containing up to only two-body boson terms. It has been
shown [41] that a three-body boson term should be included in the
IBM Hamiltonian to give rise to the triaxial minimum and to better
describe the detailed structure of the quasi-γ band. This is, however,
not particularly of relevance for the present paper.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Low-energy level scheme of 98Mo. The experimental (left) and the calculated spectra with mixing (“IBM-2: pert.
configuration,” center) and without mixing (right). New spin assignments are denoted in italic letters. The number indicated next to spin value
(center) represents the fraction of the intruder configuration in the wave function of each state.
from the comparison to predicted B(E2) values (cf. Tables II
and III). Even though the energy levels are calculated without
any fit to data; that is, the Hamiltonian parameters are derived
solely from the microscopic EDF and the mapping procedure,
the overall agreement between data and calculation in Fig. 5
is remarkably good. While the experimental 0+2 excitation
energy is well reproduced by the theory, the calculated 2+1
level energy seems rather low compared with the experimental
value. The reason is the strong level repulsion between the
unperturbed low-spin states of the two configurations due to
a rather large mixing strength. In the experiment an excess
of states is observed above the 0+4 state, which could not be
TABLE II. Theoretical E2 transition strengths (in W.u.) compared
to experimental values from Refs. [14,23] and from this work. States
in bold are predicted to be of intruder nature in theory. For transitions
with mixed multipolarity the multipole mixing ratio δ measured in
the present experiment is given.
Elevel (keV) J πI Eγ (keV) J πF B(E2)theor B(E2)expt δexpt
787.26a 2+1 787.26 0+1 27 21.4 +11−10
52.6 0+2 256 280 (40)b
1432.29a 2+2 644.70 2+1 22 47.8+132−100 +1.67 (25)
697.10 0+2 8 2.5+8−6
1432.29 0+1 0.03 1.0+2−1
1509.74a 4+1 722.48 2+1 49 49.1+5.5−4.5
1758.32a 2+3 326.05 2+2 13 4.7+189−23 − 0.17 (22)
971.03 2+1 6 3.2+134−16 − 0.97 (14)
1023.61 0+2 7 7.8+286−34
2206.74 2+4 1419.48 2+1 1.3 1.7 (2) − 0.33 (11)
2333.03 2(+)5 900.85 2
+
2 1 1.6+8−4 −0.15+0.19−0.20
2343.26c 6+1 833.52 4+1 56 10.1 (4)
aτ Adopted from Ref. [45].
bB(E2) adopted from Ref. [23].
cτ Adopted from Ref. [14].
assigned to predicted states. These might originate from a more
complicated structure eventually associated with higher-order
effects such as the four-proton cross-shell excitation and/or the
excitation of neutrons, which are outside of the model space
of the present calculation.
Looking into the origin of each state in a more quantitative
manner, first we notice on the right-hand side of Fig. 5 that the
unperturbed 0+1 and 0
+
2 states of the normal and the intruder
configurations are very close in energy. After the mixing, the
0+ ground states in each configuration repel each other by
≈350 keV in energy (as illustrated by arrows). Here, the
matrix element 〈Hmix〉, which mixes unperturbed 0+1 states
of the normal and the intruder configurations, is calculated
to be 385 keV. This value is consistent with the result from a
schematic two-level mixing calculation of 326 keV [12]. In the
resulting 0+1 and 0
+
2 states, normal and intruder configurations
TABLE III. Same as Table II, but normalized with respect to the
largest B(E2) value among the depopulating decays from a given
initial state.
Elevel (keV) J πI Eγ (keV) J πF B(E2)reltheor B(E2)relexpt δexpt
1962.81 0+3 530.61 2+2 1 1
1175.57 2+1 0.10 0.05 (1)
2104.66 3+1 594.65 4+1 0.66 <0.40a
672.50 2+2 1 1 + 6.66+3.41−1.71
1317.37 2+1 0.13 0.04 (3) +2.91+0.64−0.46
2223.74 4+2 713.80 4
+
1 1 1 + 1.13 (17)
791.58 2+2 1.60 0.88 (11)
1436.68 2+1 0.03 0.04 (1)
2419.48 4+4 661.16 2
+
3 1 1
909.52 4+1 0.54 0.33 (3) − 0.64 (10)
1632.46 2+1 0.06 0.02 (1)
aBranching ratio adopted from Ref. [23], no multipole mixing ratio
available, assumed to be a pure E2 transition.
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are almost equally mixed with fraction of 55.3% and 46.9%,
respectively.
One should also notice that the unperturbed normal and the
intruder level schemes exhibit, to a certain extent, vibrational
and γ -soft characteristics, respectively. Within the unperturbed
intruder configuration, the R4/2 = E(4+1 )/E(2+1 ) ratio of 2.67,
as well as the closely lying 4+1 , 2
+
2 states, in which a two-
phonon 0+ state is absent, is typical for a γ -soft structure.
The unperturbed normal configuration, in contrast, displays
closely lying 4+1 , 2
+
2 , and 0
+
2 states, more typical for a
spherical vibrator. Also the R4/2 = 2.32 of the unperturbed
normal configuration deviates strongly from deformed values
toward the spherical harmonic oscillator (R4/2 = 2.0). This
interpretation correlates with the microscopic energy surface
in Fig. 4(a) and is consistent with previous empirical IBM-2
fitting calculations [46].
Finally, in Tables II and III we compare experimental and
theoretical B(E2) values. Lifetimes are either adopted from
Ref. [14] or measured in the present experiment. If not stated
differently, all multipole mixing ratios and branching ratios
are from the present work. The conversion coefficient α was
obtained from calculations using the code BRICC [47]. Very
good agreement between experiment and theory is obtained,
confirming the strong mixing between both configurations. In
particular, the strong B(E2; 2+1 → 0+2 ) and B(E2; 2+2 → 2+1 )
transitions, relative to the 2+1 → 0
+
1 transition (see Table II),
present a stringent test of configuration mixing. The measured
B(E2; 6+1 → 4+1 ) is much smaller than predicted, perhaps due
to fragmentation.
In Table III we compare relative B(E2) values, normalized
with respect to the largestB(E2) value among the depopulating
decays from a given initial state, for the states without lifetime
information. Note that the three 4+2,3,4,expt states are observed
within 200 keV. From comparison of relative B(E2) values
the 4+2,expt state can be assigned to the predicted 4
+
3,theor state
generated mainly by the intruder configuration, while the
4+4,expt state can be assigned to a strongly mixed 4
+
2,theor state.
Table III shows the same extent of consistency as obtained in
Table II.
V. CONCLUSION
We have revealed robust experimental evidence for shape
coexistence and configuration mixing in the low-lying struc-
ture of 98Mo. Key data on multipole mixing ratios and lifetimes
have been obtained, allowing for a detailed comparison
with a new theoretical calculation within the IBM based on
the microscopic EDF. The EDF calculation predicted two
(near-spherical and γ -soft) mean-field minima in the energy
surface [Fig. 4(a)], which necessitates the extension of the
IBM to include a intruder configuration associated with the
proton excitation across the Z = 40 subshell closure. The two
intrinsic shapes are mixed strongly into low-spin states (cf.
Fig. 5). The excitation spectra and E2 properties are calculated
in a fully microscopic way and are in excellent agreement
with the wealth of new spectroscopic data and consistent with
a previous phenomenological IBM fit [46]. The theoretical
method used in this work is robust and capable of appropriately
modeling the coexistence of different shapes. Hence, it allows
for a universal description of nuclear shapes and will be applied
to other heavy exotic nuclei in the future.
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4.2 Nuclear structure of 96,98Mo: shape coexistence,
robustness of boson seniority and mixed sym-
metry states
4.2.1 Experimental results
To excite low-lying states in 96Mo, an in-beam experiment was performed
at the FN-Tandem accelerator of the Institute of Nuclear Physics, University
of Cologne. A 3He beam was accelerated to 18 MeV and impinged on a
8 mg/cm2 ≈96% enriched 96Zr target. The emitted γ rays were detected
with the OSIRIS [50] cube coincidence spectrometer, equipped with nine
HPGe-detectors in this experiment. Six of them were equipped with Compton
suppression shields. During one week of measurement around 1.5 billion
coincident γγ events were collected. Figure 4.1 shows a total projection of the
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Figure 4.1: Total projection of the γγ coincidence data (up to 2000 keV) of the
96Mo experiment. The strongest γ lines are observed at around 800 keV and
belong to Yrast band transitions of 96Mo.
γγ coincidence data. States with spins J≥8 are weakly populated, and off-Yrast
states are observed in this experiment.
To extend the level scheme and verify multipole mixing ratios reported in
previous experiments in the neighboring even-even molybdenum isotopes,
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another in-beam experiment was performed at the ESTU-Tandem accelerator
at Wright Nuclear Structure Lab at Yale University to investigate 98Mo. Using
an α beam accelerated to an energy of 16 MeV, γ-transitions emitted after the
(α,2n) reaction were detected by 10 Compton-suppressed Clover detectors
mounted in the YRAST Ball array [51]. A more detailed discussion of this
experiment and partial results are published in Ref. [52]. In this publication,
the complete results of 98Mo will be discussed.
An important objective of these experiments was to measure multipole
mixing ratios of decay transitions. Especially suited for this purpose are γγ
correlations in in-beam experiments. For a J1
EA,δA−−−−→ J2 EB ,δB−−−−→ J3 cascade, as
described in Refs. [45, 46], different hypotheses for multipole mixing ratios δ
can be tested as well as different spins J . In order to perform a γγ angular
correlation analysis, the data is sorted in correlation group matrices, which
account for detector pairs at specific angles Θ1,2 with respect to the beam
axis and a relative angle ψ between the planes spanned by the corresponding
detectors and the beam axis. For the OSIRIS setup nine different correlation
groups are utilized, while the YRAST Ball setup had eleven correlation groups.
Since neither of the used targets were pure, the different reaction channels
could be used to crosscheck the results of the angular correlation analyses
between both experiments.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the angular correlations for the 778-719 keV γγ cas-
cade in 96Mo in the OSIRIS and the YRAST Ball setup, respectively, comparing
two possible E2/M1 mixing ratios measured also in a (n,n′γ) experiment [53].
96Mo in the YRAST Ball experiment stems from a side reaction, hence, statistics
are lower. Note, the smaller δ719 value results from a least-square fit while
δ719 = +1.1 (1) yields a second minimum in Ref. [53]. The δ = +0.40 (3)
assignment is favored in both angular correlations and is given in table 4.1.
The fit of the spin hypotheses to data was performed with the computer
code CORLEONE [47, 48] For all cases where the angular correlation analysis
allows the determination of the multipole mixing ratios, that value is given in
tables 4.1 and 4.2. For more details about angular correlation analyses using
the OSIRIS or YRAST Ball setups, see Refs. [50] and Ref [52, 54], respectively.
Furthermore, in some figures featuring angular correlations, multipole mixing
ratios are given with errors derived from a least square fit, otherwise the
multipole mixing ratio is fixed to the given value obtained from Nuclear Data
Sheets (NDS) [55, 56].
The YRAST Ball experiment allowed for the determination of lifetimes of
excited states using the Doppler-Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM) [57]. The
line shape is determined by the stopping power of the target material, the α
beam energy at 16 MeV, the recoil energy, the mean lifetime τ of the state and
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of two spin hypotheses 2
719,δ719−−−−−→ 2 778,δ778=0−−−−−−−→ 0 with
different E2/M1 mixing ratios δ719 (black solid and green dashed line) with
relative intensities obtained from nine γγ angular correlation groups at the
OSIRIS setup. The E2/M1 mixing ration δ = +0.40 (3) obtained from a least-
square fit is favored over δ = +1.1 (1), one of two minima reported in Ref. [53].
The smaller E2/M1 mixing ratio +0.34+0.90−0.70 reported in Ref. [53] agrees with
the present values from both experiments (see also Fig. 4.3).
the angle of the detected γ ray with respect to the beam axis. Figure 4.4 shows
the application of line shape analysis. The determined mean lifetime τ =0.25
(5) ps of the state at 2700.86 (36) keV is an effective lifetime, since delayed side
feeding cannot be excluded in general in such DSAM experiments. In Ref. [52]
another example of the DSAM technique is given and discussed in more detail.
In the following section the complete results obtained from the γγ analyzes
of both in-beam experiments, 96Mo and 98Mo, are given. First, some states
conflicting with previous data in 96Mo and 98Mo are discussed, followed by
tables 4.1 and 4.2 with all experimental results.
96Mo:
1497.96 (9) keV, 2+. In addition to the 2+2
1497−−−→ 0+1 and 2+2 719−−→ 2+1 transitions,
a 2+2
349−−→ 0+2 would be expected at 349.9 keV. Due to multiple transitions
with energy close to 350 keV, it is not possible to confirm such a transition,
thus a upper limit is given.
1625.92 (9) keV, 2+. For the 847.68 (12) keV transition conflictingE2/M1 mix-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of theoretical angular correlations of the 2
719,δ719−−−−−→
2
778,δ778=0−−−−−−−→ 0 spin hypothesis with relative intensities obtained from eleven
correlation groups at the YRAST Ball setup for the 778-719 keV γγ coincidence.
The E2/M1 mixing ratio δ = +0.40 (10) (black solid) obtained from a least
square fit is favored over δ = +1.1 (1) (green dashed line) reported in Ref. [53].
For more information see Fig. 4.2.
ing ratios, δ(2+2
847−−→ 2+1 )=−1.05+9−10,−0.6 (5),−6.9+12−21, were determined,
where the first value was measured in a (n,γ) [58] experiment and the
latter two originate from Ref. [53]. Evaluation of the angular correla-
tion of the 847-778 γγ cascade reveals a rather strong M1 admixture with
δ847 = −0.12 (5) (see Figure A.1), which agrees with the smaller E2/M1
mixing ratio given in Ref. [53]. In order to determine the E2/M1 mix-
ing ratio, the two peaks at 847.68 (12) keV and 849.99 (9) (4+1 −→ 2+1 ) keV
have to be discriminated, which is challenging for NaI(Tl) detectors em-
ployed in Ref. [58] but possible in this experiment due to the superior
resolution of the HPGe detectors. To verify that the nearby 850 keV tra-
nition did not influence our result, the total volume of the doublet at 847
keV and 849 keV was integrated and compared with superposed spin
hypotheses 2
847,δ847−−−−−→ 2 778,δ778=0−−−−−−−→ 0 and 2 849,δ849=0−−−−−−−→ 2 778,δ778=0−−−−−−−→ 0 (see
Figure A.2). Note, since the ratio of the volumes of the 847 keV and the
849 keV peaks is not known in detail, the superposed spin hypotheses
were normalized to relative intensities in the correlation groups at the
angles (45,90,90) and (45,90,55). The normalization reflects that the major
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Figure 4.4: Determination of the effective lifetime by analyzing the line shape
of the 1913 keV transition in 98Mo depopulating a (2+) state at 2700 keV using
a gate set on the 787 keV transition. Coincidence spectra with a gate set on
the 787 keV transition for two different angles are shown. The black solid line
represents the simulated line shape at forward (a) and backward (b) angle. The
determined effective mean lifetime is τ = 0.25 (5) ps.
component of the superposed angular correlations stems from the 778-
849 keV cascade. Nevertheless, only correlation groups with the angles
(45,90,180) and (45,225,0) are sensitive to δ847 and yield a better fit for
δ847 = −0.12 than δ847 = −1.05. Both figures, A.1 and A.2, together
show, that δ847 = −0.12 (5) assignment is favored.
1978.43 (10) keV, 3+. The angular correlation analysis of the depopulating
transition at 480.55 (9) keV shows that the E2/M1 mixing ratio δ480 =
−17.8+10.3−64.6 is favored (see Figure A.3) to the assignment of δ480 = −0.12
(4) reported in Ref. [53]. A rather pure E2 characteristic for the 480 keV
transition is also supported by the angular correlation of the 1498-480
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keV cascade. On the other hand, for the other depopulating transition
at 1200.39 (7) keV a stronger E2/M1 mixing with δ1200 = +0.34(4) was
determined (see Figure A.4) than in Ref. [53].
2219.46 (9) keV, 4+. The branching ratios from this work for the transitions
depopulating this state mostly agree with values reported in Ref. [53].
However the relative γ intensity of the 241.36 (20) keV transition seems
to be overestimated in Ref. [58], which might originate from a doublet
with a 241.33 keV transition depopulating a state at 1869.64 (6) keV and
cannot be distinguished in the singles spectrum used in Ref. [58]. The
coincidence technique employed in this work allows to determine the
branching ratio and avoids any contribution of the contaminating 241.33
keV transition.
2594.39 (12) keV, 3+. The analysis of the branching ratios of the depopulating
transitions yields different results than given in [53]. One reason might
be that the coincidence technique together with the superior absolute ef-
ficiency of the OSIRIS setup allows a better discrimination of the 966 keV
and 968 keV peaks compared to the one detector used in Ref. [53].
2818.67 (35) keV, 4+. The angular correlation analysis of the 1190-849 keV
γγ cascade suggests a spin for the state with either J2818 = 4, 5, 6, but
the spin assignment J2818 = 5, 6 can be ruled out due to the depopulat-
ing 1320.9 (5) keV transition to the Jpi = 2+ state reported in Ref. [53],
assuming only dipole and quadrupole transitions.
Table 4.1: Results of this work on 96Mo. States discussed in section 4.2.1 are labeled with a
sharp sign (#). Newly observed states are labeled with a asterisk (∗) and newly observed tran-
sitions with dagger (†). Furthermore, γ intensities Iγ of transitions that are listed in NDS [55]
but are not observed due to the sensitivity limit of the detector system or background are la-
beled with a dash (−). If a value is adopted from NDS it is labeled with a double asterisk
(∗∗). If a spin assignment of a state due to angular correlation analysis is not unique, those
spins are labeled with a double-dagger (‡‡). If an angular correlation analysis is not feasible
but selection rules suggest the multipole characteristic of the γ transition, the multipolarity is
given in parentheses.
Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
0.0 0+ stable
778.23 (6) 2+ 5.29 (9)∗∗ 778.23 (6) 100 E2 0.0 0+
1147.96 (10) 0+ 88 (12)∗∗ 369.73 (8) 100 E2 778.23 (6) 2+
1497.88 (9)# 2+ 1.13 (10)∗∗ (349.9) <2.3 E2 1147.96 (10) 0+
719.55 (7) 100 +0.40 (4) 778.23 (6) 2+
1497.97 (9) 39.9 (8) E2 0.0 0+
1625.92 (9)# 2+ >1.30∗∗ 128.0 (4)∗∗ <0.9 1497.88 (9) 2+
477.61 (25)∗ 1.7 (4) E2 1147.96 (10) 0+
847.68 (12) 100 -0.12 (5) 778.23 (6) 2+
1626.00 (22) 6.4 (17) E2 0.0 0+
1628.22 (8) 4+ 1.73 (29)∗∗ 849.99 (6) 100 -0.01 (2) 778.23 (6) 2+
1869.64 (6) 4+ 9.23+40,∗∗−22 241.33 (7) 9.0 (5) +0.5
+1.2
−0.6 1628.22 (8) 4
+
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Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
(243.6) < 0.6 1625.92 (9) 2+
371.71 (7) 6.3 (6) -0.05 (6) 1497.88 (9) 2+
1091.50 (6) 100 -0.03 (3) 778.23 (6) 2+
1978.43 (10)# 3+ >3.30∗∗ 108.94 (11) - 1869.64 (6) 4+
349.96 (8) 4.9 (2) +0.22 (10) 1628.22 (8) 4+
352.54 (10) 4.4 (2) +3.7+15.0−1.8 1625.92 (9) 2
+
480.55 (9) 30.8 (4) -17.8+10.3−64.6 1497.88 (9) 2
+
1200.39 (7) 100 +0.34 (4) 778.23 (6) 2+
2095.86 (11) 2+ 0.140 (16)∗∗ (597) <4.7 1497.88 (9) 2+
947.41 (32) 1.8 (5) 1147.96 (10) 0+
1317.63 (9) 100 -0.01 (9) 778.23 (6) 2+
2095.59 (10) - 0.0 0+
2219.46 (9)# 4+ >0.55∗∗ 241.36 (20) 14.7 (8) 1978.43 (10) 3+
349.65 (16) 88.5 (37) +0.09 (13) 1869.64 (6) 4+
591.21 (9) 96.7 (39) +0.84 (23) 1628.22 (8) 4+
593.42 (18) 46.0 (35) -0.05 (10) 1625.92 (9) 2+
721.57 (12) 100 +0.04 (5) 1497.88 (9) 2+
1441.10 (16) 43.5 (22) +0.03 (5) 778.23 (6) 2+
2234.70 (8) 3− >0.40∗∗ 365.01 (17) 10.0 (7) -0.10 (20) 1869.64 (6) 4+
608.70 (8) 100 -0.09 (12) 1625.92 (9) 2+
736.92 (8) 94.0 (38) +0.03 (5) 1497.88 (9) 2+
1456.25 (9)∗∗ - 778.23 (6) 2+
2426.51 (29) 2+,∗∗ 0.27+6,∗∗−4 447.62 (10)
∗∗ - 1978.43 (10) 3+
800.27 (10)∗∗ <45.2 1625.92 (9) 2+
928.25 (10)∗∗ - 1497.88 (9) 2+
1648.00 (28) 100 778.23 (6) 2+
2426.28 (10) - 0.0 0+
2438.47 (6) 5+ >0.20∗∗ 219.05 (9) 6.4 (9) 2219.46 (9) 4+
459.91 (7) 44.4 (29) +0.05 (13) 1978.43 (10) 3+
568.82 (6) 100 -0.15 1869.64 (6) 4+
or -3.6
810.18 (36) 16.3 (34) 1628.22 (8) 4+
2440.80 (10) 6+ >0.30∗∗ 812.58 (6) 100 -0.02 (3) 1628.22 (8) 4+
2481.28 (10) 2,3,4‡‡ >1.46∗∗ 611.30 (20) 17.1 (37) 1869.64 (6) 4+
853.09 (8) 100 1628.22 (8) 4+
983.1 (2)∗∗ - 1497.88 (9) 2+
1703.24 (39) 33.9 (79) 778.23 (6) 2+
2501.69 (23) 1,2† 0.139 (19)∗∗ 875.61 (10)∗∗ - 1625.92 (9) 2+
1003.69 (10)∗∗ - 1497.88 (9) 2+
1353.73 (21) 100 1147.96 (10) 0+
1723.29 (10)∗∗ - 778.23 (6) 2+
2501.84 (10)∗∗ - 0.0 0+
2540.78 (32) (3)+,∗∗ 0.100 (14)∗∗ 914.53 (9)∗∗ - 1625.92 (9) 2+
1042.62 (9)∗∗ - 1497.88 (9) 2+
1762.55 (32) 100 778.23 (6) 2+
2594.39# (12) 3+,∗∗ 1.15+620,∗∗−58 374.9 (2)
∗∗ - 2219.46 (9) 4+
615.66 (23) 73.7 (127) 1978.43 (10) 3+
966.38 (31) 36.5 (69) 1628.22 (8) 4+
968.37 (19) 100 1625.92 (9) 2+
1096.31 (26) 62.7 (122) 1497.88 (9) 2+
1816.21 (33) 26.4 (55) 778.23 (6) 2+
2625.32 (20) 4+ 0.72+115∗∗−29 405.9 (3) - 2219.46 (9) 4
+
1847.09 (19) 100 778.23 (6) 2+
2734.68 (12) 5+ >0.36∗∗ 293.9 (4)∗∗ - 2440.80 (10) 6+
864.93 (10) 63.9 (12) +0.05 (6) 1869.64 (6) 4+
1106.59 (7) 100 -0.02 (3) 1628.22 (8) 4+
1109.1 (5)∗∗ - 1625.92 (9) 2+
2736.27 (21) 3+,∗∗ 0.175+26,∗∗−25 1238.50 (27) 75.3 (10.3) 1497.88 (9) 2
+
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Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
1957.89 (32) 100 +0.14 (25) 778.23 (6) 2+
2755.31 (33) 6+,∗∗ >0.280∗∗ 314.17 (9) 20.1 (8) +0.19 (14) 2440.80 (10) 6+
316.52 (19) 14.0 (7) 2438.47 (6) 5+
535.78 (8)∗∗ - 2438.47 (6) 5+
885.4 (2)∗∗ - 1869.64 (6) 4+
1127.09 (7) 100 -0.03 (5) 1628.22 (8) 4+
2806.42 (24) (1)∗∗ 0.164+30,∗∗−26 1180.42 (10)
∗∗ - 1625.92 (9) 2+
1308.39 (10)∗∗ - 1497.88 (9) 2+
1658.46 (22) 100 1147.96 (10) 0+
2818.67 (35) 4+ 0.085+23,∗∗−17 1190.45 (34) 100 -0.08 (15) 1628.22 (8) 4
+
1320.9 (5)∗∗ - 1497.88 (9) 2+
2875.35 (12) 6, 7+ 120.34 (18) 2.9 (6) 2755.31 (33) 6+,∗∗
434.55 (7) 100 +0.12 (7) 2440.80 (10) 6+
or +1.8 (2)
2975.70 (14) 5+ 434.6 (2)∗∗ - 2540.78 (32) (3)+,∗∗
740.78 (12) 46.0 (57) 2234.70 (8) 3−
755.6 (2)∗∗ - 2219.46 (9) 4+
997.15 (22) 53.1 (72) (E2) 1978.43 (10) 3+
1347.54 (15) 100 +1.5+4.1−0.9 1628.22 (8) 4
+
2978.51 (11) 8+ 223.31 (9) 2.1 (4) 2755.31 (33) 6+,∗∗
537.70 (7) 100 2440.80 (10) 6+
3014.43 (20) 5(+),∗ 279.53 (9)∗ 77.7 (35) 2734.68 (12) 5+
1386.39 (11)∗ 100 +0.02 (7) 1628.22 (8) 4+
3030.83 (12)∗ 592.43 (10)∗ 100 2438.47 (6) 5+
3143.32 (34)∗ 388.01 (10)∗ 100 2755.31 (33) 6+,∗∗
3370.29 (12) 8+ 391.59 (13) 6.1 (2) -0.04 (38) 2978.51 (11) 8+
929.49 (7) 100 -0.01 (3) 2440.80 (10) 6+
3445.96 (12) 6+ 1007.49 (10) 100 +0.35 (8) 2438.47 (6) 5+
3473.14 (10) 7+ 738.39 (7) 78.6 (19) +0.04 (5) 2734.68 (12) 5+
1032.42 (12) 100 -0.02 (4) 2440.80 (10) 6+
3597.08 (16) 862.40 (10)∗ 100 2734.68 (12) 5+
3710.73 (16)∗ 732.22 (11) 100 2978.51 (11) 8+
3787.26 (13) 10+ 808.75 (7) 100 2978.51 (11) 8+
3804.55 (39)∗ 434.26 (37)∗ 100 3370.29 (12) 8+
3916.20 (15) 7+, 9‡‡ 545.91 (9) 100 3370.29 (12) 8+
4533.33 (17) 9+, 11‡‡ 746.07 (11) 100 3787.26 (13) 10+
4795.38 (26) 11∗∗ 879.18 (21) 100 3916.20 (15) 7+, 9‡‡
Table 4.2: Results of this work on 98Mo. States discussed in section 4.2.1 are labeled with a
sharp sign (#). Newly observed states are labeled with a asterisk (∗) and newly observed tran-
sitions with dagger (†). Furthermore, γ intensities Iγ of transitions that are listed in NDS [56]
but are not observed due to the sensitivity limit of the detector system or background are la-
beled with a dash (−). If a value is adopted from NDS it is labeled with a double asterisk
(∗∗). If a spin assignment of a state due to angular correlation analysis is not unique, those
spins are labeled with a double-dagger (‡‡). If an angular correlation analysis is not feasible
but selection rules suggest the multipole characteristic of the γ transition, the multipolarity is
given in parentheses.
Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
98Mo
734.75 (4) 0+ 31.45 (130)∗∗
787.26 (15) 2+ 5.08 (9)∗∗ (52.6) − 734.75 (4) 0+
787.26 (15) 100 +0.0 0.0 0+
1432.18 (12)# 2+ 2.21 (23)∗∗ 644.70 (15) 100 +1.67 (25) 787.26 (15) 2+
697.10 (46) 5.8 (7) (E2) 734.75 (4) 0+
1432.29 (20) 81.5 (16) +0.0 0.0 0+
1509.74 (21) 4+ 3.65 (7)∗∗ (78.0) − 1509.74 (21) 4+
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Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
722.48 (15) 100 +0.02 (3) 787.26 (15) 2+
1758.32 (12) 2+ 2.05 (8)∗∗ 248.5 − 1432.18 (12) 2+
326.05 (25) 7.0 (3) -0.17 (22) 1432.18 (12) 2+
971.03 (16) 65.9 (10) -0.97 (14) 787.26 (15) 2+
1023.61 (16) 100 +0.0 734.75 (4) 0+
1758.64 (14) − 0.0 0+
1962.81 (20) 0+ 530.61 (30) 39.1 (29) (E2) 1432.18 (12) 2+
1175.57 (20) 100 +0.0 787.26 (15) 2+
2017.36 (16) 3− 93.8 (101)∗∗ 258.96 (26) 22.0 (19) +0.01 (6) 1758.32 (12) 2+
507.8 (2) − 1509.74 (21) 4+
1230.04 (15) 100 -0.04 (7) 787.26 (15) 2+
2018.01 (53) 16.2 (17) (E3) 0.0 0+
2037.26 (14) 0(+) 1250.00 (19) 100 +0.0 787.26 (15) 2+
2104.66 (15) 3+ 594.65 (12) − 1509.74 (21) 4+
672.50 (17) 78.9 (28) +6.7+3.4−1.7 1432.18 (12) 2
+
1317.37 (17) 100 +2.9+0.6−0.5 787.26 (15) 2
+
2206.74 (26) 2+ 0.30 (2) 448.2 (2) − 1758.32 (12) 2+
1419.48 (22) 100 -0.33 (11) 787.26 (15) 2+
2223.74 (14) 4+ 206.3 (5) − 2017.36 (16) 3−
465.5 (2) − 1758.32 (12) 2+
713.80 (16) 100 +1.13 (17) 1509.74 (21) 4+
791.58 (17) 82.9 (36) +0.07 (8) 1432.18 (12) 2+
1436.68 (25) 23.4 (19) -0.03 (7) 787.26 (15) 2+
2333.03 (24)# 2(+) 0.50 (17) 900.85 (21) 100 -0.15+0.19−0.20 1432.18 (12) 2
+
2333.32 (17)# 4+ 109.48 (44) 10.9 (44) 2223.74 (14) 4+
575.06 (10) − 1758.32 (12) 2+
823.33 (16) 77.4 (47) -0.388 (7) 1509.74 (21) 4+
1546.30 (22) 100 -0.04 (4) 787.26 (15) 2+
2343.26 (26) 6+ 7.50 (29)∗∗ 833.52 (15) 100 -0.01 (7) 1509.74 (21) 4+
2418.52 (29)# 2(+) 986.34 (27) 100 +0.01 (7) 1432.18 (12) 2+
1631.26 (50) 96.5 (59) 787.26 (15) 2+
2419.48 (18)# 4+ 195.66 (10) − 2223.74 (14) 4+
314.9 (2) − 2104.66 (15) 3+
402.33 (39) 10.0 (14) (E1) 2017.36 (16) 3−
661.16 (40) 17.8 (13) +0.09 (10) 1758.32 (12) 2+
909.52 (17) 100 -0.64 (10) 1509.74 (21) 4+
987.48 (10) − 1432.81 (12) 2+
1632.46 (33) 40.5 (16) (E2) 787.26 (15) 2+
2485.47 (21) 3+ 151.9 (2) − 2333.32 (17) 4+
380.05 (43) 21.8 (17) 2104.66 (15) 3+
467.0 (9) − 2104.66 (15) 3+
726.83 < 4.6 1758.32 (12) 2+
975.25 (32) 35.9 (17) -0.89+0.62−1.60 1509.74 (21) 4
+
1053.04 (26) 55.2 (27) -0.97+0.27−0.36 1432.18 (12) 2
+
1698.49 (26) 100 -0.52 (13) 787.26 (15) 2+
2506.10 (16)# 5+ 86.51 (32) 8.2 (44) 2419.48 (18) 4+
162.53 (15) − 2343.26 (26) 6+
172.89 (16) 73.6 (32) +0.05 (11) 2333.32 (17) 4+
282.52 (10) − 2223.72 (14) 4+
299.6 (2) − 2206.74 (26) 2+
996.33 (16) 100 -0.96 (10) 1509.74 (21) 4+
2525.50 (29) 2∗∗ 0.47 (6) 1093.32 (26) 100 +0.01 (17) 1432.18 (12) 2+
2562.41 (23) 2 544.52 (39) 7.4 (9) 2017.36 (16) 3−
803.6 (5) − 1758.32 (12) 2+
1775.37 (23) 100 +0.05 (7) 787.26 (15) 2+
2572.83 (17) 3 239.2 (2) − 2333.32 (17) 4+
555.07 (35) 47.0 (66) 2017.36 (16) 3−
814.46 (26) 49.6 (27) +0.10 (10) 1758.32 (12) 2+
1140.83 (47) 29.1 (34) 1432.18 (12) 2+
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Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
1785.90 (24) 100 +0.01 (6) 787.26 (15) 2+
2574.35 (16) 4+ 350.81 (18) 100 -0.13 (24) 2223.74 (14) 4+
557.08 (39) 19.9 (56) (E1) 2017.36 (16) 3−
1064.27 (18) 90.9 (40) -2.69+0.75−1.47 1509.74 (21) 4
+
2612.21 (46) 0(+) 1824.95 (44) 100 +0.0 787.26 (15) 2+
2619.99 (28) 3+ 1187.50 (43) 9.7 (7) +0.95+0.98−0.50 1432.18 (12) 2
+
1832.93 (33) 100 -0.54 (13) 787.26 (15) 2+
1886.3 (7) − 734.75 (4) 0+
2620.56 (17) 5− 603.25 (17) 63.3 (12) -0.08 (11) 2017.36 (16) 3−
1110 .75 (16) 100 -0.05 (10) 1509.74 (21) 4+
2678.49 (20) 6+ 172.47 (26) 3.6 (5) 2506.10 (16) 5+
335.15 (16) 52.8 (8) -0.01 (10) 2343.26 (26) 6+
345.258 (20) − 2333.32 (17) 4+
445.04 (10) − 2223.74 (14) 4+
1168.81 (16) 100 +0.01 (4) 1509.74 (21) 4+
2700.86 (36)# (2+)∗∗ 0.25 (5) 493.4 (6) − 2206.74 (26) 2+
1913.60 (33) 100 -0.14 (14) 787.26 (15) 2+
2733.27 (36)# (2+)∗∗ 1946.01 (33) 100 -0.09 (15) 787.26 (15) 2+
2768.46 (35) 4+ 1981.20 (32) 100 +0.01 (11) 787.26 (15) 2+
2795.37 (18) 4− 778.01 (20)† 37.7 (31) -0.37 (15) 2017.36 (16) 3−
1285.63 (16) 100 -0.02 (3) 1509.74 (21) 4+
2812.72 (42)# 1+,2+,3+,‡‡ 2025.46 (39)† 100 -4.4+2.2−56.7 787.26 (15) 2
+
2836.33 (16) 6+ 157.87 (16) 100 2678.49 (20) 6+
330.18 (23) 23.3 (56) -0.24 (6) 2506.10 (16) 5+
493.09 (20) 23.0 (56) -0.29 (15) 2343.26 (26) 6+
1326.7 − 1509.74 (21) 4+
2853.71 (31) 8+,7+,6+,5+,‡‡ 510.45 (16) 100 2343.26 (26) 6+
2871.00 (43) 2+,3 2083.74 (40)† 100 +0.06(10) 787.26 (15) 2+
or -3.7+1.5−5.8
2896.58 (21) 5+ 791.83 (28)† 100 (E2) 2104.66 (15) 3+
1386.84 (19)† 96.0 (35) +3.2+0.8−0.5 1509.74 (21) 4
+
2905.07 (74) (4+)∗∗ 0.22 (2) 2117.81 (72))† 100 787.26 (15) 2+
2916.29 (47) (2+) 0.11+9−6 2129.03 (45) 100 -0.71
+0.37
−0.57 787.26 (15) 2
+
2962.58 (45) (2+,3,4+) 944.39 (44) 18.5 (47) 2017.36 (16) 3−
1452.69 (42) 100 1509.74 (21) 4+
2176.41 (47)† 82.5 (141) 787.26 (15) 2+
2976.70 (32) (4+,‡‡) 557.1 (4) − 1419.48 (18) 4+
753.19 (14) − 2223.74 (14) 4+
0.64 (33) 1466.96 (24) 100 +0.05 (17) 1509.74 (21) 4+
2189.4 (5) 787.26 (15) 2+
3019.73 (18) 5− 399.43 (18) 100 +0.06 (15) 2620.56 (17) 5−
676.66(26) 33.5 (24) -0.01 (10) 2343.26 (26) 6+
1002.85 (31) 24.4 (10) +0.03 (5) 2017.36 (16) 3−
1510.4 − 1509.74 (21) 4+
3021.39 (40) (5−,∗∗) 688.23 (10) − 2333.03 (24) 2+
797.88 (10) − 2223.74 (14) 4+
815.5 (3) − 2206.74 (26) 2+
917.05 (13) − 2104.66 (15) 3+
1004.31 (10) − 2017.36 (16) 3−
1263.36 (11) − 1758.32 (12) 2+
1511.65 (34) 100 1509.74 (21) 4+
1589.62 (10) − 1432.18 (12) 2+
2234.31 (10) − 787.26 (15) 2+
3025.93 (33) 5+ 1516.19 (25)† 100 +0.27 (6) 1509.74 (21) 4+
3050.21 (35) (4+,3+)‡‡ 544.5 (4) − 2506.10 (16) 5+
631.4 (2) − 2419.48 (18) 4+
717.5 (3) − 2333.03 (24) 2(+)
0.18 (3) 1540.47 (52) 100 -0.20 (27) 1509.74 (21) 4+
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Elevel (keV) Jpiinitial τ (ps) Eγ (keV) Iγ,exp δexp Efinal(keV) J
pi
final
1618.75 (11) − 1432.18 (12) 2+
2263.0 (2) − 787.26 (15) 2+
3067.34 (24) 4−,5 446.78 (17) 100 2620.56 (17) 5−
3095.74 (19) 7− 475.23 (17) 100 +0.01 (3) 2620.56 (17) 5−
752.41 (16) 81.2 (16) -0.01 (4) 2343.26 (26) 6+
3108.99 (21) (2+,4)‡‡ 1091.52 (20) 100 +0.05 (7) 2017.36 (16) 3−
1599.50 (33) 24.2 (37) 1509.74 (21) 4+
3210.45 (34) (4+)∗∗ 1193.09 (30) 100 2017.36 (16) 3−
3228.71 (29) (5+,6+)‡‡ 0.22 (3) 885.48 (21) 100 +0.67 (12) 2343.26 (26) 6+
or +0.07 (16)
1718.80 (55) <23.8 1509.74 (21) 4+
3271.24 (31) (8+,7+,6+)‡‡ 927.95 (17) 100 2343.26 (26) 6+
3323.12 (21) 7(−) 227.37 (18)† 100 -0.08 (10) 3095.74 (19) 7−
979.87 (23)† 99.9 (66) (E1) 2343.26 (26) 6+
3556.67 (46) 0.24 (7) 1213.41 (38)† 2343.26 (26) 6+
98Mo:
1432.18 (10) keV, 2+. For the depopulating 644 keV transition conflicting mul-
tipole mixing ratios are reported. A (n,n’γ) experiment [59] measured
two competing values, +1.70 (16) and +0.13 (4) (less likely according to
the publication). The Coulomb excitation experiment by M.Zielinska et
al. [60], however, resulted in a multipole mixing ratio delta of +0.27 (2),
and a (n,γ) experiment [61] determined a value of 0.58 (5). The differ-
ent multipole mixing ratios are tested in the angular correlation analysis
shown in figure A.5. A multipole mixing ratio of δ644 = 1.67 (25) is fa-
vored and is in good agreement with one of the multipole mixing ratios
from the previous (n,n’γ) experiments. Note, that in a neutron capture
experiment the angular correlation function for a sequence of γ cascades
depends only on the angle between the γ rays. In a Coulomb excitation
experiment, firstly, the second 2+ state is much less excited than the first
2+ state (see figure 1 in M. Zielinska et al. [60]), and secondly, known
E2/M1 mixing ratios have been used as input (to the GOSIA code), in
order to obtain matrix elements in a global fit. The present in-beam exper-
iment avoids all of the above-mentioned problems. The (α, 2n) reaction
sufficiently populates non-Yrast 2+ states of 98Mo. The multi-detector
setup and the given beam quantization axis allow to use 11 correlation
groups for the angular correlation analysis. Furthermore, a δ644 = 1.67
(25) is supported by the angular correlation analysis using the OSIRIS
setup (δOsiris,644 = 3.2+4.6−1.4).
2333.03 (24) and 2333.32 (17) keV, 2(+) and 4+. Using γγ coincidences of
the 172.89 (16) transition which feeds the state at 2333.32 keV, a γ line at
900.85 keV cannot be detected. This agrees with data from a β decay ex-
periment [59], where a depopulating transition at 900.85 keV was not ob-
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served with the relative γ intensity reported in Ref. [56]. The 900.85 keV
transition also exhibit a Doppler shift in detectors positioned in forward
and backward direction which is not observed for the other transitions
given in NDS, thus establishing that in the level scheme at 2333 keV in
fact two states can be placed as proposed in proton and deuteron inelastic
scattering experiments [62]. Summarizing, the 2333.03 and 2333.32 state
can be confirmed by independent gates.
2418.52 (29) keV, 2. The two states at 2418.52 (29) keV and 2419.48 (18) keV
are difficult to disentangle. But the coincidence spectrum of the observed
86.51 (32) keV transition depopulating the 2506.10 (16) keV state (see dis-
cussion of this state) allows to solely observe γ decays from the state at
2419.48 keV, since a transition with an E3 multipole characteristic is un-
likely to be observed. From the coincidence spectrum of the 86 keV we
can assume that a hypothetical contributions of a 987.48 keV transition
depopulating the state at 2419.48 keV to the 986.34 keV transition depop-
ulating the state at 2418.52 keV is negligible.
2419.48 (18) keV, 4+. In previous (p, t) and β decay experiments [59,63] a spin
of 3− was assigned to the 2419 keV state while in a (pol t,p) reaction [64]
the spin 2 was determined for this state. Figure A.6 shows the compar-
ison of the three possible spin hypothesis with data and a spin of 4+ is
favored. The new spin assignment is confirmed by the angular correla-
tion analysis of the γγ cascade 661-1023. Note, the (pol t, p) experiment
might have observed the state at 2418 keV instead, (see discussion to the
2418 keV state) which revealed a spin of 2.
2485.47 (21) keV, 3+. The relative intensity of the 726.83 (11) keV transition
observed in Ref. [59] cannot be confirmed, as no γ line is observed in γγ
coincidence spectrum with the 1023 keV transition. At this energy the
sensitivity is such that peaks with a relative γ intensity greater than 4.6%
with respect to the other depopulating 1698.49 keV transition would be
observed.
2506.10 (16) keV, 5+. The angular correlation analysis of the 722-996 keV γγ
cascade (see Figure A.7) favors the spin assignment 5+ for the 2506 keV
state and the multipole mixing ratio is δ996 =-0.96 (10).
2700.86 (36) keV, (2+). The angular correlation analysis favors a spin assign-
ment of 2+ for this state, a spin assignment of 1+ or 3+ cannot be fully
rejected. The δ1913 value given in Table 4.2 is for a presumed spin 2+
adopted from literature [56]. The E2/M1 mixing ratio for other spin hy-
potheses are δ1+−→2+1 = −0.45 (10) and δ3+−→2+1 = +0.34 (9).
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Figure 4.5: Low-lying states observed in experiments [55, 56] are plotted for
different molybdenum isotopes. To provide a better overview, the figure is split
for states belonging to the Yrast band (a) and off-Yrast states (b).
2733.27 (36) keV, (2+). The angular correlation analysis yield a possible spin
assignment of 2+, 3+ for this state. The δ1946 value given in Table 4.2
is for a presumed spin 2+ adopted from the compiled data [56]. If the
spin of the 2733 keV state is 3+, the associated multipole mixing ratio is
δ1946 =0.27 (10) for the 1946.01 (33) keV transition to the 2+1 .
2812.72 (42) keV, 1+,2+,3+. The angular correlation analysis does reveal a
favored spin assignment for this state. However, if the spin assignment
of 2 reported in an inelastic scattering experiment Ref. [62] is correct, the
multipole mixing would be δ2025 =-4.42.2−56.7.
3095.74 (19) keV, 7−. The depopulating 752 keV transitions is observed with
a smaller branching ratio than reported in Ref [59]. However, in that
publication another γ decay with the same energy is observed to depop-
ulate the state at 2976 keV (which was not observed in our data). If the
given γ intensities were swapped for both transitions, the newly calcu-
lated branching ratio from the β decay experiment would fit to our data.
Note, from a previous (α, 2n) experiment [65] the relative intensity was
also reported to be much stronger with respect to the depopulating 475.23
keV transition.
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4.3 Shape coexistence in 96Mo
4.3.1 Shape coexistence within the IBM-1
Already Sambataro et al [66] suggested that configuration mixing is neces-
sary in order to describe excited states in 96Mo. Several observables strongly
point towards shape coexistence. The evolution of low-lying states is given
in Fig. 4.5. It is striking, that while the excitation energy of the second 0+ state
drops steeply from 94Mo to 98Mo, the states belonging to the Yrast band remain
approximately constant. On the other hand, the states shown in Fig. 4.5(b) de-
crease in energy for 96Mo and show a local maximum for 98Mo. These features
together with other observables such as γ transitions depopulating 1+ states
with equal strengths to both 0+ states [67] in 98Mo are well described by shape
coexistence [52,66] associated with the two minima in Fig. 4.7. To test whether
explicit inclusion of shape coexistence can improve the description of 96Mo,
IBM-1 calculations were performed using a 2p-2h intruder configuration due
to proton excitations across the Z=40 sub-shell [68]. For 98Mo, in Fig. 5 in
Ref. [52] the mixed and unmixed configurations are given and can be associ-
ated with a rather vibrational and a γ-soft nuclear shape. As a simple test for
the potential influence of configuration mixing, IBM-1 Hamiltonians [15] of the
U(5) limit and the O(6) limit was fitted to the corresponding unmixed configu-
rations of 98Mo, as derived in Ref. [52]. The Casimir notation was used for the
eigenfunction of two configurations:
E = αI nd + βI (τ(τ + 3)) + γI (J(J + 1)) (4.1)
E = αII σ(σ + 4) + βII (τ(τ + 3)) + γII (J(J + 1)) (4.2)
where (I) denotes the U(5) limit representing the normal 0p-0h configuration,
and (II) is the O(6) limit representing the intruder 2p-2h configuration. The
U(6) Casimir operators are neglected as they only contribute to binding energy.
Consistent with Ref. [52], 90Zr was used as the core, thus the number of bosons
are N = 3 and N = 5 for the normal and intruder configuration, respectively.
The parameters obtained from the fit of Eq.s 4.1,4.2 to the unmixed configura-
tions are given in table 4.3. The full Hamiltonian for the configuration mixing
is similar to the one given in Eqs. 1.12 and 1.13. The parameters ∆, ω induce
the mixing of the configurations and are determined from a fit to the low-lying
states in 96Mo. In Fig. 4.6 the calculated level scheme is compared to data ob-
tained in this work. For clarity, not all states between 2000 keV and 2500 keV
are shown in the figure, notably the 2+ state at 2095 keV identified as the one
phonon mixed symmetry state in Ref. [53], which cannot be discussed in the
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Table 4.3: Parameters of the IBM-1 Hamiltonians in Eqs. 4.1, 4.2 and those
responsible for configuration mixing in 96Mo. Furthermore, ω = 0.1 and ∆ =
0.8 MeV for the mixing of the configuration.
nucleus configuration αI,II (MeV) βI,II (MeV) γI,II (MeV)
96Mo normal 1.096 0.025 -0.023
intruder -0.10 0.11 -0.02
framework of IBM-1. The mixing of the configurations (on the right hand side
of Fig. 4.6) will be discussed in more detail below. The configuration mixing
results in a good description of the low-lying 0+2 state, while still conserving
the R4/2 ratio of approximately 2. The assumption, that the O(6) like intruder
configuration is located at higher energies, i.e. shifted up by ∆, is essential,
otherwise the 2+1 would be predicted too low. This agrees with an evolution
of the nuclear shapes from deformed (N=60) to spherical (N=52), where 94Mo
shows vibrational character (see Fig. 4.7). However, with the used parameters
it is not possible to describe the large energy gap between the 0+2 and 0
+
3 states
of about 1500 MeV. To accommodate for this, the configurations would need
to be adjusted to 96Mo. Nevertheless, the overall agreement between the per-
turbed configuration and the experimental levels is reasonably good (left hand
side of Fig. 4.6) and shows the importance of configuration mixing for 96Mo.
Beside level energies, transition strengths are important observables to obtain
information on the wave function of states. In the IBM-1, the E2 operator is
defined as
TˆE2µ,i = i,b[s
† × d˜+ d† × s˜](2)µ + χ i,b[d† × d˜](2)µ , (4.3)
where i denotes the different (normal, intruder) configurations and i,b the ef-
fective boson charge of the configuration i. The total E2 transition operator for
the perturbed configuration is defined as
TˆE2µ = Tˆ
E2
µ,normal + Tˆ
E2
µ,intruder. (4.4)
The effective boson charge normal,b =intruder,b=0.115 eb was chosen such that the
B(E2) strength of the 2+1
719−−→ 0+1 is reproduced. The comparison between cal-
culated and observed B(E2) values are shown in table 4.5 and reveal, that con-
figuration mixing is needed to describe 96Mo. Of major importance is hereby
the 0+2
369−−→ 2+1 transition, as it connects the ground state of the intruder config-
uration with the first excited 2+ state. To reproduce the B(E2) value of 51 (7),
which is not possible in a single configuration in the U(5) limit, the two config-
urations have to mix strongly. As the value is still smaller than the observed
value, the mixing strength ω might have to be increased. But overall, the tran-
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Figure 4.6: Low-energy level scheme of 96Mo. The experimental (left) and the
calculated spectra with mixing (“IBM-1: pert. configuration”, center) and with-
out mixing (right) labeled with its (τ ) quantum number and spin. The number
indicated next to spin value (center) represents the fraction of the normal con-
figuration in the wave function of each state.
sition strengths are reproduced reasonably well, except for the 2+3 −→ 2+1 and
4+2 −→ 4+1 transitions, which are strongly over-predicted.
M1 transitions between fully symmetric states are forbidden in the IBM-1 con-
figuration. However, our experiment reveals a significant B(M1) value of 0.09
(1) µ2N for the 2
+
2 −→ 2+1 transition. The angular correlation analysis for the
2+3
847−−→ 2+1 transition shows an even stronger M1 admixture, although only
lower limit of the lifetime of the 2+3 state is known. The situation is similar
to that in 112Cd [68], where the second and third excited 2+ states exhibit non
negligible M1 strengths to the first excited 2+ state.
Therefore, as shown in the next section, we attempt an IBM-2 calculation with
intruders building on results from Ref. [52]. This allows to calculate M1 tran-
sition strengths, which are important observables for shape coexistence. Even
though the PES derived from the EDF calculations for 96Mo (see Fig. 4.7) does
not show two distinguishable minima, the minimum is much more shallow
than in 94Mo and somewhat elongated in direction of the γ angle.
4.3.2 Shape coexistence within the microscopic IBM-2
In Fig. 4.7 we show the potential energy surfaces for the even-even 94−100Mo
nuclei, calculated by the constrained Hartree-Fock plus BCS method with
Skyrme SLy6 interaction. The PESs for 96,98,100Mo nuclei in Figs. 4.7(b,c,d) are
exactly the same as those already presented in Ref. [52], but here the PES for
94Mo nucleus (see Fig. 4.7(a)) is also presented for comparison. The PES for
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Figure 4.7: Contour plots of the microscopic energy surfaces in (β, γ) plane of
94−98Mo (a-d). The color code ranges from 0 (mean-field minimum) to 2 MeV,
and the minima are identified by the solid white circles. The Skyrme SLy6
functional is used.
94Mo nucleus exhibits almost pure spherical shape, while the topology of the
PES for 96Mo is flatter in β direction and is rather elongated in the γ direction.
The second minimum is not visible in both nuclei. As discussed in [52], one can
see two distinct minima for 98Mo (c), one at spherical and the other at prolate
region. Much pronounced deformation characterized by the deep minimum is
found for 100Mo (d).
When one tries to describe both shape coexistence and the mixed symmetry
states at the same time in the framework of [69], there are two major problems.
First, the ξ1,2,3 parameters for the Majorana interaction are not determined by
simply referring to the PES. One should then consider looking at some other
quantities than the PES, which is beyond the scope of the present work. The
second problem is that only one minimum is seen in the PES for 96Mo, which
makes it difficult to fix the Hamiltonian for the intruder configuration. For
these reasons, we end up with taking an empirical way as follows: We take,
for the parametrization of the Majorana interactions, the values used in the
Sambataro-Molnár’s phenomenological IBM-2 calculation, ξ1 = ξ3 = −0.07
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MeV and ξ2 = −0.24 MeV for the normal configuration while ξ1 = ξ2 = ξ3 = 0
for the intruder configuration. Concerning the way of invoking the intruder
configuration, we use the same intruder Hamiltonian as in [52] without any
change but here the energy offset ∆ is fixed so that the experimental energy
level of the 0+2 intruder state is reproduced.
The employed parameters for the IBM-2 plus configuration mixing are pre-
sented in Tab. 4.4. Almost the same parameter values are used for the nor-
mal configuration of 96Mo and 98Mo, but for the χpi parameter. The sum
χpi + χν measures the γ softness. Indeed, the sum for the normal configura-
tion is smaller in magnitude for the 98Mo than for 96Mo, as confirmed by the
PES in Fig. 4.7. The striking difference from the phenomenologically deter-
mined parameters used in [66] is that the κ parameter for both configuration in
the present study is twice as large in magnitude as in [66].
For completeness, we show in Fig. 4.8 the corresponding IBM-2 energy surfaces
for 94,96,98Mo nuclei. A reasonable agreement with the original PESs in Fig. 4.7
is obtained for all nuclei.
Figure 4.9 shows partial level scheme of the 96Mo nucleus, where the IBM-
2 calculations with and without the configuration mixing are compared with
the experimental data. Apart from the fact that the energy offset ∆ is fixed
phenomenologically, the IBM-2 configuration mixing calculation reproduces
well the experimental level structure. It is evident that the IBM-2 calculation
with only a single configuration fails in reproducing the low-lying excited 0+
state. It implies that the intruder configuration is necessary in this nucleus.
To obtain B(M1) and B(E2) values, the standard operators [15] are used:
TˆM1 =
√
3
4pi
∑
ρ,i
Pˆigρ,iJˆρ,iPˆi (4.5)
The effective charges are set as epiB,1 = e
ν
B,1 = 0.106 eb and e
pi
B,3 = e
ν
B,3 = 0.106
eb are set so that a good overall agreement is obtained for the E2 transition
from the 2+1 to the ground state. On the other hand, the standard notations for
the effective g-factors gpi,1 = gpi,3 = 1 and gν,1 = gν,3 = 0 (in µN units) are
employed.
The predicted states after mixing are shown in the middle column of Fig. 4.9,
where the states drawn in blue represent mixed symmetry states and will be
discussed in more detail in section 4.4. Considering, that only ∆ is adjusted,
compared to the configuration mixing in98Mo, the improvement of the cal-
culated states is remarkable and close to the predicted states from the IBM-1
calculation (cf. Fig. 4.6). M1 strengths are predicted for the 2+2
719−−→ 2+1 and
2+3
847−−→ 2+1 . Since the calculated B(M1(719))=0.004 value is too small, other
changes to both configurations have to be made to accommodate for 96Mo, i.e
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Figure 4.8: The IBM-2 energy surfaces in the (β, γ) plane for the 94Mo (a), 96Mo
(b) and 98Mo nuclei. The color code ranges from 0 to 2 MeV, and the minima
are identified by the solid white circles.
Table 4.4: Parameters for the IBM-2 configuration mixing given in Eqs. 1.8-
1.13. For 98Mo the parameters are derived from the mapped PES (see Fig. 4.8,
while parameters used to describe 96Mo is based on 98Mo but adjusted to re-
produce the excitation energy of the second 0+. Note, χ1,2,3 values are adopted
from Ref. [66]).
nucleus configuration  (MeV) κ (MeV) χν (MeV) χpi (MeV)
96Mo normal 1.10 -0.368 -0.90 -0.50
intruder 0.70 -0.335 -0.85 0.43
98Mo normal 1.05 -0.368 -0.80 0.18
intruder 0.70 -0.335 -0.85 0.43
nucleus configuration ξ1 = ξ3 ξ2 ω ∆ (MeV)
96Mo normal -0.07 0.24 0.15 2.00
intruder 0.00 0.00
98Mo normal -0.07 0.24 0.15 1.715
intruder 0.00 0.00
increasing the mixing interaction ω. This is also evident from the comparison
of calculated and observed B(E2) values given in table 4.5. While most values
are reproduced, the B(E2) strength of the 0+2
369−−→ 2+1 transition is predicted
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Figure 4.9: Low-energy part of the level scheme for 96Mo, observed in the
experiment 96Zr(3He,n)96Mo. The IBM-2 calculations with single (left-hand
side) and configuration mixing (middle) are compared with the experimental
energy spectra (right-hand side).
too weak. This is due to the almost pure contributions of the intruder and nor-
mal configuration to the wave functions of the 0+2 and 2
+
1 state(see Fig. 4.11).
Specifically the lowest states are rather weakly mixed. In particular a stronger
contribution of a vibrational configuration to the second 0+ state would lead
to a stronger E2 transition to the first 2+ state. However, while intricacies of
the level scheme or transition strengths are not yet fully described well, this
schematic calculation shows that it should be possible to obtain a description
of 96Mo in a two-space IBM-2 model.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Conservation of boson seniority
One of the major advantages using the dynamical symmetry limits of the IBM-1
and its extensions is that the dynamical symmetries preserve quantum num-
bers, thus the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of Casimir operators of a
set of nested algebras. This allows the analytical solvability of the quantum
system. However, when configuration mixing occurs, an analytical solution is
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Table 4.5: Theoretical E2 transition strengths (in W.u.) compared to exper-
imental values given in table 4.1. Transition given in parentages are upper
limits for relative intensities and not yet observed. States in bold are predicted
to be of intruder nature in theory. The IBM-1 and IBM-2 values are discussed
in section 4.3.1 and section 4.3.2, respectively.
Elevel (keV) JpiI Eγ (keV) J
pi
F B(E2)IBM-2 B(E2)IBM-1 B(E2)exp
778.23 2+1 778.23 0
+
1 20 20 20.7 (4)
1147.96 0+2 369.73 2
+
1 6 34 51 (7)
1497.88 2+2 (349) 0
+
2 32 30 <93.2
719.55 2+1 0 4 13.9 (28)
1497.97 0+1 0.1 0.5 1.0
+0.2
−0.1
1625.92 2+3 128.0
1 2+2 11 9 <46100
477.61 0+2 0.1 0 <18.7
847.68 2+1 8 32 <1.4
1626.00 0+1 0.5 0 <0.4
1628.22 4+1 849.99 2
+
1 25 31 41 (7)
1869.64 4+2 241.33 4
+
1 0.4 20 0.2 (1)
(243.6) 2+3 1 5 <32
371.71 2+2 37 36 26 (11)
1091.50 2+1 0.4 1 2 (1)
not possible as symmetries are broken. It turns out that in specific cases sym-
metries are partially preserved. For 96Mo and 98Mo the mixing configurations
are associated with a vibrational U(5) like structure and a γ-soft O(6) like struc-
ture, so algebraic chains have the same irreps for the nested SO(5) and SO(3)
algebras. The algebraic chain for the two limits are defined as
Upiν(6) ⊃
{
Upiν(5)
SOpiν(6)
}
⊃ SOpiν(5) ⊃ SOpiν(3), (4.6)
Since the mixing term is an O(5) scalar, the boson seniority associated to the
O(5) group is preserved. This leads to interesting effects, as states with same
spin and close in energy do not mix, if the seniority τ of these states differ [70].
In Fig. 4.6 (on the right hand side) both, the effect of level mixing and the
preservation of the τ quantum number is observed. This is best illustrated
for the unmixed 2+ states with τ = 1, 2 between 1.4 and 2.1 MeV. The τ = 2,
2+ states are in close proximity of 50 keV to each other, thus strongly repelling,
leading to an energy gap of 700 keV in the perturbed configuration. If the
O(5) quantum number is broken the repelling effect for the intruder 2+ state
would be cushioned by the lower-lying 2+ state. Since the τ quantum num-
bers differ, such moderation of the repulsion is not observed. The best way to
test the goodness of quantum numbers are transition strengths. As discussed
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previously the 2+ intruder and normal states with τ = 2 heavily contribute
to the wave function of the third 2+ state in the perturbed configuration. The
selection rule for E2 transitions states that ∆τ > 1 are forbidden if the O(5)
symmetry is not broken. This is observed for the B(E2,2+3 −→ 0+1 ) values and
predicted for the 2+3 −→ 0+2 transition.
The used IBM-2 Hamiltonian does not fully conserve Upiν(6) symmetry or the
Opiν(5) symmetry. However, since the symmetries are not strongly broken one
can still approximately extract the τ and F -spin quantum numbers associated
with a given state. This corresponds to the similarities between the calculated
B(E2) values (cf. table 4.5) in the U(6) symmetry conserving IBM-1 formalism
and the symmetry breaking IBM-2 Hamiltonian. Therefore, the IBM-2 Hamil-
tonian is treated as approximately O(5) symmetry conserving.
4.4.2 Conservation of F-spin and the one phonon mixed sym-
metry state
The O(6) like and U(5) like configurations assumed for the unmixed config-
urations for the IBM-2 calculations not only break the O(5) symmetry rather
weakly, but the F -spin quantum number is nearly preserved as well. This can
be tested by projecting the wave function of a state onto F = Fmax. While
low-lying states associated with fully symmetric states have more than 90% of
Fmax, mixed symmetry states are below 50% of Fmax (see table 4.6). Similar
to unmixed IBM-2 configurations in the O(6) and U(5) limit, the mixed IBM-2
calculation shows a strongM1 transition (> 0.1 µ2N ) to the first excited 2
+ state.
The occurrence of mixed symmetry in 94Mo has been well established [71].
Also in 96Mo one and two mixed symmetry phonon states are observed [53].
In Fig. 4.10 the M1 strengths of 2+ states to first excited 2+ are plotted against
the level energies of the depopulating transition for 94−98Mo. In all three cases,
a state with a depopulating transition carrying the largest portion of this M1
strength is located at about 2100 keV. However, the absoluteM1 strengths vary
strongly. This can be analyzed in terms of configurations mixing. In 96Mo the
mixed symmetry states associated to the normal configuration is predicted at
2335 keV, well below the mixed symmetry state associated with the intruder
configuration at 3236 keV. This energy gap between the mixed symmetry states
is roughly half of the value of the shift ∆ between the configurations. Due to
the large energy gap the mixed symmetry state is almost unmixed with 86.7%
contribution of the normal configuration to the wave function (see the state
drawn in blue in Fig. 4.11). The calculated B(E2) and B(M1) values agree with
the experimental values and confirm the near preservation of F -spin in 96Mo.
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Figure 4.10: M1 strength of 2+ states to the first excited 2+ is plotted against
excitation energy of the depopulating state. Top figure belongs to 94Mo (a) and
the values are adopted from Ref. [71], the middle figure (b) belong to 96Mo and
the bottom figure (c) belong to 98Mo.
However, in 98Mo the basic conditions are different. The shift ∆ between the
configurations is much smaller than in the neighboring 96Mo. Thus, the calcu-
lation predicts one phonon mixed symmetry states which are strongly mixed
(see Fig. 4.12) and comparatively close together. The one phonon mixed sym-
metry state related to the intruder configuration has a large M1 strength to the
2+1 state, while the mixed symmetry state related to the normal configuration
decays strongly with large M1 strength to the 2+2 state. Our in-beam experi-
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Figure 4.11: Theoretical level scheme for 96Mo is shown with the normal(blue)
and intruder (red) configuration. In the parentages the O(5) quantum number
τ (seniority) is given. Above or below unmixed state the contribution of a con-
figuration to the wave function of the mixed state is given. Some states in the
middle are colored blue, representing mixed symmetry states. Furthermore,
next to the quantum numbers of unmixed states associated with the mixed
symmetry states, are placed black dots.
ment revealed two candidates for the one phonon mixed symmetry states of
either configuration. The candidates are shown in table 4.7, which compares
calculated and experimental values. Note, that in some cases the parity could
not be determined, as small M1/E2 mixing ratios could also indicate E1 tran-
sitions. It is assumed that these states are of positive parity, however, as the de-
populating transitions only feed positive parity states. In table 4.7, especially
the B(M1, 2+ms −→ 2+2 ) value is not reproduced. Therefore, either one phonon
mixed symmetry state related to the intruder configuration is not populated in
the in-beam experiment or it fragments strongly. Still, one can observe frag-
ments of the M1 strength to the first excited 2+ roughly at the expected energy
of 2100 keV in 98Mo. The M1 strength of the transitions depopulating the one
phonon mixed symmetry state related to the normal configuration is repro-
duced by the sum of the M1 strengths of the 900 keV transition and the 1093
keV transition. This suggests, that the mixed symmetry state of the normal
configuration fragments into two states at 2333 keV and 2525 keV.
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Figure 4.12: Theoretical level scheme for 98Mo is shown with the normal(blue)
and intruder (red) configuration. In the parentages the O(5) quantum number
τ (seniority) is given. Above or below unmixed state the contribution of a con-
figuration to the wave function of the mixed state is given. Some states in the
middle are colored blue, representing mixed symmetry states. Furthermore,
next to the quantum numbers of the unmixed state associated with the mixed
symmetry state, is placed a black dot.
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Table 4.6: Calculated and experimental B(E2) and B(M1) values for 96Mo are
shown for the one phonon mixed symmetry state and the next 2+. The lifetimes
are adopted from [53] and the remaining values necessary for the calculation
of transition strength are taken from this experiment. The exception are those
values labeled with ∗∗ and are adopted from NDS [55].
Ji
E(keV)−−−−→ Jf Fmax,i % Fmax,if % B(M1)IBM2 (µ2N ) B(M1)exp (µ2N )
2+4
1317−−−→ 2+1 42 98 0.24 0.17 (2)
2+4
597−−→ 2+2 42 95 0 <0.08
2+5
1648−−−→ 2+1 80 98 0.02 0.0056+19,∗∗−21
2+5
928−−→ 2+2 80 95 0.06 0.0003 (3)∗∗
B(E2)IBM2 (W.u.) B(E2)exp (W.u.)
2+4
2095−−−→ 0+1 42 98 0 0.080 (11)
2+4
1317−−−→ 2+1 42 98 1 0
2+4
947−−→ 0+2 42 94 0 5.0+22−17
2+4
597−−→ 2+2 42 95 0 0
2+5
1648−−−→ 2+1 80 98 0 2.9+8,∗∗−9
2+5
928−−→ 2+2 80 95 21 6.1+11,∗∗−14
Table 4.7: Calculated and experimental B(E2) and B(M1) values for 98Mo are
shown for the one phonon mixed symmetry state and the next 2+. Values nec-
essary for the calculation of transition strength are taken from this experiment.
The B(E2) values are given in W.u. and B(M1) values in µ2N .
Elevel,i (keV) Ji
E(keV)−−−−→ Jf Fmax,i % Fmax,f % B(M1)IBM2 B(M1)exp
2206 2+4
1419−−−→ 2+1 54 97 0.27 0.059+7−6
2700 (2+9 )
1913−−−→ 2+1 0.031+9−6
2333 2(+)5
900−−→ 2+2 47 94 0.27 0.153+87−41
2525 2(+)7
1093−−−→ 2+2 0.094 (12)
B(E2)IBM2 B(E2)exp
2206 2+4
1419−−−→ 2+1 54 97 0 1.7 (2)
2700 (2+9 )
1913−−−→ 2+1 0.009 (2)
2333 2(+)5
900−−→ 2+2 47 94 1 1.6+9−4
2525 2(+)7
1093−−−→ 2+2 0.0043 (6)
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4.5 Brief summary
The data obtained from the 96Mo experiment and the performed IBM-1/IBM-2
calculations are discussed and summarized in more detail in the next chapter 5
together with the results from the previous experiments. Thus, in this section
the results are only briefly summed up.
The full results obtained from two in-beam experiments on 96Mo and 98Mo are
reported in the table 4.1 and 4.2. The angular correlation analyses allowed to
determine spins and multipole mixing ratios, in particular the E2/M1 mixing
ratio of the 2+3
847−−→ 2+1 transition. This and the M1 strength of the 2+2 719−−→ 2+1
transition together with the drop of the 0+2 state indicates, that configuration
mixing might have to be considered. This is emphasized by single configura-
tion IBM-2 calculations which only poorly agree with the observed level en-
ergies and are shown in Fig 4.9. IBM-1 configuration mixing calculations (see
Fig. 4.11) and IBM-2 configuration mixing were performed as well and show a
much better agreement with the obtained data.
The IBM-1 calculation also allowed to investigate whether the O(5) quantum
number is conserved. Furthermore, in the framework of IBM-2 using configu-
ration mixing, the one phonon mixed symmetry state was investigated. While
the used IBM-2 Hamiltonian with configuration mixing does not fully conserve
the F -spin quantum number and seniority, both quantum numbers are only
slightly broken. The comparison ofM1 strength of the transition depopulating
the one phonon mixed symmetry state to the first 2+ state shows (see table 4.6),
that the predicted M1 strength is only marginally stronger than the observed
value. For 98Mo, two one phonon mixed symmetry states for either config-
uration are predicted (see Fig. 4.12), one exhibiting a strong M1 transition to
the first excited 2+ state and another exhibiting a strong M1 transition to the
second excited 2+ state. Especially the strength of the latter transition is repro-
duced by two fragments in the experimental data (see table 4.7).
Chapter 5
Summary and conclusion
In this thesis the even-even molybdenum isotopes in the A=100 mass region
and the odd-even gold isotopes in the A=200 mass region were investigated.
The aim of this thesis was to test whether the Spin(5)/O(5) quantum numbers
are conserved.
For 193Au Interacting Boson Fermion Model calculations were performed in-
cluding all possible proton orbitals between the Z=50 and Z=82 shell closure.
The calculation shows that the dominant contribution to the wave function of
the lowest states stems from the dpi,3/2 orbital. At higher excitation energies,
contribution from the spi,1/2 orbital has to be considered. On that basis, IBFM
calculations were performed employing the Spin(5) Bose-Fermi symmetry
which specifically accounts only for a proton in the dpi,3/2 orbital. Using the
newly obtained data from an in-beam experiment, a detailed comparison
between the two IBFM calculations and experiment is done. Both IBFM
calculations agreed reasonably well with the relative transition strengths
observed in the experiment. Considering that in the framework of the Spin(5)
Bose-Fermi symmetry only two parameters were used to describe the level
energies in 193Au, it was established that the τ1 quantum number for states
belonging to the first three multiplets (τ1 = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2) is conserved.
Based on the results of Ref. [72], the Interacting Boson Fermion Model using
the Spin(5) Bose-Fermi symmetry is extended to other neighboring odd-even
gold nuclei. It turns out, that the low-lying states in the odd-even gold nuclei
exhibit a rather gradual evolution of levels. This agrees with the prediction
of the Nilsson Model (see Fig. 5.1) of a rather smooth behavior of the two
most dominant orbitals for the odd-even gold nuclei, the dpi,3/2 and the spi,1/2
orbitals.
Using the eigenfunction derived from the Bose Fermi symmetry and the
simple expression given in Eq. (6) in sect. 3 [74], the smooth evolution of the
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Figure 5.1: (Color online) The energy of the proton Nilsson orbits are plotted
against deformation parameter  (similar to β). The evolution of dpi,3/2 or-
bital (blue curve) and the spi,1/2 orbital (red curve) with growing deformation
is shown. The figure is adopted from Ref. [73].
level energies throughout the odd-even gold isotopes is described well. For
this evolution the switch of the ground state from 1/2+ to 3/2+ from 189Au
to 191Au is of major importance and is reproduced in the framework of the
Bose-Fermi symmetry. This indicates that it is sufficient to change the ordering
of the τ1 = 1/2 and the τ1 = 3/2 multiplet, rather than rearrange the ordering
of the dpi,3/2 and spi,1/2 orbitals which are not described by the Nilsson Model.
Beside the level energies, other important observables are transition strengths.
The agreement between the absolute E2 transition strengths and data (see
table 4 in sect. 3) throughout the odd-even gold isotopes is rather good,
considering that the same effective boson and effective fermion charge was
applied for all the investigated nuclei. The notable exception is the strength of
the 3/2+2 −→ 3/2+1 E2 transition. In the Bose-Fermi symmetry this E2 transition
is forbidden, however, the full IBFM calculation (with the all five proton
orbitals) show comparatively more contribution from the dpi,5/2 and spi,1/2
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orbitals to the wave function of the 3/2+2 state than for other members of the
τ1 ≤ 5/2 multiplets. Altogether, the good agreement between the predictions
of the Spin(5) Bose-Fermi symmetry and available data suggests, that the
Spin(5) quantum number is conserved for 189−199Au.
In contrast to the odd-even gold isotopes, the evolution of the nuclear struc-
ture in the even-even molybdenum isotopes is much more complicated. In
sect. 4, the different signatures for shape coexistence in 98Mo are discussed,
the most obvious one being that the first excited state is a 0+ state which
is rarely observed in even-even nuclei. The description of nuclei exhibiting
configuration mixing is particularly challenging as such models require to fix
a lot of parameters. Thus, the mapping technique described in sect. 4 [52] is
of major importance. This way, one avoids to use the level scheme to adjust
parameters, instead the parameters are extracted from a potential energy
surface calculated by a microscopic model. The PES of 98Mo calculated using
constrained Hartree-Fock plus BCS method with Skyrme SLy6 interaction
shows two distinct minima, where one minimum can be associated with a
rather vibrational configuration and the second minimum can be associated
with a rather γ-soft configuration. Indeed, the mixing of these two configura-
tions reproduces many features observed in the 98Mo. Most importantly, the
quadrupole moments and the β deformation of the lowest excited 2+ states
are in good agreement with experimental values. The successful application of
the mapping technique motivated to extend this procedure to the neighboring
96Mo, where the microscopic PES shows one distinct minimum (see Fig. 4 in
sect. 4 and Ref. [52]).
In sect. 4.2 the result of a single configuration IBM-2 calculation mapped
onto the microscopic PES (exhibiting a rather vibrational nuclear shape)
is compared with data obtained from an in-beam experiment on 96Mo (cf.
Fig. 4.9). The agreement between calculated and observed level energies is
poor. Indeed, the obtained data again show characteristics associated with
shape coexistence. The angular correlation analyses of the 2+2
719−−→ 2+1 and
2+3
847−−→ 2+1 transitions show small E2/M1 multipole mixing ratios, which
cannot be described in a purely vibrational model. Here, transitions exhibiting
M1 characteristics are forbidden. Such transitions between the low-lying 2+
states are found in the 112Cd as well, where shape coexistence was observed.
Another indication of configuration mixing is the drop of the level energy of
the second 0+ from 94Mo to 96Mo (see Fig. 4.5).
Thus, based on the unmixed configurations of the calculations for 98Mo,
two IBM-1 configurations, one in the U(5) limit and one in the O(6) limit,
were derived. These configurations were mixed such, that the level ener-
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gies in 96Mo were reproduced. The schematic calculations show a much
enhanced agreement with the data. Particularly, the calculations show that
the E2 strength of the 0+2
947−−→ 2+1 transition depends on the strength of
the configuration mixing. Since the IBM-1 calculations were specifically
carried out for a vibrational and a γ-soft configuration, the O(5) quantum
numbers are preserved and discussed for selected transitions obeying E2
selection rules associated with τ quantum numbers. Another schematic
calculation of configuration mixing was carried out for 96Mo, this time using
the IBM-2 formalism. The same parameters as those used for the calculations
in 98Mo [52] were adopted. Only the parameter ∆, which controls the shift
between the two configurations was varied such that the second 0+ in 96Mo is
reproduced. While this is not sufficient to fully reproduce transition strengths,
the concept of configuration mixing seems to be required to describe the
low-lying states in 96Mo. For example, due to configuration mixing, M1
strengths are predicted between the lowest 2+ states and correspond to
experimental observations. Also, the PES of the IBM-2 calculation shows
remarkable agreement with the microscopic PES. Furthermore, the agreement
of the M1 strength from the mixed symmetry state to the first excited 2+ state
suggests that F-spin and O(5) quantum numbers are approximately conserved.
Appendix A
A.1 γγ angular correlation analysis
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Figure A.1: Comparison of theoretical angular correlations with different spin
hypotheses (black solid, green dashed line and blue dashed line) with relative
intensities obtained from eleven correlation groups at the OSIRIS setup for the
778-847 keV γγ coincidence. The multipole mixing ration δ = −0.12(5) is fa-
vored. See text in sect. 4.2 for more detail.
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Figure A.2: The integrated volumes of the 847 and 849 keV γ lines in coin-
cidence with the 778 keV transition in the correlation groups are compared to
superposed theoretical spin hypotheses (see discussion of the state at 1625 keV
in the text 4.2.1 for details).
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Figure A.3: The spin hypothesis 3
480,δ480−−−−−→ 2 719,δ719=−0.12−−−−−−−−−−→ 2 is compared
to relative intensities obtained from nine correlation groups at the OSIRIS
setup for the 719-480 keV γγ coincidences. The multipole mixing ratio δ480 =
−17.8+10.3−64.6 (black solid) obtained from a least-square fit is favored to δ480 =
−0.12 (4) (green dashed line) reported in Ref. [53].
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Figure A.4: Comparison of theoretical angular correlations 3
1200,δ1200−−−−−−→ 2
778,δ778=+0.0−−−−−−−−−→ 2 with relative intensities obtained from nine correlation groups
at the OSIRIS setup. The multipole mixing ratio δ1200 = 0.34 (4) (black solid
line) is favored to the E2/M1 mixing ratio δ1200 = 0.89 (10) reported in
Ref. [53].
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Figure A.5: The spin hypothesis 2
644,δ644−−−−−→ 2 787,δ787=+0.0−−−−−−−−−→ 0 is compared to
relative intensities obtained from eleven correlation groups at the YRAST Ball
setup. The multipole mixing ratio δ644 = +1.67 (25) (black solid) obtained from
a least-square fit is favored to δ644 = +0.27 (2) (blue dashed line) reported in
Ref. [60] and δ644 = +0.58 (5) (green dashed line) reported in Ref. [61].
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Figure A.6: Three different spin hypotheses (black solid and green dashed line,
and blue dashed line) were tested with data obtained at the Yrast Ball setup for
the 722-909 keV γγ cascade. A spin assignment of 4+ withE2/M1 mixing ratio
δ909 = −0.64 (10) is favored.
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